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Izvleček:
Bibliografski informacijski sistemi predstavljajo vrata do bogastva informacij, ki jih hranijo in
kreirajo knjižnice. Vendar pa kljub njihovi pomembnosti za odkrivanje in raziskovanje knjižničnega
gradiva, bibliografski informacijski sistemi še vedno ne premorejo vseh osnovnih funkcij, ki bi bile
potrebne za dobro podporo uporabnikom pri njihovem iskanju in nalogah kot so najdenje,
identifikacije, izbira, in navigacija med informacijskimi viri. V študiji smo raziskovali, kako bi lahko
bolje izpolnili manjkajoče cilje in predlagali model, ki bi omogočil bolj učinkovito in uporabniku
prijazno predstavitev in navigacijo v uporabniških vmesnikih bibliografskih informacijskih
sistemov. Delo smo gradili na konceptih družine del, modela FZBZ (Funkcionalne zahteve za
bibliografske zapise) in vizualizacije informacij ter tako ustvarili model, ki povezuje in skupaj
prikazuje vse verzije in izdaje istega dela, povezana dela, in ostala dela istega avtorja ali dela o tem
avtorju. Doktorska naloga opisuje vse stopnje izgradnje modela in prikazuje, kako je bil model
implementiran v FrbrVis prototipni sistem. Poroča tudi o dveh uporabniških študijah, formalnem
eksperimentu in opazovalnem eksperimentu, ki sta bila uporabljena za evalvacijo uporabnosti
predlaganih prototipnih zasnov. Primerjava štirih različnih vizualizacijskih tehnik med seboj ter
primerjava FZBZ-vizualnega pristopa s trenutno zasnovo bibliografskih informacijskih sistemov je
pokazala, da so vse FZBZ-vizualne prototipne zasnove nudile boljšo uporabniško izkušnjo kot
sistem, kakršen je danes v uporabi v večini knjižnic, pri čimer pa sta se najbolje tako v uporabnosti
kot pri preferencah uporabnikov odrezala hierarhičen zamaknjen oris in krožni sosednostni prikaz.
Naloga tudi poroča o težavah, ki so bile odkrite pri evalvaciji in poda smernice za nadaljnje
raziskave.
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Abstract:
Bibliographic information systems are the gateway to the wealth of information held and
produced by libraries. However, despite their importance for discovering and exploring library
resources, bibliographic information systems are still missing some of the core functions they
should be providing to support users in their information seeking process and the tasks of finding,
identifying, selecting, and navigating the resources. Our research looked at how we could better
fulfil the missing objectives by proposing a model that could support a more efficient and user
friendly presentation and navigation in user interfaces of bibliographic information systems. We
have built our work on the concepts of work family, FRBR (Functional Requirements for
Bibliographic Records) and information visualization, creating a model on how to bring together
and present all versions of a work, related works, and other works by and about the author. The
thesis describes all stages of model development and shows how the model was implemented
into a FrbrVis prototype system. It further reports on two user studies, a formal experiment and
an observational experiment that have been carried out to evaluate the usability of the proposed
prototype system designs. Comparing four information visualization designs between themselves
and comparing a FRBR-visual approach against a current bibliographic information system, the
results showed that all FRBR-visual prototypes offered better user experience than the baseline
system, but the hierarchical indented tree and sunburst design proved as the best, both in
performance as well as user preference. The thesis also reports on usability issues discovered
during the evaluation and gives pointers for future research.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT
Motivation for our work derives from the unfulfilled objectives of bibliographic information
systems such as online library catalogues
catalogues. Not offering the required functionality
functionalit that would bring
out the richness and value of bibliographic data or that would support users in their information
seeking process by providing intuitive search as well as useful presentation
sentation and navigation of
bibliographic data
data,, library information systems have repeatedly been characterised as difficult to
use, frustrating, and inefficient. With the changing
changing online information environment and
demanding users, libraries have already lost their position as primary information providers.
While the summons for better bibliographic information systems have been made repeatedly in
literature throughout the last three
three decades, the changes have been slow and have actually came
to a hold in the 90s. In the last few years, advancing services on the web and web-savvy
web savvy users
have forced the library community to reconsider their services
services,, which led to some
some noticeable
mode
modernizations in the way bibliographic information systems provide search, presentation,
presentation, and
navigation. Despite the changes, however, current linear displays in online catalogues still do not
have the adequate syndetic structure for representing as well as m
making
aking navigable the
“multidimensional complexity of bibliographic universe beyond manifestation level”
level” (Bianchini,
2010).
Our research therefore seeks to propose an alternative design to current linear lists, one that
would provide better presentation and navigation within user interfaces of bibliographic
information systems.
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1.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
We set three main objectives for our work:
 propose a model for improving the current presentation of bibliographic records and
navigation
avigation within bibliographic information systems;
 propose an interface design for implementing the model into a prototype system;
 evaluate the usability of the proposed model and interface design through user testing.

1.3 APPROACHES
Exploring possible approaches to address the problem stateme
statement
nt and research objectives, we
have chosen to build our work on the following concepts:
a) FRBR (Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records) – a conceptual model of the
bibliographic universe presented the basis of our proposed model. Developed to improve
the cataloguing process as well as library catalogues, FRBR holds the potential for creating
more efficient and user-friendly
user
bibliographic information systems by bringing together all
editions of a work that exist in the collection as well as by creating relationships between
various entities, such as related works or editions. While some attempts have been made
on implementing the model, the experiments so far have used only a small fraction of
FRBR potential either in converting or in presenting the bibliographic data, which means
that even FRBR-inspired
inspired catalogues do not provide a suitable structure to identify or
navigate the majority of relationships
relationships that exist
exi t between bibliographic resources.
resources. We took
the entity
entity-relationship
relationship structures proposed by FRBR and used them to restructure
restructure the
existing bibliographic data. We further looked at how the converted data could be best
presented and inter
interacted
acted with in user interfaces in a way that would give users a better
overview and enable semantic exploration.
b) Work family - based
ased on FRBR and other literature on presenting bibliographic data in user
interfaces, we have chosen the concept of work family as the main element of our
research. This means that at this
his point of our research, we have not looked at the
complete user int
interface
erface design, but only at how the entities and relationships within a
work family could be brought together in a single display
display,, collocating different editions
and versions of the work, showing related work, and providing a broader exploration of
works by or about the author.
c) Information visualization – traditional linear lists
list do not provide the necessary structure
that would be able to display various FRBR
FRBR-based
based groupings of entities or exploration of
relationships. To overcome the limitations of the linear
linear lists and to provide a frame that
would be better suited for mapping our proposed model of work family record
presentation, we have decided to implement a dynamic graphical display. As there are
various information visualization techniques available, each having some pros and cons,
we have implemented four alternative information visualization techniques to test which
of them would be most appropriate for our model.
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1.4 CONTRIBUTIONS
Following the objectives of our research,
research, th
the major contributions of this thesis are:
Analysis and representations of work families for works of fiction
fiction.. To propose a model for
improving the presentation of bibliographic records and navigation within bibliographic
information systems, we have chosen FRBR conceptual model as our framework that would help
us achieve that. Defining the application of FRBR model, bibliographic records and work families
fam
had to be analysed to determine the structures and relationship types that appear within works of
fiction and would be important for users. A model displaying the structural and relational
complexity of work families is proposed and four work-family
work
record sets are analysed in light of
FRBR to show the diversity of entities and relationships as well as the structures that should be
supported by bibliographic information systems.
Overview
verview of required changes in MARC21 records to create perfect frbriza
frbrization
tion results.
results. Besides the
basic corrections in the existing data that have already been proposed in other studies, the most
important contribution of our work lies in showing a) the use of the new MARC21 fields that
provided a better identification of work and expression entities, b) the recording of work--to-work,
expression
expression-to-expression,
expression, and manifestation
manifestation-to-manifestation
manifestation relationships, and c) the
implementation of linking field to connect attributes and
a agents to the correct entity. We hope
these solutions will help future frbrization projects and influence the current cataloguing
practices.
A model for presenting and navigating FRBR
FRBR-based
based entities and relationships in bibliographic
information systems
systems.. Originating from FRBR
FRBR-based
based entities
entities and relationships, our model is built on
a hierarchical structure that enables a better overview and exploration of large data sets. It
introduces categorisation beyond the classical work-expression
work expression-manifestation
manifestation by adding some
additional levels based on entity-level
entity level attributes and including related works and other works by
or about the same author.
Prototype
rototype application of the designed FRBR
FRBR-based
based implementation model using hierarchical
information visualization techniques. The thesis introduces an ac
actual
tual implementation of the
developed model that brings together different versions of a work, its related works, and other
works by and about that author, presenting the clusters through hierarchical information
visualization layouts. The information visua
visualization
lization feature enables users to interact with the
categories, navigating and exploring a specific work family. The approach has been tested to
evaluate its usability in comparison with the traditional bibliographic information systems, the
results showin
showing that it provides a better user experience than currently used library catalogues.
Positive
ositive evaluation results indicate that such a bibliographic system design should be further
explored and developed.
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1.5 THESIS STRUCTURE
The
he thesis is structured as follows:
follow
Chapter 2 discusses the theoretical background that was used as the basis for our research.
research In its
first part on bibliographic information systems (Chapter
Chapter 2.1) it provides a description of the
current state, an overview of the problems that have motivated our research, as well as some
possible approaches towards improving bibliographic information systems that have
have been
identified in the literature
literature. The
he second and the third part,
part, on the other hand, describe two areas
we have decided to build upon in our creation of a prototype system
system. Chapter
hapter 2.2 presents FRBR
(Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records),
), a conceptual model we have chosen as the
foundation
ndation for restructuring and organising bibliographic data in order to enable a better
navigation within the bibliographic universe
universe.. The basic concepts of FRBR are defined,
defined, its potentials
for improving bibliographic information systems,
systems as well as some examples of FRBR
implementation
implementationss that have been made so far. The last part (Chapter
(Chapter 2.3)) is dedicated to the field
of information visualization, which we have decided to use as an alternative approach to existing
presentations of and interactions with bibliographic data. The chapter provides argumentation
behind using information visualization, an overview of possible techniques, and examples of
visualizations available currently on the web.
Chapter 3 provides the background on methodological aspects of information system
development (Chapter
Chapter 3.1) and evaluation
evaluation ((Chapter 3.2).
3.2 Within the development of information
systems, we discuss the concepts of user
user-centred
centred design, usability, and user experience and
present
sent some of the main possible software development life cycles as applied in our own
implementation. The second part of the chapter is dedicated to evaluation of information
systems, which is an important aspect of information system development. Various possible
usability evaluation methods are explained, but the main focus is given on usability testing which
we have applied in our research. A special attention is given also to a narrower aspect of usability
testing for evaluation of information visualiza
visualization
tion applications.
Chapter 4 portrays our prototype design, explaining its objectives, requirements, scope, and
development process. The three main steps (preparation
(preparation of bibliographic data through the choice
of examples and frbrization process, information visualization design, and final prototype
implementation) in the development process are described in more detail, explaining the choices
made and presenting the
their
ir deliverables as well as limitations.
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 give account of the two usability testing studies, a formal experiment
and an observational experiment, which we have carried out in order to evaluate the developed
prototype designs. Chapter 5 includes a description of the two tests, their objectives, testing
procedures, and study designs, while Chapter 6 reports the results of the two studies.
Finally, Chapter 7 summarises our research in light of the theoretical background,
background, sums up the
finding from the two usability tests, and discusses the implications of the research, its limitations,
and further investigations and developments needed in the area.
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2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1 BIBLIOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS
2.1.1 LIBRARY CATALOGUE AND ITS PR
PROBLEMS
OBLEMS
2.1.1.1 Online llibrary
ibrary catalogue through time
Library
ibrary catalogue
catalogue, the most visible and widely used bibliographic information system,
system should
enable end
end-users
users to search and find materials/resources without the help of a librarian (Hildreth,
(Hildreth
1982). But already
lready in the early years of the online library catalogue (also called OPAC),
OPAC), researchers
(Hildreth, 1985; 198
1989; Borgman, 1986; 1996; Bates,, 1986 etc.) observed that it did not meet these
expectations, was difficult to use and sometimes less useful than the traditional card catalogue.
The results of their studies indicated that the construction and the design of the online catalogue
had not been done with sufficient understanding of the
th end-users’
users’ searching behaviour, which
made
de the catal
catalogue
ogue suitable for a well-qualified
qualified librarian but not for an unskilled user.
user Comparing
it to the traditional catalogue, Hildreth (198
(1989)) reported that apologists of the traditional library
catalogue saw the new catalogue as “lacking the syndetic structure an
and
d functional properties (e.g.
collocating and browsing features) required of a true catalog”,
catalog”, while Bates (1986) recognized that
“online catalogs to date have added powerful capabilities to the traditional catalog, yet system
designs, generally, have still not gone beyond implementing the card catalog in online form”
and compare
compared them to first automobiles that were designed as “horseless carriages”. Describing
the reasons for early online catalogues failing to fulfil their potential
potential,, Hildreth (1989) pointed
pointed out
the limiting technology on the one hand and the limiting imagination on the other,
other, explaining that
“the old forms of the library catalog have limited how we dare to think about the potential of the
library catalog as it may exist in an unconstra
unconstrained
ined physical environment”.
After the rigid
id first
first-generation
generation catalogues which in so many ways
ys resembled the card catalogue,
catalogue
the second generation started to appear in the mid-80s
mid 80s (Hildreth, 1995). The development of
information technologies enabled more sophisticated systems but, despite the enormous
progress made in comparison to the first generation, library users still experienced
experienced difficulties
using the catalogue (Hildreth, 1995; Borgman, 1996). To get results, the user needed to have a
good understanding of the information retrieval process, how to construct queries and how to
use the system. Researchers found subject sear
searching
ching and Boolean operators to be the most
problematic areas. The catalogue did not, for example, provide online thesaurus aids or
alternative formulations of the search statement to help users translate their queries into
controlled vocabulary terms used by the library. In addition to that, Boolean logic in query
formulation was hard for the user to comprehend and the queries themselves were best only
when searching for known items. Nevertheless, despite some problematic areas in catalogues
which resulted in poorer search success, library catalogues were quite popular among users
(Large & Beheshti, 1997; Markey, 2007), who in general expressed enthusiasm and satisfaction
with the use and the performance of these retrieval systems (Hildreth, 1995).
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In 1988, Hildreth outlined his vision of the third generation catalogue, especially the functional
improvements that would make the catalogue more user-friendly, such as natural-language
searching, browsing, ranked result sets, expanded coverage and scope, relevance feedback
methods (“more like this”, “not interested”), user-popularity tracking, and different aids (spelling
corrections, synonyms, automatic term conversion). But except for some prototypes, the third
generation catalogue as described by Hildreth (1988; 1995) did not appear for more than a
decade. Researchers (Hildreth, 1995; Borgman, 1996; Large & Beheshti, 1997; Antelman et al.,
2006) one by one reported that library catalogues still offered mostly only second generation
functionality and that the changes had been made merely on the surface and not in the core
functionality where they were most needed. Interestingly, Hildreth’s list of required functions has
stayed relevant till this day and his predictions have only been confirmed by a number of studies
in the following years (Yu & Young, 2004; Antelman et al., 2006) that also examined what features
library catalogues should adopt.
While library users were still quite satisfied with the online catalogue in the early 1990s, things
began to change with the advent, development, and spreading of the web. The web offered users
easier and quicker ways of finding information, even if users were novices and did not have good
searching skills or the knowledge of how the system worked. Services on the web became more
and more sophisticated with search engines and sites incorporating new features, many of which
Hildreth and other researchers had declared missing in library catalogues.
Changes on the web influenced users’ mental models, their expectations, behaviour, and
strategies when using online library catalogues that had, by then, also become available on the
web (Yu & Young, 2004; Novotny, 2004). Due to the common practice on the web, users got
accustomed to more natural-language searching and typing multiple search terms (keywords) on
a single line without connecting them with Boolean operators. They started to expect library
catalogues to function as internet search engines or online bookstores, interpreting broad
keyword searches they entered and sorting results according to relevance (Novotny, 2004). This
has caused a declining percentage of correct syntax and an increasing percentage of keyword
searches with zero results in library catalogues (Blecic et al., 1998). Finding library catalogues hard
to use, unintuitive, and ineffective in comparison to search engines and other popular sites,
library users chose to look for information elsewhere and the catalogue ceased to be the most
important retrieval system (Fast & Campbell, 2004). But even though users preferred to use the
web over a library catalogue and still do so, studies have continuously proven that users see the
catalogue as a trustworthy, well-organised, and impressive tool (Fast & Campbell, 2004; OCLC,
2005; Paw, 2007).
Even though research and discussions on the weaknesses of library catalogues and the
possibilities to improve them can be traced continuously for almost 30 years, it is interesting that
it was the Web 2.0 movement and the success of Amazon and Google that really shook the
ground and set in motion a number of changes. It caused a new powerful wave of broad selfexamination of library technologies that once more led to a dissatisfaction with online catalogues
(Breeding, 2007a). Compared to other web services, many library interfaces fell short in the area
of current search technologies, visual appeal, usability, and user engagement. Fifarek (2007)
reflects on the topic with an observation that “the online catalog looks positively prehistoric in
comparison to the exciting things that appear daily on the web”. Realising that the library could
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compete with other information providers only by better reflecting the expectations of web-savvy
web
users h
has
as triggered a progress in creating the “next
next generation library catalogue”
catalogue – a new
catalogue design which aims to provide better functionality in terms of library collections and
services and provide a better search experience to users (Breeding, 2007a)
2007a).. As a result, a number
of projects and products emerged, trying to make up for the lost time aand
nd adapt to the new
environm
environment
ent and demands
demands. A recent study by Hofmann & Yang (2012) reports, for example, that
between July 2010 and November 2011, the use of discovery tools has almost doubled in
academic libraries in USA and Canada. This confirms our own
own observations that especially in the
USA, the “next generation catalogue” has already been widely adopted in the last couple of years,
years
in contrary to Europe where traditional catalogues are still prevailing.
Reading early visions of what the next gen
generation catalogue is supposed to look like (Markey,
2007; Breeding, 2007b
2007b), there was a common cons
consensus
ensus in the library community that promoted
promote
improving the core search-display
display-navigate
navigate functionality of the catalogue, introducing some Web
W
2.0 trends and technologies
echnologies,, and enriching content
content.. Recent studies (Tam et al.,
al. 2009) however
show that
that, choosing between the three groups of features,
features users are not particularly excited by
the Web 2.0 features such as RSS feeds, user ratings and reviews, but rather strongly
gly prefer
features that can improve their search experience such as relevance ranking, faceted navigation,
borrowing suggestions, and tag clouds. This provides good motivation for our own research which
aims to further improve the core functionality of lilibrary
brary catalogues in terms
terms of offering better
navigation
navigation,, giving meaningful overviews,
o
and enabling users to understand the characteristics and
relationships of bibliographic records in order to identify, select, and obtain the resource they are
interested in.

2.1.1.2 Presentation and navigation of results
Online library catalogues as well as other bibliographic information systems have often been
characterized as frustrating, unintuitive, time consuming, and difficult to use and find relevant
information. Literature on the topic (e.g. Borgman, 1996; Bates, 2003; Novotny, 2004; Yu &
Young, 2004; Rethinking
Rethinking…,
…, 2005) describes these problems
problems and looks for reasons
reasons behind them.
While
hile not the sole factor, display and navigation seem to be among the biggest problems in
searching systems today.
Carlyle (1999) emphasized that poorly
poorly designed displays contribute
contributed to search failure and in one
of her works (1997b) concluded:
concluded: “At present, the disorganization of current online catalog
displays may cause users to abandon their searches, leaving the catalog frustrated and confused.
Even experienced catalog users may be thwarted in their searches for particular authors and
works by the lack of organization that exemplifies current online catalog displays.” She suggested
suggest
that online catalogue displa
displays
ys were inadequate, particularly for searches where many items were
retrieved
retrieved, and proposed tthe
he use of summary displays that classif
classified or clustered
cluster search results
result in
order to enhance user
users’ ability to identify items of interest. She noted that “little thought, much
less creative design work, has gone into the display of multiple records in online catalogs” and
that “displays that do not demonstrate relationships among related items retrieved may leave
users, at best, disgruntled over the amount of time necessary to find what they are looking for
and, at worst, oblivious to the fact that the librar
libraryy actually holds the very item or items they seek”
(Carlyle, 1996). Already in 1997, Carlyle talked about displays that could be custom-designed
custom designed by
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users to meet their specific information needs and summoned the library community to provide
relationship-based displays that could be created using various approaches such as graphical,
hierarchical tree-structures. As she put it, such change “is long overdue”, but 15 years later the
situation is not much better in this regard, as we will demonstrate later with a set of examples.
Also Ercegovac (2006) emphasizes the importance of utilizing bibliographic relationships and
clustering, claiming that the quality of today’s search systems depends on their ability to link
entities using bibliographic relationships and that partitioning results in smaller units and
displaying them in meaningful clusters would be beneficial not only for presenting bibliographic
families but also for easier information processing by users. She, too, points at the issue of long
lists of records and argues that in current library catalogues, valuable information is buried behind
user interfaces. On the topic of presenting records in library catalogues, also Mimno et al. (2009)
discuss catalogue’s inability to find and collocate all versions of a distinct intellectual work that
exist in a collection and the inability to take into account known variations in titles and personal
names. On the same topic Yee (2005) writes that the user should be able to tell if there is an
illustrated edition, if is there are edited versions, what translations of the work are there, are any
of the editions available electronically, what types of versions are available etc. and notes that
these are all features that are badly supported in library catalogues.
The critiques on the inability of library information systems to efficiently collocate records and
present relationships are not new by far, but they have not really been in the forefront, probably
also because our existing cataloguing practice, rules and formats did not really provide a good
base for implementing these ideas. As Carlyle (1997a), for example, observed, a “widespread
implementation of relationship-based displays would require an expansion of the scope of the
cataloguing rules”, something we will talk more about in one of the following chapters.

2.1.1.2.1 Examples from current library catalogues
To demonstrate the problems concerning the presentation and navigation of results cited above,
we have selected a few library catalogues by different providers and made a search for a work
Little Women by Louisa May Alcott. In all catalogues we have used the default keyword single
search box as this was the default option available in all the catalogues and the one that users
would most often use even when looking for a specific work. Being a classical work with a number
of editions, adaptations and literary studies, the catalogues retrieved between 47 and 114 search
results for a keyword query “Little Women Louisa May Alcott”.
In the examples we see quite a lot of differences in how current catalogues order and present the
results. Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the most traditional display of results in form of long lists with
only a few pieces of information like year of publication, author, title, and material type. In Figure
1, the first 20 hits all portray numerous editions of a work Little Women by Louisa May Alcott in
three different languages; we can also notice that editions in the same language were published
under a few different titles, which would make the user wonder if that was the same or a
different work. There is also no way to see which editions include illustrations or forewords - to
get that information, the user would need to check each record in its full display.
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The catalogue presented in Figure 2 does not include information on the language of the resource
and there are various works within the first ten results, from a movie adaptation under a
completely different German title, to biographies of Louisa May Alcott, and parodies of the
original Little Women (Little Vampire Women, Little Women and Werewolves). Only one of the
first ten hits is an edition of the actual work Little Women, while all others represent different
works that are in one way or another connected to the original or its author.
Figure 3 displays the results list of a catalogue that has enriched the results list with covers of
particular editions. Similarly to the catalogue in Figure 1, the top listed hits present editions of
Little Women, but the added statement of responsibility gives more information such as
illustrators and authors of introductions that can help the user more quickly distinguish and
compare between different editions.
Contrary to these first three examples that offer long lists of results without any navigation or
grouping possibilities (the only option is to go back and refine the search or to use a different
ordering of results), Figure 4, Figure 5, and Figure 6 show catalogues that have incorporated
additional features to help users get a better overview of the results and enable them to refine
the retrieved list. Of the three, Figure 4 presents a catalogue with only a very simple
categorization feature that tells the user in which categories the results were found; clicking on a
category then gives a new list of editions that have been marked with the selected category. Also
in this example, the results list includes editions of Little Women in different formats (audio book
or printed book), but again also works that are linked to Little Women, but have been written by
other authors. For example The rule of three is actually a fiction book where characters talk about
the book Little Women, but that information is something the user might only read in the
description of the contents.
Figure 5 and Figure 6 present two catalogues that have implemented faceted navigation to help
users refine the results using a series of different filters at the same time (for example author
name combined with format and language to get a more precise result). The facets make it
possible for users to get a better overview of the results without going through all the results
pages (for example to see there are not only books, but also audio books and e-books). The facets
can also give some indication that there are other works besides Little Women by Louisa May
Alcott in the results set (we can see there are different authors to choose from, in Figure 6 there is
also a facet that tells there are editions belonging also to non-fiction etc.), however the user
cannot simply choose just editions of Little Women or quickly understand the relationship
between some hits and the work Little Women (are they abridgements, parodies, works about,
sequels of the story etc). It is also interesting to observe that it is the last example (the one with
the most complex navigation feature) that has least or actually no records for the original Little
Women by Louisa May Alcott on the first page of results.
The six examples demonstrate how differently library catalogues are still implemented and how
differently they approach to presenting results of a search. The description of the retrieved hits
also gives an indication of the problems that users have to deal with when faced with large sets of
results, from having to go through tens or hundreds of results to get an overview of what is
available, to finding the differences between the presented editions, understanding what was
even retrieved, and possibly even missing a number of records that might be important to them
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either because they were no
nott retrieved, because they were hidden somewhere in the long results
list, or because they have misinterpreted what the result embodied. The
he problems of interpreting
results are somewhat different when a user is doing a subject or a work/author search and while
w
subject searching is also a very interesting and pressing topic, our work will focus on the
presentation and navigation of records related to a particular work or to a specific author.
author

Figure 1. A traditional results list within a Slovenian union catalogue.
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Figure 2. Results list within a German public library catalogue.
catalogue
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Figure 3. Results list enriched with covers.
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Figure 4.. Results list with a simple refinement option on the right.
right
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Figure 5. Results list accompanied by a simple faceted navigation, tag cloud
cloud, and borrowing suggestions.
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Figure 6.. Results list coupled with complex faceted navigation.
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2.1.2 INFORMATION
NFORMATION SEEKING BEHAVIOUR
BEHAVIOUR
In the quest for satisfying their information needs, users engage in an information seeking
process
process.. Marchionini (1995) defines it as “a process in which humans purposefully engage in order
to change their state of knowledge”, while Large et al. (1998)
(199 ) describe it as a problem solving
activity dependent on the seeker, the problem, the search system, and the outcomes. It is a
fundamental and high level cognitive process that is closely connected to learning and problem
solving. And as in learning and problem solving, people develop strategies and patterns to guide
them through the information seeking process.
Bates (1979) defines search strategies as the overall mental and physical approach that users take
to
o conduct a search
search;; they are, according to Navarro-Prieto
Navarro Prieto et al. (1999)
(1999), influenced by user’s
experience, cognitive strategies, information presentation, and searching task type. In literature
(e.g. Marchionini, 1995; Shneiderman, 1997; Navarro-Prieto
Navarro Prieto et aal.,
l., 1999) we can see a clear
distinction between two main search strategies: a) analytical/
analytical/known
known-item and b)
browsing/exploratory
browsing/exploratory,, which correspond to the two main tasks
tasks:: a) closed/known-item
closed
item and b)
open
open-ended.
ended. While analytical strategy is more goal
goal-oriented
oriented and depends on the recall of query
terms, iterative query formulations,
formulations and examinations of results, browsing strategies are more
informal, exploratory, and interactive exchanges between the
the information seeker and the
information system and depend on recognizing relevant information (Marchionini, 1995).
1995).
Researchers report that users want to combine searching and browsing (Sutcliffe, 2000; McKay
M
et
al., 2004), which corresponds to the fact that different kinds of information problems require
different information seeking strategies and interactions (Belkin et al.,, 1994; Xie, 2007) and that
there are different types of interactions at different points in the information seeking process
(Hert, 1996). It is namely important to note that information problems, needs,
needs and goals change
through user’s interaction with the information retrieval system (Belkin et al., 1994; Hert, 1996).
Bates (1989) describes this as a “berry-picking”
“berry picking” process in which users move through the system
and each new piece of information gives new ideas and directions which lead them to a new
conception of the query. Yang (1997), for example, observed that a search sometimes triggered a
competing or more compelling idea which made users in the study change their direction,
forsake, or even forget about their original quest.
Navarro
Navarro-Prieto
Prieto et al. (1999) differentiate also between top
top-down,
down, bottom-up,
bottom up, and mixed
strategies. With top down strategies, users start their search with a general search term and
narrow it down by identifying more specific keywords from the results and by following the
provided links. In the bottom-up
bottom up strategy, users start with a set of specific keywords and expand
the search until a sufficient number of rresults
esults is found. Slone (2000) reported that users were
more successful when they performed a broad search and narrowed it down than when they
carried out a very narrow search. Also a study by Stelmaszewska & Blandford (2002) showed that
people usually star
started
ted a search from a very simple query using keywords and only later applied
more sophisticated search strategies such as limiting the source or search
searching
ing within a field.
field
Itt is very difficult to generalize information seeking and search behaviour for all users
users at all times
(Jones et al., 2000). Iivonen (1995),
(1995) for example, argues that user behaviour is inconsistent even
within
in the same search needs
need and the same system. Stenmark (2008) also concludes that there is
no typical searcher who behaves in one typic
typical
al way, which is why it is problematic to have merely
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one searching tool with one single interface. Mat-Hassan
Hassan & Levene (2005) also report that users
prefer having several different navigational aids to assist them with different tasks during the
informati
information seeking
eking process.
A good presentation of inconsistent searching behaviour in information seeking is also given by
Yang (1997), who registered eight different types of searching behaviours (prescriptive, purposive,
exploratory, associative, intuitive, curious,
curious, tangential, and accidental), each of them reflecting the
user’s current state of mind. Users most often started with exploratory search and as the
searching progressed, the proportion of exploratory search declined in favour of more proactive,
speci
specific
fic and associative search.
In the course of years, keyword search has become the default standard for searching and
exploration and while we have to admit that it is a powerful approach (especially for known-item
known
searching), it does not support users with
with poorly defined goals, complex questions,
questions or insufficient
search kknowledge
nowledge (Wilson et al., 200
2009).
). Although “exploratory search” is the term most
commonly used in literature to describe the information strategy and behaviour users employ
when their reference frame is vague, we will be using the term “exploratory information seeking”
proposed by Kules (200
(2006)) as we believe it is more appropriate to illustrate the open-ended,
open
dynamic, and explorative nature of interaction that occurs between the user and
and the system.

2.1.2.1 Exploratory information seeking
Exploratory information seeking is a type of information seeking (White & Roth, 2009) and can be
defined as a class of search activities that move beyond fact or known
known-item
item retrieval towards
fostering learni
learning
ng and investigation, generally using a combination of querying and browsing
strategies (White et al. 2006; 2007). Also Wilson et al. (2009)
(200 ) mark investigation and learning as
the two most important actions in exploratory information seeking, both requiring
requiring large user
involvement and a range of activities such as comparison, aggregation, and evaluation. Designing
exploratory search systems, we therefore need to think about ways to support this interactive
and dynamic process between the user, the system, and
and the information sources. As Schraefel
S
(2009) stresses,, ou
our tools must go even further than “people who read a also read b” and tell
searchers what they do not know but should.
Exploratory information seeking not only supports users’ vague information needs,
needs, but can also
lead to unexpected, accidental discovery of something valuable or what is often called
serendipitous discovery. The definitions of serendipity show that people often encounter
serendipitous discovery when seeking for something completely different, thus finding
unexpected, needed, or just interesting information that can result in an unexpected change in
the direction of their search (McBirnie, 2009). Although research on serendipity in the
information seeking process has
ha been rare and ser
serendipity
endipity has not been given a visible place in
information seeking models, it has been recognized as bear
bearing important potential in the
exploratory information seeking process (Foster & Ford, 2003). Exploratory search systems should
therefore not only supp
support
ort learning and investigation, but also serendipity.
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2.1.2.2 The new library user – customer
Influenced by the surrounding technology, today’s library users have developed different
information skills and needs than previous generations. They are web
web-savvy
savvy and can no longer be
seen just as patrons, but also as customers and consumers:
consumers: b
being
eing aware of alternatives in
information provision
provision, they are behaving as customers and taking an active role in choosing their
information provider (Žumer, 2007).
In the last ffew
ew years, a lot of attention has been dedicated to younger generations of users, who
are or will become any library’s most important customers.
customers They
hey visit the library more than any
other age group ((Pew
Pew Internet and American Life Project,
Project 2007) and at the same time indicate the
characteristics of future generations of users
users. Generations born roughly between 1980 and 2000
have been given many names, Millennial generation, Generation Y, the Net generation,
generation Google
generation being the most popular ones. Prensky (2001) described these generations of users as
‘digital
digital natives
natives’.. Growing up with computers, video games, the web and other technology, they
are seen as native speakers of the digital language. As a result they process and manage
information differently from their predecessors, all leading to changed (and higher) needs and
expectations. As customers, they:
-

expect and want more personalisation and instant gratification;
are collaborative and multitask;
learn experimentally through trial and eerror
rror rather than by formal learning or reading;
prefer non
non-linear
linear access to information;
respond better to graphic than text;
expect highly intuitive interfaces and convenience (Prensky, 2001; Sweeney, 2005;
Breeding, 2006
2006a).

In all the emphasis given on younger generations of users, we must not forget that also older
generations have also been influenced by the changes in the information world (Rowlands
(Rowlands &
Fieldhouse
Fieldhouse, 2008). Many of so called “digital
digital immigrants”
immigrants are quickly catching up with the digital
native
tive generation in becoming web-savvy
web savvy users with high expectations.
Knowing this has force
forced librarians
librari
to start rethinking
rethink
and redesign
redesigning
ing their services and
technologies, because even though library resources are considered more trustworthy and
credible, users are attracted to the ease of use, convenience,
convenience and online availability provided by
other freely accessible web services (Sadeh, 2007). To cross the divide, libraries need to bring
convenience
convenience,, trends and quality closer together.
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2.1.3 IMPROVING BIBLIOGRAPHIC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS
SYSTEMS
2.1.3.1 Following the o
objectives
bjectives of the catalogue
During the last two centuries,
centuries, the library catalogue has transitioned from book to card and finally
to online computer format. Each transformation has brought
brought new possibilities and improved
some of the former shortcomings, but at the same time, some of the useful characteristics were
lost in translation. From Cutter and Panizzi to Lubetzky and Verona
Verona,, we can follow the
development of catalogue’s objectives tthat
hat have served as the basis in the formation of
cataloguing rules as well as catalogue’s organisation.
In his Rules for a Dictionary Catalog from 1876,, Cutter listed catalogue objectives that had a
powerful influence on the structure and purpose of the catalogues
catalogues:
1. to
o enable a person to find a book of which either a) the author b )the title
title or c)the subject
is known;
2. to
o show what the library has a) by a given author b) on a given subject or c) in a given kind
of literature;
3. to
o assist in the choice of a book
bo as to its edition (bibliographically) or as to its character
(literary or topical)
topical).
Verona in 1959 identified the following objectives of the catalogue:
1. rapid location of a particular book
book;
2. provision of information concerning all editions, translation
translationss etc. of a given work as
far as they exist in the library;
library;
3. provision of information concerning all works by a given author as far as they exist in
the library
library.
In 1960, Lubetzky simplified Cutter’s objectives into two main aims the catalogue needs to serve:
1. facilitate the location of a particular publication, i.e., of a particular edition of a work,
which is in the library;
library
2. relate and display together the editions which a library has of a given work and the
work which it has of a given author.

In 1961, the two objectives were adopted by the International Conference on Cataloguing
Principles in Paris (1971) in a slightly different formulation, which said that the catalogue should
be an efficient instrument for asserting:
* whether
ther the library contains a particular book specified by
(a) its author and title, or
(b) if the author is not named in the book, its title alone, or
(c) if author and title are inappropriate or insufficient for identification, a suitable
substitute for the title; an
and
*

(a) which works by a particular author and
(b) which editions of a particular work are in the library.
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In both cases (Lubetzky’s and Paris Principles), the first objective of the catalogue is directed to
helping users find known-items, while the second one emphasizes the exploratory function, which
gives the user an overview and helps him choose among different editions and manifestations of
the a work or works of a particular author. The second objective is still not fulfilled or is only
partly fulfilled in current online catalogues, which Yee (2005) describes as finding lists that carry
out the first objective, but fail to display works of an author and editions of a work in full. For the
catalogue to fulfil the second (also called collocating) objective it should therefore relate and
display together work and author records (Carlyle, 1997a). According to some broader
interpretations of the second objective, this not only includes editions of a work and works by an
author, but also works related to the author or a given work.

2.1.3.1.1 Fulfilling the second objective
A user searching for a work usually does not know that there might be various editions of the
work, how the editions differ between themselves, or that the work might have been published
also under different titles. Yee (1998) observes that:
a. most users seek particular works, not particular editions, and the fundamental duty of
descriptive cataloguing is to organize the chaotic bibliographic universe to facilitate user
access to works and to allow them to easily select the edition of the work that best meets
their needs as to language, illustration, currency, authority, nearness to original source
etc.;
b. users assume that we display together all editions of a work help;
c. users usually don’t know about editions they don’t find.
To better fulfil the second objective, several authors have stressed the importance of establishing
the concept of work and creating relationships between works, both of which would enhance
catalogue interfaces by more efficiently organizing author and work records.
Carlyle (1997a) argues that »the use of relationship-based organization of records in catalogue
displays has the potential to increase a user's understanding of the nature of the items retrieved
in an author or work search and to shorten long displays«. Fattahi (2010) promotes more
knowledge-oriented catalogues and argues that the value of the library catalogue lays in “its
ability to help the user not only find relevant information but also provide him/her with
knowledge about the bibliographic universe (a network of works, related works and works about
a work)”. He further argues that it should “represent an integrated picture of bibliographic
families (entities and their relationships)” understandable to the user, all of which the linear
structure of online catalogues lacks. Similarly Ercegovac (2006) stresses that the catalogue or any
other bibliographic information system should therefore “help users understand the options and
content of the database the user is searching” and include bibliographic families in the library
catalogue design as the created clusters would be helpful to users in their decision-making
process.
In his work, Fattahi (1996) describes and makes a simple prototype on how the catalogue as well
as the bibliographic record could be restructured and redesigned in order to facilitate turning
information into knowledge. He introduces the concept of a superwork record, a meta-record
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that would integrate all records presenting instances of a work as well as works about the work,
thus generating a tool that would enable “better understanding, differentiating, relating,
organizing and synthesizing information about bibliographic families” by presenting the size of the
bibliographic family, types of entities that are related to the work as well as types of relationships
that exist between works.
Svenonius (2000) equates the use of the term superwork with that of the bibliographic family,
describing all works and their subsets that descend from a common intellectual origin and calls for
identifiers that would construct derivative relationships and collocate the subsets of a superwork.
Smiraglia (2007) also writes how implementing a bibliographic family – a group of works that
share a common intellectual content and form various types of derivative relationship to the
originating work called “the progenitor”, such as successors, predecessors, extractions,
translations, adaptations, performances, amplifications etc. - would help accomplish the goals of
the catalogue. Also Arastoopoor and Fattahi (2010) believe reorganizing catalogue displays
depends on identifying work-sets as bibliographic families and analysing types of relationships
between members of these bibliographic families.
All the listed considerations and approaches towards collocation and navigation of bibliographic
records have been addressed also by Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Data (FRBR), a
conceptual model that will be presented in greater detail in Chapter 2.2.

2.1.3.1.2 Research by Allyson Carlyle
Allyson Carlyle has published a number of papers researching the topic of organizing and
arranging author and work records to fulfil the second objective and provide better displays in
library catalogues, focusing particularly on works of fiction. While our own work was not based
directly on her writings, we believe that presenting her research will give the reader a better
insight into the topic as well as the basis for evaluating our application.
In her work “Fulfiling the second objective in the online catalog: schemes for organizing author
and work records into usable displays”, Carlyle (1997a) makes a historical analysis of catalogue
filing rules and investigates Tillett’s bibliographic relationship taxonomy, combining features of
both to create a new, relationships-based scheme for author and work displays that would be
able to show the nature of the retrieved items and the relationships among them more clearly.
Catalogue filing rules that have traditionally been used for arranging catalogue cards and other
bibliographic records present the oldest scheme for meeting the second objective when it comes
to the display of items. Carlyle in her work analyses eight filing rule codes and presents different
practices that have been in use over time and place; we just briefly sum them up by listing all the
possible groupings that have been identified, regardless of the specific code they might have
appeared in (see Table 1). While all filing rules require the formation of groups of work records
and groups of author records based on their relationships to each other, not all grouping
categories appeared in all filing rules. We can see in the report that earlier codes included more
classes which were later reduced and simplified. The groupings were also not applied to all works
and authors; the extent of the grouping was frequently dependent on the number of records
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associated with them. For non-classic or non-voluminous authors for example, it was
recommended to use only “by/about” display while works represented by very large number of
records (like the Bible) were accorded special treatment that provided even more classes than
regular large work-sets in order to create highly organised displays.
Table 1. Filing rules groupings for work and author.

WORK FILING

AUTHOR FILING

editions of the work in original language

complete works of an author
- complete works in the original language
- complete works in the original language
and translation
- complete works in translation only

selections, bilingual editions (earlier practice)
analytic entries for editions of works published
in a collection of works
translations of the original edition
related works
works about

selected works of an author
- classified by type of work (earlier practice)
single works
- filed as shown in “work filing”
- additionally distinguished by author as
main entry and author as joint author,
illustrator, editor etc. (earlier practice)
works about the author
- biography and general criticism
- criticism of single works
- other subject entries for the author

In creating such groupings of records, Carlyle recognizes some of the problems deriving from
cataloguing codes and practices that result in less than perfect collocation. She writes that a
critical weakness of the filing rules scheme is its dependence on the record content: this is
problematic because record content is determined by cataloguing rules which sometimes do not
require all the necessary content (such as uniform titles, relator codes or explicit links to all items
bearing any relationship to an author or work) that would enable a correct collocation of records.
Although Carlyle does not go into great detail concerning the actual usefulness of these
arrangements from end-user perspective, she lists some concerns from the literature which
report that users:
-

did not always understand the ordering or know there was a specific structure in the
organization of records, and
sometimes even failed to find what they were looking for as they searched within the
wrong category.

In her “organized display scheme” (Table 2), Carlyle proposes a summary work and author display,
an approach that would give the user a precise indication of the nature of retrieved items and the
relationships among them by taking into account the types of relationship present among items
as well as the distance of an item from the original. It also provides for peripheral and unlinked
items that are typically also retrieved in a keyword environment (“probably related to”, “may or
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may not be related to”). The categories used would appear when and if needed for a particular
work or an author.
Table 2. Carlyle's organized display scheme.

WORK DISPLAY FOR TEXT ORIGINAL

AUTHOR DISPLAY

editions
- books
- recordings
- large print, Braille
- illustr. editions, edition with commentary
- published with other works

single works
collected works
selections from author’s works
spurious and doubtful works
works about the author

-

revisions, updated editions,…
translations
parts, selections, extracts

item probably related to the author
items that may or may not be related to the
author

adaptations & related works
- abridgements, simplified versions,
summaries,…
- sequels, supplements
- videos, motion pictures
- musical versions
- pictures and other graphic versions
- computer versions, CDs,
- indexes, concordances
- miscellaneous
works about
items probably related to the work
items that may or may not be related to the
work
other works by the author of the work

Carlyle admits that one limitation of such a summary display is that relationships between
individual items that are different from their relationship to the original are hidden and could only
be incorporated into the individual record display. Shortly also discussing an implementation of
such scheme, the author believes such displays could be designed using various approaches, for
example “graphical hierarchical tree-structures to illustrate the types of materials retrieved in a
search”. But while “it is within the power of the computer to create relationship-based displays,
two major obstacles must be overcome first: the inadequate identification of relationships in
existing cataloguing records and the limitations of current cataloguing practice and the MARC
format”.
The author further stresses the importance of identifying existing cataloguing records that lack
appropriate links and then upgrading them by adding those links, if not for all records at least for
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those associated with works and authors represented by large numbers of records and sought
frequently by the catalogue users.
In another work (“User categorization of works: toward improved organisation of online
catalogue displays”), Carlyle (1999) investigates user categorisation of documents related to a
particular literary work. In a study 50 participants were given a task to sort documents related to
Dickens’ A Christmas Carol. In one of her earlier papers (Carlyle, 1997b) she writes that content
analysis revealed 13 groups:
-

-

audios (cassettes and CDs)
children’s videos
adult videos
large format paperbacks
small format paperbacks
foreign language materials
adult hard cover materials
children’s illustrated hard cover materials
- trivia book
- picture book versions with lots of text
- picture book versions with not much text
- activity versions (piano book, Advent calendar)
about the work

Content analysis of the categories therefore identified the following categories of attributes that
were important to users: physical format, audience, content description, pictorial elements,
usage, language, physical characteristics, content age/integrity, textual characteristics,
creator/performer.

In a following work “Transforming catalog displays: record clustering for works of fiction”
(Carlyle, 2002), the author uses results from previous two studies, looking to what extent an
automatic clustering program would succeed in grouping work records for Bleak House (C.
Dickens), Kidnapped (R.L. Stevenson), and Three Musketeers (A. Dumas). She tried to create the
following clusters that could be identified by appropriate attributes:
-

illustrated editions
editions with amplifications
large print, Braille, or other orthographic variant names
editions in collections
editions composed of part, selections only
abridgements
non-English editions
non-book format editions
English language editions without illustrations, amplifications.
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Using cluster identifiers, she checked how many records were grouped within a cluster and what
the percentage of incorrectly clustered records was
was.. The results
results showed that illustrated editions
presented by far the largest cluster and that except for collections, parts,
parts and amplifications
categories
categories, there
re were only a few percent of incorrectly clustered records; in total as many as 94%
94
of records associate
associated with a particular work could be successfully clustered into the proposed
categories
categories.. The author concludes that an important factor to consider is the presence of
misinformation or the complete lack of information, which was especially problematic in case of
records presenting abridgements,
abridgement , condensation
condensations, or adaptations
adaptations of the work.
In her earliest work “Ordering author and work records: an evaluation of collocation in online
catalog displays”
displays”, Carlyle (1996) gives an interesting proposal of a superwork hierarchical tree
structure summary display for A Christmas Carol, composed of three main categories:
-

editions of A Christmas Carol (for example: English
English language editions, editions in other
languages, audio editions)
work related to A Christmas Carol (for example: textual adaptations, musical adaptations,
audiovisual adaptations)
works about A Christmas Carol (for example: criticism).

She describes that using hierarchical tree structures to represent relevant works or authors, users
could simply click on the part of the tree they were interested in to retrieve other three structure
displays leading to specific records of interest.
In her concluding remarks she stresses that cataloguing rules should become a code governing not
just catalogue records, but also the construction of catalogues – their arrangement and display - if
they were truly to support collocation of related author and
and work records in online catalogues.
She also stresses that one of the most critical areas for future research is an investigation into
how collocation affects the catalogue use
use:: in order to do that, w
worst
orst cases should be identified
and ex
experimental
perimental syst
systems
ems that provide perfectly collocated record displays should be developed.
developed

2.1.3.2 Designing for exploration
The design of exploratory search systems focuses on ways to support th
the interactive and dynamic
exploratory process between the user, the system, and the information sources (Qu & Furnas,
2008). Considering the question how interfaces should support exploratory information seeking,
various techniques have been suggested. Marc
Marchionini
hionini (2006) writes that exploratory information
seeking could be supported through tools for query development and improvement, navigation,
organization, and visualization. Shneiderman (2008) also sees potential in integrating interactive
information vi
visualization
sualization to support insight, while Anick (2008) makes somewhat more concrete
suggestions such as longer snippets (for supporting the learning phase in exploratory search),
weighting term suggestions, providing tools for marking and remembering useful documents,
documents,
helping users choose a suitable initial query, and offering more term suggestions on demand.
Jiang and Koshman (2008) present grouping of search results as the mechanism that helps users
more easily detect and focus on relevant information;
information they iidentify
dentify four primary organizing
strategies within exploratory search systems: hierarchical classification, faceted categorization,
clustering and social tagging. White et al. (2006,, 2007) believe that navigation is a crucial part in
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supporting exploratory search and that users in this process would benefit from interfaces that
offer browsing, dynamic queries, guided navigation, visual representation of the space, grouping
of results, and hypertext. De Bruijn and Spence (2001) write that serendipity can be increased by
the amount of information presented to the user, while Kules (2006) suggests organizing results
into “meaningful and stable categories” and lists a set of design principles that are believed to
better support user’s understanding of search results:
-

-

-

-

-

-

providing overviews of large sets of results: with poorly defined information needs,
terminology problems, and the lack of domain knowledge, overview of results helps the
user to interpret the results and gather more information about the domain searched;
organizing overviews around meaningful categories can place each result into a known
context;
clarifying and visualizing category structure: structure puts individual category labels in
context and shows relationships between concepts, but in order to reach its best
potential the visual representation needs to be efficient and well-organized so it does not
disorient or overwhelm the users;
tightly coupling category labels to result list: category labels can most commonly be used
to narrow or broaden the search by clicking on them and by combining category overview
with result list, the user can quickly see examples that present and clarify the chosen
category;
ensuring that the full category information is available: results have shown that especially
in deep hierarchies, full category information should be available to the user; due to the
limited space this can sometimes be a problem;
supporting multiple types of categories as no single type of category is useful for all users,
tasks, and domains;
using separate facets for each type of category in order to clarify the concept and
relationships without confusing the user;
arranging text for scanning/skimming: displaying important result attributes in an
appropriate way (font weight, style, colours…) that will enable the user to quickly scan
and skim the results list;
encoding attributes on a stable visual structure: providing stable, meaningful, and
consistent displays with good spatial layout and semantics can have positive influence on
user’s perception and cognitive system.

As we have seen, many authors (e.g. Marchionini, 2006; Kules, 2006; White et al., 2007) promote
organization and navigation as two key elements for exploratory information seeking. Meaningful
groups or categories have a good potential for supporting user exploration, understanding,
reflection, and discovery by providing a semantic roadmap to knowledge creation and improved
learning (Kules 2006; Kwasnik, 1999; Kules & Shneiderman, 2008). Koshman et al. (2006) also
believe that providing users with means of viewing groups of similar search results potentially
enhances search effectiveness. The biggest question however is, how to generate useful
groupings and how to design interfaces to support exploration using grouping (Hearst, 2006).
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2.1.3.2.1 Faceted navigation
One of the most noted exploratory tools in the last few years has been faceted or guided
navigation (e.g. Wilson & Schraefel, 2008; Kules, 2006), which has, according to Lemieux (2009)
and Medynskiy (2009), become a de facto standard and so ubiquitous that users are coming to
expect it. Ben-Yitzhak et al. (2008) describe it as an interaction paradigm for discovery and
mining, where the user is able to start a search, refine a search query, or navigate through
multiple independent categories that describe the data by drill-down (refinement) or roll-up
(generalization) operations. The method that combines metadata-based overview with the list of
search results allows the user to interactively search and navigate complex information spaces
where documents can exist simultaneously in multiple overlapping taxonomies (Koren et al.,
2008). Hearst (2008) lists the following tasks of faceted navigation:
-

supporting flexible movement through the information space,
providing suggestions for navigation choices at each point of the search process,
allowing fluid switching between refining and expanding,
preventing empty result sets, and
providing a feeling of control and understanding without confusion.

Faceted categorization is determined by a system designer and therefore made with the
consideration of user’s need, but deciding which facets and facet-values should be presented to
the user can also prove to be a key problem in faceted navigation design (Koren et al., 2008).
The idea behind faceted navigation is that it helps people understand the composition of an
information collection and enhances searching and browsing by providing visible options for
narrowing and refining queries. Users do not necessarily have to come up with a query as faceted
navigation allows them to gradually narrow down the search by choosing from a list of suggested
query refinements. By selecting a category within a facet, the system filters each of the facets to
show only the values relevant to the selected item. The user can further refine the results by
using any of the remaining facets. Offering preview of the contents and categories, faceted
navigation also allows users to apply recognition over recall (English et al., 2002), making the
search process easier by reducing the user’s cognitive load. Hearst (2006) also stresses the ability
of faceted navigation to suggest logical, but perhaps unexpected alternatives at every turn, which
can lead to discovery and exploration, while Wilson and schraefel (2008) state that facets allow
users to form complicated and rich search queries without even knowing and compare faceted
searching to Boolean and advanced search. Literature reveals also some other areas of research
connected to faceted navigation, such as personalized faceted browsers that would display facets
according to user’s preferences and information behaviour (Tvarožek & Bieliková, 2008; Kules &
Shneiderman, 2008; Koren et al., 2008), auto-complete or dynamic term suggestions within each
facet (Hearst, 2008), and automatic creation of facets (Hearst, 2006; Koren et al., 2008).
The number of usability studies of faceted navigation has been quickly increasing in the last few
years, so we will just briefly list some of the findings. English et al. (2002) designed a faceted
search interface for image retrieval, which was well accepted by the participants in the study:
they perceived it to be very powerful, flexible and useful for browsing and exploring the
collection. A study by Yee et al. (2003) also reported that participants expressed enthusiasm for
the faceted interface and evaluated it easier to use and browse, more informative, interesting,
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and enjoyable than the basic keyword search interface. They also noted that it gave them ideas
about what to search for. Zhang and Marchonini (2005), too, found the faceted browsing
interface of a video digital library to be more effective, efficient, and satisfactory in data
exploration tasks in comparison to traditional one. Especially the dynamic overviews and previews
of collections helped people decide if it was worthwhile looking forward. A study by Kules and
Shneiderman (2008) also looked at the usefulness of the faceted interface in comparison to its
baseline version. They found that categorized view changed user’s behaviour as participants in
the study explored significantly deeper into the search result than with the classical results list.
Most of the participants quickly changed their search tactics and started using the faceted
navigation; there were only a few that did not wish to change their search. Although participants
found the faceted interface to be more generally appealing and stimulating (they noted it
provided some cues for further exploration), the final result did not show any difference in
comparison to the baseline interface. The biggest problem with the faceted navigation appeared
to be the confusing and not very intuitive structure or organization of the facets.
An exploratory usability study of the old and the new faceted interface was conducted also for a
library catalogue (Lown, 2008). They found that with the new catalogue interface, tasks were
completed quicker and with more ease; there was also a smaller percentage of failed searches.
Transaction logs revealed that 34% of the searches included refinements using facets and 15%
were browse only searches. The author notes that even in faceted navigation systems, text search
(or the so called primary mode of interaction) is still predominant, while faceted searching is a
supplemental function, probably due to the fact that text searching is the search paradigm users
are most used to. However, results from a longitudinal study (Wilson & schraefel, 2008) of
mSpace - a faceted music digital library - show that user behaviour can change over time. Overall,
keyword and faceted searching were quite balanced, but in the first two searches, the shift from
keyword to faceted searching was strongly expressed in interaction patterns. The number of
keyword searches dropped from 50% to 9% from the first to the second visit, while the use of
facets rose from 50 to 91%. 25% of participants used faceted searching alone and during the
course of one month, there were even more interactions with facets than individual keyword
searches. Interviews and logs showed that facets were used both passively (to understand the
structure and contents of the collection) as well as actively (to produce more expressive queries).
Although the results of these studies all show very positive results, Kules and Shneiderman (2008)
observe that studies mostly present subjective satisfaction differences between systems while
more objective measures of task performance and task outcomes are scarce. It also needs to be
taken into consideration that the results of the studies are very strongly connected to concrete
applications and realizations. Zhuge and He (2009) also argue that faceted navigation is poor in
schema flexibility and lacks rich semantics needed to fulfil the exploration task, such as advanced
operations for exposing relations among resource sets. Information visualization is one possible
method that could fill this void.
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2.1.3.2.2 Graphical overviews – the use of information visualization
Graphical overviews or visualizations of collections and search results have also been proposed
for enhancing exploratory information seeking. The idea of information visualization is not new
and has been around for more than two decades, during which we have seen many attempts to
group data and present them in one of the numerous visualization techniques. The argument
behind the use of visualization is that it presents an interactive mechanism for browsing,
exploring, analysing, and understanding the information space, discovering relationships, patterns
and new knowledge. A more detailed description of information visualization will be provided in
Chapter 2.3.
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2.2 FRBR AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR BIBLIOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS
2.2.1 FRBR BASIC CONCEPTS
FRBR - Functional Requirement for Bibliographic Data (IFLA,
IFLA, 1998) is a conceptual, entityrelationship model developed with the primary purpose of improving bibliographic records, the
process of cataloguing as well as online library catalogues (Carlyle, 2006). It describes how our
bibliographic databases could be structured and what functions they should fulfil,
fulfil, clarifying
certain
tain cataloguing practices that have been in place for decades as well as extending upon past
practice to take advantage of the digital technology (Gonzales, 2005
2005).. Being highly theoretical,
theoretical
FRBR does not prescribe how its implementation should look like; it can be seen as a reference
that helps us form the bibliographic environment in a way that would best reflect user needs.
From the very beginning, FRBR has tried to build upon what users need when interacting with a
bibliographic database and which data are most helpful to them in achieving their goals. Even
though there have not been many implementations of FRBR, the model has proven
prove to be very
important
important,, if nothing else for the growing influence it has made on the revision of our standards
(Madison, 20
2006) and on a different way of thinking about our catalogues, how we do and present
things.
Although the FRBR report was first published in 1998, its beginnings trace back to the 1990
Stockholm Seminar on Bibliographic Records where participants recognized the need to reduce
the cost of cataloguing while at the same time more effectively address a broad range of user
needs within various contexts. To achieve this, a number of resolutions were
w
adopted, one of
which lead to a study that would define the funct
functional
ional requirements for bibliographic records. As
it says in the final report, “t
“the
he aim of the study was to produce a framework that would provide a
clear, precisely stated, and commonly shared understanding of what it is that the bibliographic
record aims to provide information about, and what it is that we expect the record to achieve in
terms of answering user needs”.
needs FRBR was defined around and based on fulfilling four user tasks
that are performed by users in their interaction with bibliographic information systems:
systems
-

find entities that correspond to the user’s stated search criteria
criteria;
identify an entity
entity;
select an entity that is appropriate to the user needs;
needs
acquire and obtain access to the entity described.
described

Later on, experts started adding a fifth user task
task: navigate a bibliographic database to find works
related to given work by generalization, association, and aggregation and to find attributes
related by equivalence, association, and hierarchy (Svenonius, 2007)
2007).
A lot of resources can be found on various aspects of FRBR, from theoretical discussions, to
application studies, relationships to other models, its impact on cataloguing rules etc., so a
comprehensive overview would be impossible and the following parts focus on those aspects of
FRBR that give context to our research.
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2.2.1.1 FRBR entities and relationships
Building on existing theories of work concept
concept,, bibliographic families and relationships already
described previous chapters, FRBR extended the
these ideas into a functional concept suitable for
implementation in library catalogues (Bennett et al., 2003).
The FRBR report divides bibliographic data into three groups: Group 1 presents primary entities
that are products of artistic or intellectual endeavour (item,
item, manifestation, expression, work),
work
Group 2 consists of entities responsible for the intellectual or artistic content (person, corporate
body)), and Group 3 comprises an additional set of entities that serve as the subjects of intellectual
or artistic endeavour: concept,
concept object, event
event, and place.
place Group 1 presents the core of the FRBR
and is also most interesting in context of our research.
FRBR Group 1 defines four entities, each representing a different level of abstraction of
intellectual and artistic products: work is the most abstract entity and refers to intellectual
creations at the cconceptual
onceptual level, expression
expression is an intellectual or artistic realization of
of a work,
manifestation is a physical embodiment of one or more expressions and is equivalent to the
concept of publication
publication,, while item is a single exemplar of a manifestation and is equivalent to a
copy.. Figure 7 shows relationships between Group 1 or primary entities as well as their
relationshi
relationship
p with Group 2 and Group 3 entities.

Figure 7. Group 1, Group 2 and Group 3 FRBR entities and relationships.

The definition of expression entity has been one of the issues associated with FRBR (O’Neill,
2007). The original report specified that even a minor change or modification resulted in a new
expression which was seen as not
not only difficult to realise, but also not useful from the point of the
users as the vast majority would not be interested in such minor changes. The definition was
finally revised in the 2008 version of the FRBR report,
report, setting new boundaries for creating a new
expression:


“If a text is revised or modified, the resulting expression is considered to be a new
expression. Minor changes, such as corrections of spelling and punctuation, etc., may be
considered as variations within the same expression.”
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"When aan
n expression is accompanied by augmentations, such as illustrations, notes,
glosses, etc. that are not integral to the intellectual or artistic realization of the work, such
augmentations are considered to be separate expressions of their own separate work(s)."
work

To give a more tangible demonstration of these entities, we can present FRBR using a concrete
example: the novel Da Vinci Code is an intellectual creation by Dan Brown – a work,, which has
been expressed by the author in English language – an original expression,
expression but has been later
translated also into Slovenian by Nataša Müller – a new expression and this translation has been
adapted into an audio version read by Jure Longyka – another new expression.
expression. Slovenian
translation by Nataša M
Müller first published in 2004 by Mladinska knjiga presents a manifestation
of that expression and was reprinted in 2005 and 2006,
2006, which means there are two more
manifestations of the same expression.
expression. Our local library holds one copy of the 2004 edition and
threee copies – items of the 2005 edition.
Our example of Da Vinci Code shows a work realised through multiple expressions, at least one of
these expressions being embodied not just in one but in multiple manifestations. This is a very
typical ex
example
ample of a tre
tree-like
like structure that FRBR is usually associated with, where one work has
one ((Figure 8 – b) or more expressions (Figure
Figure 8 – a), which in turn have one or more
manifestations (we are leaving out the item entity in these discussions as it not interesting in
terms of conceptual modelling).
modelling). However, this structure is
is not necessarily always a top-down
top
hierarchy, but can also take other forms as shown in Figure 8,, for example when a manifestation
embodies more expressions of different
different (c) or of the same work (d).

Figure 8. Top-down
down and bottom-up
bottom up structures of primary FRBR entities
entities.

Each entit
entity has a set of attributes - characteristics that describe it; however,
owever, FRBR’s
FRBR greatest value
lies in relationships it establishes between entities
entities.. They are used to link one entity to another
and it is through such links that bibliographic systems can connect entities together and enable
users to explore a system and find connections between entities. FRBR defines high level
relationships (shown in Figure 7)) which indicate how entities are connected with one another, as
well as other additional relationships which operate between instances of the same entity type
ty or
between instances of different entity types (Taylor, 2007). Figure 9 demonstrates some of the
other relationships between Group 1 entities which make connections between related works,
related expressions and related manifestation
manifestations.
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Figure 9. Some of the other relationships between Group 1 entities.

Based on the number of entities they encompass
encompass, Bennett et al. (2003) defined three degrees of
work complexity
complexity::
a) elemental
lemental work – a work with a single expression and a single manifestation;
manifesta
b) simple
imple work – a work with a single expression but multiple manifestations;
manifestations
c) complex
omplex work – a work with multiple expressions or realizations of its intellectual content.
content
In their experiment where they examined almost a 1000 sample works, they identified
identified 78% of
them as elemental, 16% as simple and only 6% as complex works. Although the latter figure
seems small, it needs to be acknowledged that it is the complex works that account for a large
portion of records and also represent a relatively high percentage
tage of most widely held works.
Within further analysis to identify patterns for characterizing distinct categories of complex
works, they recognized six categories: augmented works (works supplemented by additional
material such as illustrations, prefaces etc.), revised works, collected/selected works (multiple
works by a single author), multiple translations, multiple forms of expression (text, images,
sound)
sound),, multiple translations and multiple forms of expression embodied in one work.
An important notion in modelling FRBR is the concept of aggregates, which are defined as a
manifestation embodying multiple distinct expressions (O’Neill et al., 2011). IFLA Working group
on aggregates identified tthree
hree distinct types of aggregates:
-

aggregate
e collection of expressions: sets of multiple independently created expressions
which are ‘published’ together in a single manifestation and are usually similar in type
and/or genre (example: a collection of novels, songs by a particular artist,
artist etc.);
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aggregate
gregate resulting from augmentation
augmentation:: typically consist of a single independent work
that has been supplemented with one or more dependent works that is/are
is
not integral
to the original work (example: forwards,
forwards, introductions, illustrations, notes);
notes
aggregate
e of parallel expressions: m
manifestations
anifestations embodying multiple parallel expressions
of the same work (example: original text and its translation published together).
together)

2.2.1.2 FRBR issues
FRBR is a living model, open to changes and improvements. SSome
ome of its concepts have been
already revised in the last decade (for example the definition of the expression and modelling of
aggregates) and there are some that have not really been looked into
to in detail yet,
yet, an example of
the latter would certainly be attributes. There have also been other activities within the library
cataloguing community closely connected to or extending on FRBR, such as the development of
FRAD (Functional Requirements for Authority Data) and FRSAD (Functional Requirements for
Subjec
Subjectt Authority Data) models and the creation of new cataloguing codes
code RDA (Resource
Description and Access) and Italian cataloguing rules that were
w
organised based on FRBR. All these
activities are working towards establishing a good basis for a more widespre
widespread
ad adoption of FRBR.
In literature we can trace a number of areas within the FRBR field that need to be addressed in
theory and practice in order to successfully implement the model
model,, however there were few that
would reject the model as a whole. One of the more sceptical reports about the model was, for
example, written by Beall (2006) who reproached it for being complex and ambiguous, irrelevant
for most libraries and widely promoted without a good proof of success.
A good overview of topics that have to be worked on in the future was identified in a Delphi
survey by Zhang and Salaba (2009b)
(2009 who identified the following top 10 most critical issues across
all FRBR areas:
1. development
evelopment of cataloguing rules in line with FRBR;
FRBR
2. addressing
ddressing FRBR
FRBR-based
based structures, record encoding standards and frameworks for FRBR
implementations
implementations;
3. development
evelopment and testing of tools/software that will facilitate frbrization process;
process
4. exploration,
xploration, development and testing of various means for FRBR implementation;
implementation;
5. conducting
onducting user studies on FRBR
FRBR-based
based systems to ensure implementations benefit the
end users
users;
6. frbrization
rbrization of existing data;
data
7. verification
erification and validation of FRBR model against real data and within different
communities to make sure the model is valid and applicable
applicable;
8. development of FFRBR
RBR-oriented
oriented authority wok standards for FRBR implementations;
implementations
9. guidelines and examples for FRBR applications;
applications
10. exploration, design and development of effective user interfaces, with results display in
particular based on the FRBR model.
We can see that tthree
e of the top ten issues address FRBR related standards, and four of them
point out issues connected to FRBR system development which is where we expect our research
to make the biggest contribution. In the following parts we will more closely look at some of these
problem areas, starting with the frbrization of existing data.
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2.2.2 FRBRIZATION
IZATION
2.2.2.1 Frbrization
zation process
Frbrization can be described as the process of converting existing bibliographic records to
conform to FRBR. In the process FRBR entities and relationships are identified and attributes are
assigned to corresponding entities.
entities However, this process is far from being simple and there are
still many unsolved problems. While we have seen the development of some frbrization
algorithms that attempt
attempted to automatically frbrize legacy data, the process of transforming
existing records into FRBR
FRBR-based
based ones is still problematic. There are no “one
“one-size
size-fits-all”
all” solutions
as the rules have to be adapt
adapted
ed to the specific cataloguing practice used by the library in question.
Cataloguing standards and practice have resulted in a lacking quality of records, which has in turn
caused that a certain percentage of entities cannot be correctly identified (useful examples to
demonstrate that are given in Carlyle, 2008). That is why the biggest challenge of frbrization is to
find an algorithm that w
would
ould be effective with less than perfect data (O’Neill, 2007).
Any algorithm applying the FRBR model to existing records
reco
has to deal with the following issues
(Aalberg et al., 2011)
2011):
-

find
ind the set of entities described in the record;
record
associate
ssociate correct data with each entity
entity;
create
reate identifiers
identifiers;
find
ind relationships.

Also Zhang and Athena (2009a)
(2009 point out similar key implementation questions: how to identify
FRBR entities from existing bibliographic records, how to draw precise boundaries among the four
FRBR entities, how to establish relationships among FRBR entities, and how to display FRBR
entities,
ties, relationships, and attributes.
All of these steps do not only require a good knowledge of bibliographic data and the FRBR
model, but also of the cataloguing rules and the format of existing records. The vast
vas majority of
frbrizations deal with reco
records
rds in MARC format and there were several investigations into mapping
FRBR to MARC in the past decade, from Delsey (2002), Hegna and Murtomaa (2002) to Aalberg
(2002, 2005), and Riva (2004) to name just a few. It was shown that many FRBR attributes cannot
be simply translated to MARC and the other way round and that it is difficult to provide a
comprehensive mapping because of the fundamental differences in their structural architecture.
Lee & Jacob (2011) suggested an alternative approach to facilitate int
interoperability
eroperability between MARC
and FRBR and minimize the weaknesses of both MARC and FRBR by using a conceptual structure.
As the main problem of MARC, they point out the single-layered
single layered format imposed by its linear
structure which cannot fully support the representation
esentation of resources that have multi-layered
multi
bibliographic relationships.
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2.2.2.2 Frbrization
ization problems
Examining reports on frbrization attempts, we can see similar problems generally deriving from
two main classes of errors as distinguished by Mönch
nch & Aalberg
Aalberg (2003):
-

-

inconsistency - identical information might be represented differently in different records,
either because it is stored as different attributes, as different values or there is a spelling
error,, and
incompleteness
ncompleteness - information that is required to identify an entity or a relationship
defined in the FRBR model is not present in the record.
record

Previously unnoticed, FRBR exposes these issues as they prevent correct identification of entities
and relationships
relationships.. O’Neill (2002),
(2002) for example
example, reported
reported that for the work The Expedition of
Humphry Clinker
Clinker,, inconsistencies presented a serious problem in identifying expression, and that
the variations in title and main entries made it difficult to algorithmically identify all
manifestations of the work
work,, so a combination of algorithmic searching with extensive manual
review was needed. Even after making changes to the algorithms, it still failed to recognize some
of the translations of the work due to the lack of uniform titles. To improve the frbrization
frbriz
process, the author also pointed out the importance of added entries with the role of the
contributor explicitly identified.
The problem of extracting expressions due to inconsistent and incomplete records was generally
noticed in all frbrization attempts.
attemp
OCLC work
work-set
set algorithm
algorithm, for example,
example identified
identifie all
manifestations of a work that existed
exist in a bibliographic database, but d
did not attempt to identify
expressions or associate manifestations to expressions.
expressions In their reports, researchers
acknowledged ((O’Neill,
O’Neill, 2007; Hickey et al.
al.,, 2002) algorithmic identification of expressions was
quite difficult, which is why OCLC decided to focus their research on identification of works.
However, we must recognize that one of the problems in expression identification
identificatio were
augmentations (illustrations, forewords)
for
rds) and the fact that the same expression with a new
augmentation was modelled as a new expression. O’Neill (2002) in his work already suggests that
replacing expressions with additional manifestation attributes would eliminate some of the
difficulties in identifyi
identifying
ng expressions and according to the 2008 revision of FRBR, such
augmentations no longer create a new expression but are mapped as works manifested at
manifestation level. This means that while the probl
problem
em of identifying illustrations,
illustrations forewords etc.
stays the same, the changed approach reduces (but not eliminates as there are still other factors
that are problematic, such as identification of changes between revisions, modifications etc.)
some of the problems reported with the expression entity.
In one of the earliest frbrization exper
experiments,
iments, Aalberg (2002) also reports difficulties with
identifying expressions, commenting that relevant information needed for extracting expressions
is distributed over several fields and often presented in an inconsistent way. In his frbrization
which id
identified
entified original expression, translations and adaptations, most problems were again
caused by difficulties in:
-

identifying
dentifying the translator or other information that would help distinguish between
different translations into the same language
connecting the translated title with the original title when there were several works
contained within one manifestation
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Boston et al. (2005) pointed out the lack of consistent or sufficient data to accurately differentiate
expression level entities as well as data quality issues (e.g. incorrect MARC coding, construction or
choice of work headings…). Ercegovac (2006) in her attempt to frbrize MARC records of one work
family added new fields to facilitate analysis, matching, sorting, and reporting. These fields
included separately tagged subfields in the statement of responsibility, “original publication” and
“expression_type” fields as they not only wanted to recognize different language expressions, but
also derivative relationships such as amplified or successive edition.
Babeu (2008) describes that in their FRBR-inspired Perseus Digital Library development, they were
also faced with a variety of errors in the records that needed to be fixed, from incorrectly coded
languages, misspellings, to statements of responsibility that were included within titles etc.
Although they used MODS records and did not work with MARC format, the issues were similar to
those found in MARC-based frbrizations and they had to not only fix existing errors but also
enhance catalogue records.
McGrath & Bisko (2008) experimented with extracting work and expression attributes for moving
image works. They report on the issue of accurately extracting data from multiple-work records as
the various pieces of information relating to individual works within a MARC record are not linked
in any way, which makes it impossible to automatically identify, for example, which titles go with
which dates or genres. They suggest this is one area that requires at least some manual
intervention. They also point out that information derived from records based on manifestations
will be incomplete and at times incorrect, so a decision needs to be made on an acceptable level
of accuracy. They continue by concluding that while it would be unlikely to create complete and
accurate work-level records based on existing MARC records, it is possible to derive “goodenough” provisional records that would be then revised and manually upgraded.
Another frbrization attempt (Aalberg et al., 2011) of two large work sets identified the following
problems:
-

the lack of titles to identify works, which caused a creation of a large number of works
that were logically equivalent but had not been merged;
creation of irrelevant works as generic or collective titles that did not represent a distinct
intellectual product were identified as works based on the manifestation title;
uninterpretable added entries where there was no way to automatically distinguish
between the meaning of these fields;
lack of relator codes or inconsistent code values made it difficult to relate persons to the
correct entity;
inconsistent cataloguing within the same collection which made it difficult to define rules,
especially more advanced ones.

After the first round of frbrization, manual corrections were made to the records and the results
of the second conversion produced much better results. Sandberg (2010) reports that cataloguers
spent about 60 hours manually optimising the records for the frbrization process.
Many of these experiments were done on a selected example of a few complex works, as these
are seen as most problematic cases and at the same time present the area where FRBR is most
needed. O’Neill (2002) observed that the FRBR model provides minimal benefits for small works
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that can usually be reliably frbrized while failing with the large and complex works where it is
most needed. Opposed to some studies that have focused on selected works, Mitchell et al.
(2011) have studied the success and issues raised when FRBR work-set algorithm from OCLC is
applied to a real environment – a catalogue of a medium sized academic library. Their initial
findings showed “sizable issues that are likely to be encountered by libraries seeking to frbrize
data” and the authors concluded that there was still considerable work to be done in order to
understand the issues that exist within the real-world library metadata. They also predict that the
interest in frbrization of MARC data is likely to grow in the coming years with the adoption of
RDA, which is why further work is required to investigate the issues and draw solutions suitable
for larger adoption.
The presented examples demonstrated problems with the existing data that derive from
typographical errors, inconsistent or irregular use of MARC fields as well as incorrectly identified
entities, but an even bigger issue is the missing data, which should have been included in the
records in order to embody the idea of FRBR. In all cases, researchers recognized the need to
include manual revisions at some point in the frbrization process. In context of editing and
manually correcting frbrization results, an important advice is given by Ayres (2004), who
advocates the importance of user-friendly interfaces for staff working with this data. She reports
that in their AustLit project, a number of very efficient web tools were developed which showed
that with the right set of tools, even such daunting tasks can be accomplished more quickly that
one would expect. As an alternative approach to manually enriching records, there are some
preliminary experiments with using semantic technologies to enhance and enrich frbrized data by
using external resources (e.g. Takhirov et al., 2012), while others are trying out a more social-web
2.0 approach. The latter can be found in LibraryThing1 and Australian Trove2 information system
where users can edit the list of manifestations that belong to a work. LibraryThing has recently
also enlisted users to provide missing work-to-work relationships (Denton, 2011).

1
2

http://www.librarything.com/
http://trove.nla.gov.au/
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2.2.3 FRBR AND ITS POTENTIALS
POTENTIALS FOR BIBLIOGRAPHIC
BIBLIOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS
SYSTEM
A typical library catalogue or any other bibliographic information system today offers only lists of
results that may be arranged by title, relevance or date and provide no systematic indication of
the relationship between individual records
records. Furthermore, these lists usually include
includ also a
number of records that have no connection to the work or the
the author the user had in mind and
lack
ack of capability to a) group manifestations into expressions b) display those expressions under a
given work and c) alert users to other works (Ercegovac, 2006).This
This shows there is much room for
improvement and Taylor (2007) believes a combination of three aspec
aspects
ts is needed to achieve
that:
-

accepting the principles and the entity
entity-attribute
attribute-relationship
relationship model introduced by FRBR,
constructing cataloguing rules and other metadata based on FRBR model, and last but not
least,
designing systems that will display metad
metadata
ata using the model conceptualized in FRBR.

FRBR’s potential therefore lies not only in improving the quality of catalogue records and reduced
cataloguing work, but also in providing users with a better browsing and searching experience
(Babeu, 2008). Ben
Bennett
nett et al. (2003) anticipate that implementation of the FRBR model into a
library catalogue would bring several benefits, such as: a) accommodating various user needs by
supporting different views of the bibliographic database,
database b) enhancing retrieval through
thro
the
representation of a hierarchy of bibliographic entities in the catalogue (e.g. collapsing nearnear
duplicate items into a single entry point
point, and c) increasing cataloguing productivity. Also recent
user studies conducted by Pisanski and Žumer (2010a, 2010b,
2010b, 20
2012)) give a long awaited
confirmation that FRBR is intuitive and thus presents a viable option for new bibliographic
information systems.
An investigation of literature connected to the implementation of FRBR reveals a broad potential
of FRBR
FRBR. One of the major benefits
benefit of the model is,
is, for example, that it facilitates the
implementation of a more efficient and advanced end-user
end user application that would enable new
ways of finding, exploring
exploring, and discovering relevant content (Aalberg et al., 2011).
2011) Riva (2007) also
points out th
the explorative power of FRBR, where users are presented with opportunities they did
not imagine, but have, once seen, recognized them as relevant. Ercegovac (2006) emphasizes that
showing explicit relationships between entities wou
would
ld enhance the navigational capability, enable
grouping of related entities as well as communicate how entities are collocated. According to
Dickey (2008), FRBR defines families of bibliographic relationships
relationships between records and collocates
them better than most existing bibliographic systems, thus enabling “a more streamlined
navigation between related items in different materials,
materials formats and among editions and
adaptation of a work”. Smiraglia (2007) writes that one of the major contributions of the FRBR
model is the separate identification of the work “as an essential and distinct bibliographic entity”,
which will diminish the redundancy in the future catalogue and “should lead to increasingly
sophisticated retrieval of works”. He further suggests that in
in order to fulfil both goals, catalogues
using FRBR will also need to look into “bibliographic families”. While the concept is not directly
used in the FRBR report, it can be implicitly found in the work-to
work to-work,
work, work-to-expression,
work expression, and
expression
expression-to-expre
expression
ssion relationships.
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Arastoopoor et al. (2011), O’Neill (2002), and Carlyle (2006) all write that implementing FRBR
presents a good solution particularly for large works where FRBR-based organization would solve
the problem of “unorganized bulky results” by creating shorter lists, improving the intelligibility
and browsability of the results. In general, FRBR brings more advantages for large works and for
certain types of resources, for example collections of fictional works, music collections, serial
collections and other aggregate works that have been published in a variety of ways or published
in different editions, by different publishers in different mediums (Teixeira, 2010).
Being a conceptual, theoretical model, FRBR implementation models can vary, but the tasks that it
should support (find, identify, select and acquire), the underlying motives and potential outcomes
stay the same. FRBR establishes relationships between resources and helps to bring together all
versions of a distinct intellectual work that exist in a collection, all expressions of a work and all
manifestations of an expression. By collocating and displaying bibliographic families in smaller and
meaningful clusters, the structural foundation of FRBR should make the display more
understandable and organised, helping users to navigate search results, identify relationships, and
easily access all works and expressions derived from and centring around a specific intellectual
creation. This would give users a somewhat different view of a bibliographic database (Bennett et
al., 2003) as they would be able to see items in the context of a traditional catalogue.
Tillett (2005) reminds us that one of the basic beauties of FRBR is that it brings back the key
objectives of a catalogue, such as enabling finding and collocating bibliographic records. The idea
of collocating versions of the work, connecting related works or bringing together all works and
endeavours of an author is in fact not a new concept as we have already shown in Chapter 2.1.3.
In the time of card catalogues, many of the features we hope to gain by implementing FRBR were
already in use. The filling arrangement of works of prolific authors enabled users to find
everything owned by a particular library that was by or about a particular author as well as
everything representing or related to a particular work in one place - under the name of the
author of the work (Taylor, 2007). To demonstrate this, Taylor (2007) gives an example the
general arrangement that could be found in card catalogues:


prolific author
 works filed alphabetically by title, each group of cards for a work might have the
following arrangement:
 original publication
 other editions, other formats
 translations (alphabetical by language)
 works in which this work is a subject (criticisms, reviews, etc.)
 related works:
 movie based on book, songs from musical based on the book etc.
 adaptation for children
 text with commentary etc.
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2.2.3.1 Presenting FRBR
Aalberg (2002) notes that the FRBR model is only an initial step towards the “next generation” of
bibliographic information systems; how to implement it in current
current and future systems is therefore
the next question to be dealt with. So far, most of the research has focused on finding ways to
apply the FRBR model in cataloguing, transforming the current bibliographic records, and using
existing formats to work with FRBR. Although these issues are still a work in progress as we have
demonstrated in the chapter on frbrization
frbrization, there is another important perspective of the FRBR
implementation: the display of frbrized
frbrized catalogues to users.
Dickey (2008) writes that the “admitted weakness” of the FRBR theory is that it still remains
basically a theory with only a few working systems. As Tillett (2005) argues, we need to know how
to take best advantage of the FRBR concepts as we construct the future information system
designs. The importance of user interface specifications such as navigation and presentation of
results has already been emphasised in the past (Žumer, 2002; 2005), but has not really been
given a lot of attention, probably due to more basic problems that needed to be solved first in
order to enable the implementation of FRBR.
Different reports reveal that so far developers have not particularly dealt with how to best
present the results
results.. In most cases, FRBR
FRBR-inspired
inspired catalogues presented results in flat lists
lists which
have
ave only grouped records into work sets and have therefore not implemented the complete
model or fulfilled the potential of FRBR (McGrath
McGrath & Bisko, 2008).
2008 . Collocating and displaying workset clusters
clusters,, accessing the work level first and then researching
researching the expression and manifestation
level appearss to be the most common presentation of FRBR ideas. The general notion of a frbrized
user interface therefore seems to be the top
top-down
down hierarchical grouping and display of results
where the user is presen
presented
ted with the work that can be unfolded into expression and
manifestation level.
Our review of existing FRBR
FRBR-displays,
displays, accompanying documentation
documentation, as well as broader literature
confirms the findings of Arastoopoor et al. ((2011) which say that a very limited attention has been
given to user needs, their view of the bibliographic universe and to the collocation of related
works. To our knowledge, no in depth studies or analysis have been done on the choice of
features, techniques, or needed elements for presentation of FRBR in library catalogue user
interfaces. Also Carlyle (2006) reports that “little to no user research has been published
investigating the usefulness of catalog displays organized around the FRBR four-entity
four entity model”.
model”
She further stress
stresses that user research on what kind of displays are most effective and what
attributes most facilitate the use of catalogue are highly desirable and needed to guide the
decision
decision-making
making process of the new set of cataloguing rules and the design of online catalogue
displays that incorporate FRBR. Although the model has been based on user tasks, its
implementation can differ in terms of mapping it to cataloguing rules as well as the actual
catalogues. That is why she calls for user research on which rules most facilitate the use of
catalogue and what kind of displays are most affective as that knowledge can lead the
development of the new set of cataloguing rules and the design of online catalogue displays
incorporating FRBR.
Arastoopoor et al. (2011) were one of a handful of researchers who investigated the concept of
how to present FRBR entities to users through actual user research. In a user study they explored
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the question of whether it is sufficient to group all different instantiations into four clusters and
present them as such. They found that the general view of the family was aligned with the model,
but participants also liked to categorize bibliographic family into more specific categories,
combining similar instantiations of different expressions and manifestations. In their sketch of
how a FRBR-based catalogued should look like based on the user study, they presented a work in
form of a tree, creating several categories within expression:
- TEXTS
- FULL TEXTS
- EDITED
- CRITICAL
- BOOK
- NON-BOOK
- NOT EDITED
- OLD AND VALUABLE VERSIONS
- MANUSCRIPTS
- LITOGRAPHS
- SELECTIONS
Yee (2005) believes that FRBR-based system design would be improved also by better
understanding and more intelligent use of existing bibliographic and authority records. She gives a
few detailed scenarios of how entities could be presented in catalogues:
-

-

list of works by an author;
for each work, there are separate categories for editions of the work, works about the
given work and related works, alternatively also performances (on sound recording or on
video) or films adaptations can be added to the three categories;
the next level of categories distinguishes between complete works, selections, portions of
the work, arrangements etc.;
on the last level, users would be able to rearrange expressions/manifestations of a chosen
work by language, translator, editor, illustrator, edition statement, publisher, date,
performer, format or extent.

Although Yee in her categorization sometimes combines on the same level entities that are not
completely equal, she is one of the few that point out possibilities beyond the work-expressionmanifestation FRBR list and describes actual display and interaction possibilities, even if only on a
conceptual level.
Other researchers give only some more general thoughts concerning the final presentation and
interaction with FRBR-based information systems. Dickey (2008), for example, suggests that
distinction among expressions of a work should be included in the display and that a tree
organization of the display is user-friendly and allows users to maintain a visual sense of the
organization they are encountering. Boston et al. (2005) emphasize the importance of considering
appropriate screen labelling, terminology and layout that will assist users to anticipate,
understand, and fully exploit the delivery of the clustered FRBR results. Aalberg (2002) also points
to the issue of labelling the nodes and relationships in a way that would be easily interpreted by
the users. He writes that a “complexity of the FRBR model calls for a user interface that will
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provide an overview of the large structure in which the entity participates” and points out the
need to investigat
investigate
e navigation in combination with the FRBR model as an information discovery
strategy. He also suggests FRBR has to be presented using selected metadata elements and points
to a balance between creating a compact but at the same time still informative presentation.
presentation.
Another potential point for guiding the interface design is the knowledge that users usually don’t
have a particular item or even manifestation in mind, they are more interested in the content at
either work level (they are looking for Da Vinci Code) or,
or, more often, at expression
ression level (they are
looking for a particular translation of Da Vinci Code) (Carlyle, 2006). That is why according to
Schneider (2008), a library catalogue should bring together similar materials which are likely to be
interchangeable for most users, but
but at the same time retaining detailed information that would
allow users with more specific needs to determine the differences between these similar
materials
materials.
With the RDA cataloguing rules, the implementation of the model is slowly becoming a reality.
rea
However,
owever, despite all the listed potentials, the full power of FRBR implementation in library
catalogues has yet to be tested as libraries and researchers have been focusing mainly on the
frbrization process, but forgot to consider how this new data will be presented to the users
(Arastoopoor et al.
al.,, 2011). Many of the features have so far remained unexploited in the few
systems that have implemented FRBR.
FRBR. That is why we are looking at information visualization as a
method that could best not only present the richness of the data, but also enable users’
interactio
interaction,
n, exploration, and discovery.

2.2.3.2 Existing FRBR implementations and FRBR-inspired
FRBR inspired displays
FRBR experiments have been distributed quite evenly throughout the globe.. In Australia, AustLit3
and MusicAust
MusicAustralia
ralia4 have been joined by another successful discovery service
service named Trove5
(described in Holley, 2011). In Europe, TELplus project (Manguinhas et al., 2010; Freire, 2010)
2010
started investigation into frbrization of MARC records in multiple catalogues,
catalogues Swedish
dish search
6
service LIBRIS has integrated FRBR ideas into ExLibris Primo system and the Flemish Central
Catalogue7 into
nto Aquabrowser discovery platform. A new project Pode8 comes from Norway and
looks at new ways of using metadata found in library catalogues, in particular ways of mashing
the catalogue content with other “mashable” resources (see Massey, 2010).
2010 In USA, VTLS has
developed a complete product Virtua based on FRBR and the most well
well-known
known and interesting
work at the moment is happening within
within the vFRBR project at Indiana University where an FRBRFRBR
9
based music discovery system Scherzo is being developed. There are of course also others, and
not only within the library community, but also outside (such as LibraryThing and Openlibrary).

3

http://www.austlit.edu.au/
http://www.musicaustralia.org/
5
http://trove.nla.gov.au/
6
http://libris.kb.se
7
http://zoeken.bibliotheek.be/
8
http://www.bib
http://www.bibpode.no
pode.no
9
http://webapp1.dlib.indiana.edu/scherzo/
4
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Examinations of FRBR-inspired interfaces can be found in a few studies that have been performed
over the years. In 2005, Yee looked at the implementations that have been available at that time
(OCLC FIctionFinder, FRBR Display Tool, RedLightGreen, VTLS Virtua) and concluded that the
projects appear to have been designed without complete awareness of the degree to which our
existing records could be used to frbrize catalogues. A comparison of two FRBR-based
implementations (FictionFinder and LibraryLabs) has also been done by Pisanski and Žumer (2007)
who came to a conclusion that neither of the prototypes implemented FRBR as it was conceived
by the IFLA Study Group, and that while prototypes clearly show improvements over traditional
OPACs, many improvements associated with FRBR are yet to be realised. A third and probably
most extensive overview was made by Zhang and Salaba (2009a), who studied the use of FRBR in
full-scale systems (WorldCat and UCLA Film and Television Archive OPAC) as well as prototypes or
experimental systems (FictionFinder, LibraryLabs, RedLightGreen, Kent State University FRBR
project).
The following part will look into just a handful of implementations that have either not been
included in other reviews yet or present some aspects that will help provide a better context for
our research.

2.2.3.2.1 FictionFinder
Developed by OCLC, FictionFinder presented a test project for searching and browsing
bibliographic records of fictional works (at the time of completing this thesis, the service was
however no longer available to the public). The prototype returned a list of works instead of
individual bibliographic records and opening a work record, there were some basic information
about the work (summary, genre, setting, subject, audience), a note about the expressions
(number of editions and languages), and a list of manifestations that could be narrowed by
language or format (see Figure 10). Yee (2005) noted that the list of manifestations seems to
include also related works (adaptations for children and so on) and not just editions of this work
and suggests a more structured display that would differentiate among the categories.
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Figure 10. FictionFinder
Finder work record displays all manifestations of the work in an unstructured list.

2.2.3.2.2 AustLit
Especially interesting for our research iss also another system that covers mainly fiction - AustLit:
the Australian Literature Gateway,
Gateway a web
web-based
based discovery service about Australian writers and
writing. Considering how to present works, expressions and manifestation in the final user
interface, they chose to use ‘light’ visual clues such as dot points aand
nd separator lines, and simple
prose statements such as ‘‘This
This work has appeared in x different versions
versions’’ and ‘This
‘This version of this
work has been published x times’.
times Although the resource is open only for educational institutions
and libraries in Australia, there are some sample pages freely available for examination.
Figure 11, Figure
igure 12, and Figure 13show
show how information is p
presented
resented to users in AustLit
AustLi
interface. Figure 11 gives an example of author disp
display
lay which gives some basic information about
the author and offers users to choose between “works
works by”
by and “works
works about the author”
author by
specific categories
categories.. We can see that “works by” the author are grouped by form of work
(autobiographies,
autobiographies, science fiction, short story, review, poetry)
poetry) as well as by the author’s other roles
(as
as illustrator
illustrator). Figure
igure 12 presents a collection of poems where each work (poems, biographical
notes etc
etc.)) is identified separately (“includes”
“includes” feature) and where users are also referred to other
“works about this work
work”.
Figure 13, on the other hand, shows a display for a novel:
novel: here, vversions (expressions) of the work
are listed and for each expression there is a list of manifestations that belong to that expression;
expression
there are also connections to other works the novel is related to.
to.
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AustLit therefore augmented basic work--expression--manifestation
manifestation presentation by incorporating
relationships between two works (Ayres, 2004) as well as connecting all works about and by the
author within the same display.

Figure 11.. AustLit example of author display.
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igure 12.. AustLit display for a collection of poems
poems.
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novel
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2.2.3.2.3 OLAC
A different approach was taken by McGrath et al. (2011) who implemented a prototype discovery
interface for audio-visual materials based on faceted navigation. They believe it provides a better
solution compared to existing FRBR implementations which employ a hierarchical tree structure
where users must first select a specific work, then a version, a publication and only finally a
particular item. Their argumentation behind their approach is that a combination of work-centric,
FRBR-inspired data model and faceted navigation is better able to support flexible browsing and
navigation of the FRBR levels. Facets expose the collection in a way that is easy for users to get an
overview of its size and the scope and allow exploration without prior knowledge of the collection
or the indexing vocabularies. Users can start their search at any point in the FRBR hierarchy, from
item to work, using facets to broaden or narrow their results. The advantage of using facets is also
that they support the ability to search across multiple characteristics at once, the only problem is
that facets require controlled values for characteristics of interest that are not often present in
current library data. The prototype displays two types of facets to the user:
-

limiting by movie or program which is related to the work level (facets: genre, dates,
original language, country, director)
limiting by version which is related to expression and manifestation levels (facets: library
branch, format, publication date, spoken language, subtitle/caption language)

To support such a display, they have modified the FRBR data model by combining: work with the
primary expression (the latter describing important facts about the work that would be of interest
with any future expression), and particular expression with the manifestation.

2.2.3.2.4 Scherzo
Scherzo, a FRBR-based music discovery system developed at Indiana University in 2011 is the first
to test FRBR model in the domain of music using a large-scale implementation (Notess et al.,
2011). The system includes a selection of 85.000 sound recordings and 105.000 music scores
which were frbrized using a V/FRBR algorithm in order to identify musical works from the records
and identify people or groups responsible for works, expressions, or their manifestations. Some of
the important features provided in the user interface are:
-

advanced search distinguishes between different roles, such as composer, performer,
conductor, or editor;
works are featured in the results list in addition to manifestation records;
facets based on frbrized data allow users to narrow the results (see Figure 14).

Usability evaluation indicated that the possibility of searching by different roles and navigating
the results via facets was valuable, but the highlighted list of works was confusing to the users.
We can see in Figure 14 that works composed by Chopin are presented in the upper window and
manifestations of Chopin’s works are presented below and it was the combination of both
approaches that confused the users as they did not intuitively understand the difference between
the two displays.
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Recommendations for further development suggest emphasizing people and their roles for
narrowing results, offering facets already at the initial page as a browsing option and changing the
display of works to make it more intuitive.

Figure
ure 14.. Results display with faceted navigation in Scherzo music discovery system.
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2.2.3.2.5 The Flemish Central Catalogue
The Flemish Central Catalogue collocates records by work, alerting the user when there are more
editions within the result, in what number of languages and on what media (Figure
(
15).
). Similarly
to OLAC and Scherzo, it uses a faceted navigation feature which enables the user to narrow
narro down
the results by work, expression,
expression or manifestation attributes. Figure 15 presents an earlier version
of the catalogue which was based on an
an Aqubrowser platform, but rrevisiting
evisiting the site two years
later we can now see a different design on a different platform (Figure 16)
16 but the approach
remained the same
same: different versions of the work are grouped and faceted navigation is offered
to filter the results . Clicking on the work title, the system displays a sort of work record where the
user can read more about the author, navigate to online reviews of the book,
book, or see in what
formats the work is available. Clicking on the versions, the user gets a display of different
manifestations of the work that are available in the library. While the previous version pointed
out the different languages in which the work was available in the library and thus indicated the
expressions, the new version has completely eliminated this and offers expression information
only through faceted navigation.

Figure 15.. The Flemish Central Catalogue displa
displayy of search results – old version
version.
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Figure 16. The
he Flemish Central Catalogue – new version
version.
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The ccatalogue
atalogue also offers FRBR functionality for musical materials, where a composition or a song
is presented as a work. For each song or composition, the catalogue lists all albums where the
piece appeared (Figure
Figure 17).

Figure 17. The
he Flemish Central Catalogue options for music displays all performances of a work.

Another interesting feature of the catalogue is also an “author” record, where the user can learn
le
more about the author and get all his works, works about the author, and adaptations of his
works within a single display (Figure 18).. Again the
he faceted navigation is provided for limiting the
scope of interest, but the user can also see author’s roles within a pie chart display.
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WORKS ABOUT THE AUTHOR ADAPTATIONS OF HIS WORKS

Figure 18. An author record within the Flemish Catalogue.
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2.2.3.2.6 Visualization experiment – Pode project
In the Pode proje
project
ct they made a small experiment visualizing FRBR entities and relationships using
10
Protovis toolkit for works by Petterson (Figure 19).. The blue nodes present works, green nodes
show expressions and red nodes represent manifestations. Knowing that
that, we can quickly see that
“Manen over Porten” is a manifestation that embodies a large number of works (one of them
probably by Petterson)
Petterson),, while most of the other groups display a work with a number of
expressions and manifestations of those expressions. This experiment does not really provide any
more detailed information about the
the entities (a hoover over the node shows only very basic
information like title, language, content type or date), but it gives a general overview of the
entities and relationships created in the frbrization process. They have also implemented a filter
to narrow
arrow by media type and language, but at the time of our examination, the filtering did not
make any changes to the visual display.
display

Figure 19.. Visualization experiment in the Pode project.

Summing up the presented FRBR impleme
implementations
ntations and experiments, we can see that:
-

-

10

except for the AustLit project, expression entity level is only partially included in displays,
mostly in form of expression level attributes that serve as a filtering option;
option
faceted navigation is becoming a popular option also in FRBR
FRBR-based systems;
two presented implementations created author records where users have the option to
choose between works of an author and works by an author ((including
including by different roles),
roles)
in Flemish
mish catalogue also adaptations of author’s works are listed (although without
relationships to original works);
works)
only AustLit has, in its presentation of work record, included also works about that work
and other related works, although it says nothing about
about how these works are connected
to the given work.

This example can be found at: http://bibin.hioa.no/~davm/php/sparqlin
http://bibin.hioa.no/~davm/php/sparqling/pode/petterson.html
g/pode/petterson.html
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2.3 INFORMATION VISUALIZATION
2.3.1 THE VALUE OF INFORMATION
INFORMATION VISUALIZATION
Information visualization communicates and presents data, information, and knowledge through
a graphic display. White and McCain
Mc ain (1997) define it as a computer
computer-aided
aided means of helping
human beings form a mental image of a domain space, while the definition by Card et al. (1999)
describes it as “the use of computer supported, interactive, visual representations of data to
amplify cognition”.
The assumption therefore is that visual presentation supports human cognition and is able to
make it easier for users to perceive, understand, comprehend, and discover knowledge in large
data sets ((Purchase
Purchase et al., 2008; André et al., 2009; Beale, 2007
2007). By providing useful overviews
and offering interactive mechanisms
mechanism for bro
browsing and exploration
ation, it helps users overcome large
information spaces, understand the overall structure and contents of the collection or search
results as well as build new knowledge, discover and understand relationships in the information
space
space. These benefits are especially pronounced when searching large datasets (Carr, 1999;
1999
Fagan, 2006
2006),
), but at the same time apply only to well-made
well made visualizations that follow human
perce
perception
ption principles
principles:: a poorly conceived representation could not only burden the user more,
but would also disturb the user’s information
information-seeking
seeking process (Song, 2000).
2000). The described
potential as well as the fact that bibliographic relationships cannot be adeq
adequately
uately represented by
simple linear lists gives us motivation to explore the possibilities of using information visualization
to not only present entities and relationships in frbrized records, but also to provide interaction
and exploration possibili
possibilities that are the key to insight.
In information retrieval, Song (2000) describes information visualization as a segment of the user
interface which brings visual searching structure and presentation of relationships between
entities. Such interactive information
information visualizations not only presents information
information graphically, but
also enable users to retrieve information by clicking on visualization
visualization,, thus facilitating refinement
of queries and allowing users to research questions that are not very easily expressed in keyword
search (S
(Shneiderman,
hneiderman, 2008; Kules,
Kule 2006; and Schraefel,
chraefel, 2009).

2.3.1.1 Information
nformation visualization vs. textual displays
Researchers in information retrieval have applied information visualization techniques to address
the limitations of text
text-based
based displays (Koshman, 2004), where users experienced problems
constructing queries, were uncertain about how the resulting document set relates to their query,
did not understand how documents were presented or ranked or were just overwhelmed by the
cumbersome list o
off documents (Baeza-Yates
(Baeza Yates & Ribeiro-Neto,
Ribeiro Neto, 1999). Also in context of library
information systems, Fagan (2006) believes that visual searching is likely to provide a needed
alternative to traditional, text-based
text based searching.
However, tthe
he idea of information visualization
visualization has been around
around for more than two decades and
studies so far have not been able to really prove its overall superiority over linear information
presentation (Song, 2000)
2000). The
The discouraging results may,
may, however, not necessarily lie in the
visuali
visualization
zation concept itself, but in the way visualization was designed and implemented. Usability
problems in information visualization implementations are common, partly because the
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construction process of these techniques is not easy, but also because there is a lack of systematic
evaluation tests that would identify these problems (Pillat et al., 2005). Kules (2006) also believes
that designers have too often experimented with all the possibilities that could be done instead of
creating what should actually be done and have, in their enthusiasm, forgotten about the
importance of text in graphical presentations.
In many studies comparing information visualization system against a more traditional text based
system or classical indented tree structure, the subjects have favoured the traditional one or the
difference between the two approaches was not significant (Newby, 1993; Veersamy & Belkin,
1996; Andrews, 2006; Koshman 2004; Heo & Hirtle, 2001; Kobsa, 2004). Also a more formal metaanalysis of existing usability studies by Julien et al. (2008) suggests that the presence of
information visualization feature may have no significant effect on accuracy or efficiency. This
could, however, also be explained (at least to some extent) by the fact that that research
prototypes will usually not run as smoothly or be as complete as already established ones as well
as by the familiarity of most test participants with the text-based systems that were used as a
benchmark. Andrews in his 2006 paper observes: “Whatever new-fangled visualisation we build,
when we test it against the tree view, the tree view always wins. Even if our performance data
show no significant differences, users significantly prefer the tree view. Users will apparently need
a great deal of persuading to move from familiar trusted interfaces to a new, unfamiliar one.” In
another paper Andrews and Kasanicka (2007) conclude with the thought that »it would appear
that users have many, many hours of experience with tree view style browsers like Windows
Explorer. They have developed an affinity to that style of hierarchy browser which is hard to shake
off, even though other kinds of hierarchy browser sometimes outperform tree view browsers for
certain kinds of task.«
Julien et al. (2008) do point out in their conclusion of the study that also graphical user interfaces
in their early years showed no performance gains compared to text command-based systems, but
their later commercial success suggests that adequate performance as well as other factors such
as aesthetic appeal are required to create a positive initial impression that can affect learnability,
user performance, and even measures of performance.
We can, however, also find studies where information visualization showed better results from
the baseline system it was tested against. Yuan (2011), for example, reports that participants in
the study were more satisfied with the results from the visual system and have completed the
tasks significantly faster and with fewer mouse clicks. Osdin et al. (2002) also showed that
hierarchical clustering and summarization visualization techniques significantly helped users to
find relevant documents quicker than the baseline textual system.
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2.3.2 IMPLEMENTING INFORMATION VISUALIZATION
VISUALIZ
Information visualization presents us with various possible techniques to display our data. The
challenge
llenge lies in a) choosing a technique that will be most appropriate for our data and will best
serve the aims of our information system and user tasks and b) using the elements of visualization
in a way that will create meaning of geometric and structural patterns and convey this meaning to
users in a clear, useful
useful, and informative manner (Chen, 2010).
The creation of information visualization
visualization is a three step process (Lin & Bui, 2010;
2010 Song, 2010):
2010)
1. information mapping:
mapping: identifies elements to be subjected to visualization, looks for
relationships in the data,
data and givess structure to what is usually unstructured abstract data
by using indexing, information extraction
extraction, and organization
organization;
2. visual presentation
presentation:: presents the process of mapping textual dat
dataa to visualization by
choosing appropriate techniques, algorithms
algorithms, and data models
models;
3. visual interaction
interaction:: determines how the user will be able to interact with the visualization,
how the visual display will be generate
generated according to the user’s request and how
h
the
displayed object will be manipulated by the user. Interactivity is an essential part of
information visualization as the user should be able to explore the display presented to him
and therefore experience a so called visual discovery.
For the visual
ual appearance we choose the visualization technique
technique,, the size and the granularity of
visualization, and decide upon parameters such as colours, node size, link strength,
strength and elasticity.
The nature of underlying data (hierarchical, network, linear …) and tthe
he purpose of visualization
(do we want to expose links or do we want to emphasize the main trends etc.) help us determine
which technique would best present the values of the dataset. The size and granularity of
visualization are also important as displa
displays
ys can soon become illegible with all the visual clutter,
clutter
making
ing it difficult for users to perceive and comprehend all the elements on screen. Colours,
sizes, and proximity can further be used to communicate some of the information that should
otherwise be explained textually.
The size is one of the key issues in information visualization as there is a limit to the number of
nodes that can be effectively displayed within a viewing platform
platform.. Even when it is possible to lay
out and to display all the elements, the issue of viewability and usability arises as it becomes
impossible to discern between nodes and edges and the layout becomes too dense for interaction
(Herman et al., 2000). Thatt is why the first step in visualization process is often to reduce the
th size
of the graph by limiting the number of visual elements to be displayed. One possible approach to
that is clustering – “the process of discovering groupings or classes in data based
based on a chosen
semantics” (Herman et al., 2000). Restricting the view to clusters themselves, the technique
provides an overview of the structure and allows us to retain a context while reducing the visual
complexity. However, while a small number of clusters
clusters allows for faster processing and
navigation, Herman et al. (2000) caution that the number should also not be too small as in that
case, the visible information content is too low. Also Osdin et al. (2002) describe that by
organising clusters into a hierarchy
hierarchy which provided a better structure for the results set (unlike
similar visualization systems that have used only flat clustering), users were able to quickly get an
overview of the documents contained within it and by choice narrow in to view just documents
doc
within one cluster in the lower branches of the tree, thus filtering out irrelevant documents.
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Some implementations stop at the graphic presentation of data, missing a crucial element of
visualization
visualization: interactivity - the ability for the user to interact with the display and learn through
it.. Ahlberg and Schneiderman (1994) write that the key principle of visual information seeking
applications is to support browsing which enables rapid filtering to reduce result sets, progressive
pro
refinement of search parameters, continuous reformulation of goals, and visual scanning to
identify results. The real power of visualization is therefore in the dynamic and flexible interfaces
interfaces
that enable users to choose the point of interest and provide them with information needed to
identif
identify and understand the data.
data Planning the visualization, we should map and predict how the
session can evolve with the human interaction and what customization options should be
available to the user.
While th
the
e central point of visualization is the graphical presentation of data, planning the role of
textual data is just as important. Kules (2006) even argues that it is the general lack of textual
data in visualizations that has contributed to the disappointing results of information visualization
and therefore proposes combining compact graphical overviews with results search lists.
lists There
are several questions to contemplate, such as: how to integrate textual data into what is
essentially a graphical presentation
presentation of a large amount of data, what labels to use, and how much
and what textual data is needed to support visualization. Only with some textual explanations will
users gain more understanding of the visualization and knowledge of the explored topic. This may
m
not be as necessary in visualization systems for experts on very specialized areas (where
information visualization has really been most used so far), but when we are moving into more
general environment such as libraries, we believe a combination of te
text
xt and visual presentation is
required.

2.3.2.1 Information visualization layout techniques
Information visualization provides various possible layout techniques for displaying and
interacting with data. In literature we can find various classifications of information visualization
layout techniques, for example by Eden (2005) or Card (1999;
(
1996), but we will only look the two
that bare the most potential for presenting bibliographic data: trees and networks.
Trees. Trees are used to present hierarchical d
data
ata structures where a classical tree layout
positions children nodes under their common ancestor. There are numerous possible applications
of hierarchical or tree structures as well as categorizations. At this point we would use the
simplest categorizatio
categorization that divides trees into two main representation schemes:
-

node-link
link representations and
space-filling
filling representations (Plaisant et al., 2002).
2002)

Node
Node-link
link representations ((Figure
Figure 20) are a classical tree layout technique and can
can be oriented
top-down,
down, left
left-right
right, or radially. They are probably the most natural way to display nesting
structure
structure,, are most familiar to users and better at showing the depth of the tree, but fail to scale
to large datasets (Zhao et al., 2005).
2005) Plaisant et al. (2002) also point to its inefficient use of screen
space that leaves one part of the display empty while overcrowding the other side, which is why
researchers have searched for other possible representation strategies.
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Space
Space-filling representations have been developed to make more efficient use of the display area
and can be characterized by their compactness and effectiveness at showing the properties of
nodes in a hierarchy through size or colou
ur (Shi et al., 2005).
2005) Child
hild nodes can be placed
place inside the
parent node ((Figure
Figure 21 – circular treemap) or on the outside of the parent node (Figure
(
21 – icicle
and sunburst)
sunburst),, and the representations can take rectangular or radial/circular form (studies
studies have,
have
however, shown that ccompared
ompared to rectan
rectangular
gular space-ﬁlling
space ﬁlling tech
techniques, radial methods work
better in revealing hierarchical structures - Yang et al., 2002).
2002

Figure 20. Examples of node
node-link
link tree layouts (from left to right): indent
indented, top-down,
down, radial, and balloon.

Figure 21. Space-filling
filling tree layouts (from left to right): icicle,
cicle, sunburst, and circular treemap.

Networks.
etworks. A network (Figure
Figure 22) consists of nodes, links and additional information associated
with those nodes and links. When data relationships exceed the hierarchical structure or cannot
be captured using hierarchical structures, a network structure, where items are linked to an
arbitrary number of other items, can be used. There are different implementations of network
graphs such as directed and undirected; with undirected graphs there is no “home” node, all
nodes are equivalent, and there is an unlimited number of links, which makes them more
powerful and flexible when representing structures of complex and large relationships. Literature
on network layout has, however, been mainly focused on force
force-directed
directed strategies as they
produce a more elegant spreading of nodes and a reasonable visibility of links. Within network
visualizations, the two crucial factors are the size of the network and its density.
density There are four
important problems associated with visualizing
visualizing larg
large
e networks (Polanco & Zartl, 1999): positioning
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nodes, managing links so they convey actual information, handling the sscale
ale of graphs with large
number of nodes, and interacting with and navigating through large networks of information.

Figure 22. An example of a force-directed
force directed network layout technique.

Various layout techniques can be mapped to 1D, 2D, 3D or multiple dimensions visual structures.
structures
Most of the studies so far have been done on 2D and 3D structures, but comparative
comparative evaluations
of the two approaches speak in favour of the 2D approach. Perez & de Antonio (2004) have
shown
shown, for example
example, that 3D interfaces may be more appealing to the user, but less efficient for
detail level tasks, Newby (2002) reports that user
userss were more confused by the 3D structure and
Sebrechts et al. (1999) point to higher costs of development that are not justified by improved
performance etc.

2.3.2.2 Examples of current exploratory information visualizations on the web
To get an idea of the cur
current
rent use of information visualization in search systems, we will look at
some examples currently available on the web
web.
EYEPLORER (Figure
Figure 23): searches Wikipedia and MEDLINE/PubMed database, processes the
retrieved sites, pulls out the main concepts and organises them in categories. Holding a mouse
over a node displays an explanation
explanation on how the concept relates to our query and clicking on a
term shows relations with other concepts. These relations are not only indicated with lines as it
often happens in visualizations, but can also give a textual explanation as clicking on a link brings
forward a description of the connection. The system is quite novel and managed solely by
computers, so the results and descriptions vary in their quality and accuracy. Nevertheless, we
can say that Eyeplorer presents a good idea of what information visualization system should offer:
it gives clear overviews of the most important topics, shows and even explains relations and
enables users to interact with the visualization.
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Figure 23.. Eyeplorer display of groups of results
results.

LIVEPLASMA & TUNEGLUE
TUNEGLUE:: both,
oth, Liveplasma and Tuneglue show clusters of related entities.
Similar
Similarly to Eyeplorer, which advertises its services with a slogan “Explore relationships”, the two
tools also describe themselves as exploratory in nature: Tuneglue as “relationship explorer” and
Liveplasma as “discovery engine”. Tuneglue (Figure
Figure 24) focuses only on musical artists and
displays entities that are related to the chosen artist/band. It does not, however, offer the user
much interactivity with the results, take advantage of visual properties (such as colour, size,
proximity) or give information on the nature of relations between entities. We might assume that
if we liked one artist, we would also like related artists, but beyond that relationships are not
made clear to the user. W
Whether
hether they w
were
ere made on the basis of music genre, popularity, time
period, or some other attribute therefore remains unanswered.
Livepla
Liveplasma on the other hand, offers music as well as movie exploration. In displays
displays for music,
users are presented with the artist/band nod
nodess of different sizes according to the popularity of
the artist but again no explanation is given as to the nature of relat
relationships
ionships or the meaning of
node’s colour. For movie search (Figure
Figure 25),, the situation is somewhat better as the legend
explains which colour belongs to which movie genre
genre and how the line colour is used to
differentiate between the person’s roles in a movie: violet line for movie director and yellow line
for actors. When searching for movies, the retrieved visual display shows related movies and
movie directors, and when searching for a director/actor it presents the person’s opus. Both
Liveplasma and Tuneglue enable interaction with the visualization, Tuneglue only to the extent
that the user can expand a chosen entity while Liveplasma
Li eplasma enables expansion as well as
formul
formulation
ation of a new query by clicking on the chosen entity.
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Figure 24. Tuneglue display of related artists
artists.

Figure 25. Liveplasma display for a movie search
search.
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TOUCHGRAPH
TOUCHGRAPH: is a visualization tool that provides online visualizations for movies, music, and
books based on Amazon data. Figure 26 presents an example of results display that has been
expanded to more similar items by clicking on some of the nodes. The size of the cover reflects
the sales rank and colour is used to show clusters where an item is a recommended purchase for
another
ther item
item.. Using the visualization itself, users can only expand the search results, while they
need to use bars on the left in order to refine the search. On the left there is also a detailed
description of the chosen result, but as with other visualizations, it iiss still difficult to guess for a
user how item
items relate to each other or what exactly are the differences between items with the
same title based solely on the visualization.

Figure 26. Touchgraph
hgraph presentation of grouped networks of related books

Unlike the abundant number of experiments and tools developed for specific domains and
reported in information visualization literature, iinteractive
nteractive information visualization systems for
broader use are still rare on the web and are more experiments than real working full scale
systems; some of the more promising and established ones like Grokker and KartOO have even
been closed down in the last couple of years. The presented tools deal with data similar to our
library information system
systems.
s. While their final aim is exploration and discovery, there are some
differences in their approaches. Some systems are quite simple and limited in the amount of
presented data (for example Tuneglue only shows the names of related artists) while others
provide
vide somewhat more information either on the chosen nods or the relationships between
them. Beside the content level they also differ in their execution
execution. Touchgraph and Eyeplorer
Eyeplor use
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the most options that enable users to not only refine the contents, but also to control the display
itself. In Touchgraph users have the possibility to determine the size and colour of clusters and
spacing between the nods and in Eyeplorer they can drag and drop interesting explanation from
the visualization into their notebook, drag a node into a query field and thus form a new refined
search, they can also choose the number of concepts they wish to be displayed or just the cluster
that they want to take a closer look at (for example only Science or People cluster). In all systems
except Eyeplorer, we have missed some sort of explanations on both the content and the way
visualization was constructed as the lack of that information gave us the feeling that we cannot
really take the full advantage of the system.
While some visualizations were better planned and executed than others, they all show several
problems we can encounter in the design of visualizations. One is the lack of information that
would enable users to understand the visualization (such as explanations of relations, used
colours…) and the other is the lack of textual data that would give more information about the
domain and thus bring users new knowledge and support the exploratory process. Many of the
presented examples exploited only a fraction of visualization possibilities, offering little
interaction and customization options, thus limiting the amount of information that visualization
could communicate to the user.
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3 USER
USER-CENTRED
CENTRED DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION

3.1 INFORMATION SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
3.1.1 USER-CENTRED
CENTRED DESIGN
With demanding users who turn elsewhere if the information system does not meet their needs,
it is essential to develop more user-friendly,
user friendly, intuitive as well as aesthetically pleasing interfaces
(Lindstr
(Lindström
m & Malmsten, 2008) that will enable an efficient and
and effective interaction and create a
positive user experience. To achieve that,
that, user-centred
centred design should be employed.
employed
User--centred
centred design ((similar
similar concepts have been introduced also in usability engineering or
ergonomics)
onomics) represents techniques, processe
processes,
s, methods, and procedures for designing usable
systems as well as the philosophy that places the user at the centre of the design process (Rubin
& Chisnell, 2008)
2008). The concept was introduced in 1986 by Norman, who wrote “user
“user-centred
design emphasizes tha
thatt the purpose of the system is to serve the user, not to use a speciﬁc
speci
technology, not to be an elegant piece of programming. The needs of the users should dominate
the design of the interface, and the needs of the interface should dominate the design of the
t rest
of the system
system.” This original definition emphasized having a good understanding of the user, but
not necessarily involving them in the process. Later the definition has often been extended to
active involvement of user in system design. Karat (1996)
(1996) for example wrote that user-centred
user
design is ““an
an iterative process whose goal is the development of usable systems, achieved through
the involvement of potential users of a system in system design
design”. Another important aspect of
user--centred
centred design is its emphasis on producing systems with a high degree of usability.
Gulliksen et al. (2003) for example pointed out that user-centred
user centred system design “is
“is a process
focusing on usability throughout the entire development process and further throughout the
system
stem life cycle
cycle”.
”.
The final application of user
user--centred
centred design depends on the specific project, but there are some
principles that are usually associated with user
user-centred
centred design.
design. Here we list some of the most
important ones pointed out by Gullisken et al
al.. (2003) in their review
review:
-

-

-

Early
arly focus on users and tasks:
tasks: designers must understand users and their behaviour,
behaviour the
goal of the activity, context of use
use, and characteristics of user tasks. Task analysis,
scenarios
scenarios, and user profiles present a natural part of the development process.
Active
ctive user participation throughou
throughoutt the development process and through the system
lifecycle, including domain experts as well as actual end-users
end users.
Evolutionary systems development
development: system development should be both iterative and
incremental
incremental,, the design-evaluation
design evaluation-redesign
redesign process repeated as often as necessary to
fully develop all parts of the system
system.
Prototyping should be used early and continuously through
throughout the process in order to
visualize and evaluate ideas and design solutions.
solutions. This can be done by starting
tarting with
conceptual design using low fidelity prototypes such as quick sketches, developing and
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evaluating several prototypes in parallel, evaluating and rredesigning
edesigning the prototypes,
prototypes and
finally implementing a high-fidelity
elity prototype.
prototype
Evaluate use in context:
context evaluation with users should be made against predefined goals
and design criteria that are crucial for usability and cover critical activities;
activities in the early
phases paper
paper-sketches
sketches and mock
mock-ups can be used for evaluation while later real tasks are
tested using simulations or prototypes
prototypes.
Multidisciplinary design teams:
teams different aspects and parts of the system design and
development process require people w
with
ith different sets of skills and expertise, from
system architects, programmers, usability designers,
designers and users.
Process customization:
customization while there are some basic principles of user-centred
user centred system
design, there is no one-size
one size fits all solution and the implementation should be customized
to a particular project.
project

3.1.2 USABILITY AND USER EXPERIENCE
E
ENCE
The main objective of user-centred
user centred design is to achieve high usability and a positive user
experience. ISO 9241
9241-11
11 (1998) defines usability as ““the
the extent to which a product can be used by
specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a
specified context of use.
use.” The three distinct aspects can be further defined:
-

-

-

effectiveness as the accuracy and completeness with
with which users achieve their goals and
which can be measured by indicators such as the quality of solution,
solution, task completion,
accuracy, completeness, etc.
efficiency as the resources expended in relation to the accuracy and completeness of
goals achieved; task completion time, mental effort,
effort and learning time being examples of
efficiency indicators
satisfaction as the user’s comfort with and positive attitudes towards the use of the
system, which can be measured by using standard questionnaires, etc.

There have been also other, more or less similar definitions of usability
usability. Shackel (1986) in his
model of usability listed effectiveness, learnability, flexibility, and attitude as the four dimensions
that are important to usability. Nielsen (1993
(1993a)) identified five dimensions: easy to learn, efficient
to use, easy to remember, few errors, and subjectively pleasing, while Eason (1984) more
explicitly pointed out tasks as an important element in determining usability. He indicated that
ease of use (effort required to operate the system once it has been understood by the user), ease
of learning (effort required to understand and operate a system) and task match (the extent to
which information and functions that a system provides match the needs of the user for the given
task) are significant determinants of usability. Rubin & Chisnell (2008) write that in order to be
usable, a product needs to be useful, efficient, effective, satisfying, learnable, and accessible.
accessible
Hornb
Hornbæk (2006)) on the other hand notes that these
se traditional
aditional conceptions of how to measure
usability may need revisiting as there are new measures of usability (for example fun, aesthetics,
sociability, and flow) continuously emerging in literature.
literature
The field of usability is also closely intertwined with user experience and there have been
attempts to dismiss the boundary between them (Vermeeren, 2010). But generally, usability is
seen as an aspect within a broader concept of user experience (Tullis & Albert, 2008; Vermeeren,
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2010) which, contrary to the traditional usability that is more task and performance oriented,
looks at the individual’s entire interaction with the system as well as the thoughts, feelings,
expectations, and perceptions that result from that interaction. Hassenzahl & Tractinsky (2006)
describe that user experience goes beyond instrumental in terms of acknowledging subjective,
situated, complex and dynamic use of the system, and claim that it is a consequence of a user’s
internal state (expectations, needs, motivation, mood), characteristics of the designed system,
(complexity purpose, usability, functionality…), and the context within which the interaction
occurs.
Garrett (2011) defines five elements or layers from which user experience derives and should be
followed in user-centred design (Figure 27):
-

-

-

strategy – presents the foundation of a successful user experience as it defines the system
objectives and user needs
scope – translates user needs and product objectives into specific requirements for
content and functionality that will be offered by the system
structure – defines a) interaction design which looks at possible user behaviour and
defines how the system will accommodate and respond to that behaviour, and b)
information architecture, which creates organizational and navigational schemes that will
help users move through the content efficiently and effectively
skeleton – further refines the structure, identifying specific aspects of interface,
navigation, and information design that will make the intangible structure concrete; if the
structure plane defines how the system will work, the skeleton plane defines what form
that functionality will take, how users will work with the system, how they will navigate,
and how will information be communicated to them
surface – is the aspect of the system that users will notice first and presents the plane
where content, functionality, and aesthetics come together to produce a finished design
that is visually pleasing while fulfilling the goals of the other four planes
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Figure 27. Elements of user experience (Garrett, 2011).

3.1.3 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
There are a several methodologies that have been introduced to streamline the
t e software
development process addressing all phases of the development
development, from early stages of system
specification to maintenance after the release of the system.
system These stages are usually defined as:
requirements analysis, d
design,
esign, implementation
implementation,, testing, and deployment/
deployment/maintenance,
maintenance, however
different models differ in their view of how and which tasks and activities take place during the
process and how the process moves from one stage to another.
another To enable a user-centred
user centred design,
des
usability needs to be established throughout the development and cannot be implemented by
testing at the end of the process (Zuehlke
(Zue ke & Thiels, 2008),
2008), which is why a traditional waterfall or
sequential model (Figure 28) is not appropriate ((Leventhal
Leventhal & Barnes, 2008).

Figure 28. The waterfall software development lifecycle.

Instead of the waterfall model,
model which is rigorous and fails to adapt to discoveries made during the
design and implementation phase,
phase an iterative approach to development is needed to support the
user--centred
centred design (Nielsen,
Nielsen, 1992; Nielsen, 1993
1993b;; Lindström
m & Malmsten, 2008;
2008 Leventhal &
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Barnes, 2008
2008).
). As Marchionini (1995) stresses, d
designing
esigning iteratively, prototyping, conducting
usability studies and revising the system is the approach that will enable us to build systems based
on knowledge of users and how they work
work. Contrary to the waterfall model,
model where testing is
applied only at the end of the development, iterative development is based on a cyclic process of
prototyping, testing, and analysing and involves steady design refinements based on user testing
and other evaluation methods (Nielsen, 1992) (Figure
Figure 29).

Figure 29. A general representation of iterative
iterative development methodology
methodology.

User--centred
centred design, usability,
usability and user experience are often associated with agile software
development methodology (Ferreira et al., 2011; Chamberlain et al., 2006; Constantine, 2002;
200
Lindstr
Lindström
m & Malmsten, 2008;
2008 Sy, 2007)), which is a generic term, encompassing a number of
methods that use iterative and incremental approach to development (Lindström
(Lindstr m & Malmsten,
2008)
2008). Agile development lifecycle is characterized as a series of incremental mini-releases
mini releases (Sy,
2007), each of them ideally encompassing
encompassing planning, analysis,
analysis, design, coding, and testing stage.
Each such iteration produces a working version of the system, however only certain parts
(increments) of the syst
system
em are usually developed within one iteration
iteration. Evaluations
valuations are made
consistently through the development process, which enables change or redesign at an early
stage of the development. Some
ome researchers (Blomkvist, 2005) did recognize that agile
development does not cover all the key principles of user-centred
user centred design as it lacks the necessary
focus on users and usability and can possibly
possibly work against user-centred
user centred ideas with its emphasis on
short and fast iterations and focus on programming
programming,, but the common basic values such as focus
on people, communication, customer collaboration, and adaptive processes provide the
possibility to in
integrate
tegrate agile development with user
user-centred
centred design. Gulliksen et al. (2003) give a
suggestion of how the key principles of user
user-centred
centred design could be integrated into a system life
cycle ((Figure 30)) and how the concept could be translated also into an agile development design.
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3.2 EVALUATION OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
3.2.1 USABILITY EVALUATION METHODS
Usability evaluation presents “a process through which a measurement or an assessment of the
usability of a user interface is obtained” (Aitta et al., 2008).
Usability evaluation methods are used to eval
evaluate
uate efficiency,
efficien effectiveness
effectiveness, and satisfaction and
can be divided into (Freira
Freira et al., 2002;
2002; Andrews 2006;
2006; Aitta, 2008
2008):
a) inspection methods, a set of informal, analytical methods where experts inspect the
interface, using their experience and judgement to assess it and recognize any usability
problems
problems, and
b) testing methods
methods, a set of empirical methods where representative end users work with
one or more interfaces and usability is measured by observing user interaction with the
interface..

3.2.1.1 Usability iinspection
ection methods
Usability inspection methods (also known as expert evaluation or review) present a qualitative
approach to evaluating information visualization (and information systems or user interfaces in
general) where the system is evaluated by a usability expert following a sequence of non-formal
non
analytical methods. It can be used at various points during the development life cycle, either to
improve functionality of the system or to foresee possible problems that would need to be tested
with users (Aitta et al., 2008). According to Nielsen (1993b)
(199 ) one expert in average discovers 35%
of problems, which is why it is recommended to use at least three evaluators.
In general, there are two types of inspection methods:
a. heuristic evaluation, which is based on a set of design guidelines, and
b. cognitive
e walkthrough, which is based on performing specific tasks.
For heuristic evaluation
evaluation, a set of relevant guidelines is developed and the system is inspected
according to those guidelines. Carpendale (2008) stresses that for information visualization
systems, the general usability heuristics (introduced and developed by Nielson and Mack in 1994)
should be extended with information
information visualization heuristics to include issues relevant to this
specific area of design. In contrary to heuristic evaluation, cognitive walkthrough is focused on
the tasks usually performed
ed by users with the interface and are usually conducted to resolve
reso
obvious problems before conducting performance tests.
tests. The reviewer acts like an end user,
conducting specific tasks with the system and evaluating whether the user would have any
difficulties in performing the steps required to finish the task (Hoeber, 2009). Freitas et al. (2002)
have, for example, created a set of criteria that could be used for evaluating information
visualization interfaces through visual inspection by experts and separated usability issues in
information visualization in
into
to three main
in categories:
a) visual representation usability,
usability, which refers to the expressiveness and quality of the
resulting image and can be evaluated by assessing the cognitive complexity (data density,
dimension, display of relevant information), spatial organizatio
organization
n (logical order, reference
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context…), information coding (information mapping to visual elements),
elements) and state transition
(time and changes in the spatial organization after user action)
b) interface usability
usability,, which relates to the set of interaction mechanism
mechanismss provided to users so
they can interact with data through visual representation and is measured by analysing
functions for orientation, help, navigation
navigation, and data set reduction, and
c) data usability
usability,, which looks into the quality of data for supporting user tasks and is associated
with three principles: data reliability, impact on data changing, and decision-making
decision making support.
Both inspection methods are useful in the area of information visualization: with heuristic
evaluation we can assess the design choices made in the development process, while cognitive
walkthrough helps us test whether our tool would be helpful for searcher’s tasks (Hoeber, 2009).
Both can be conducted on preliminary prototype implementation, which allows the researcher to
identify and fix problems early in the development process. However, the result is not a validation
of the design, but an analytical evaluation and identification of potential problems that need to be
addressed (Hoeber, 2009). Tory & Möller
M ller (2005) also argue that while pr
presenting
esenting a valuable way
for evaluating visualization techniques and providing insight into usability problems, inspection
methods should not be used exclusively and should be complemented by formal user studies as it
is possible that inspection methods may identify different problems than tests with end users.

3.2.1.2 Usability ttesting
esting methods
Within usability testing methods, there are two main approaches based on how the data would
w
be used within the product development cycle (Tullis & Albert, 2008): formative and summative.
Formative testing is qualitative in nature and involves a small number of participants (Tullis &
Albert, 2008, suggest 6 to 8 per condition
condition) working with the interface in order to discover what
kind of problems oc
occur in user’s interaction with the system and particularly why they occur,
occur
Think
hink-aloud
aloud method is most common (Andrews, 2006).
2006) After identifying the shortcomings,
recommendations are made for improving design, which is why the technique is most valuable
during
ing the development process, when the results can still have an impact on the design.
There are various methods of formative testing (Carpendle, 2008)
2008), but laboratory observational
studies are most interesting in context of our study. Observational experiment
experim
is one of the
possible laboratory observational study techniques, where, similarly to formal laboratory
experiment, the experimenter designs a setting, a procedure,
procedure and p
possibly a set of tasks. The main
focus in this kind of study is to gain a better overall understanding of participant’s interaction and
comprehension of the tool.
Summative testing
testing,, on the other hand, iiss usually conducted
conducted at later stages of the system
developmen
developmentt cycle, where the main attention is given to the overall performance, answering
questions such as: how well does the system meet the goals of the project, how does it compare
against competition etc. It usually involves measurements such as task completion
completion time, number
of clicks etc. and is followed by some statistical analysis.
Laboratory studies are the most common and most promoted method for evaluating information
visualization systems and are also well-suited
well suited for comparison of visualization alternatives
alternatives (Hoeber,
2009). A classical type of summative laboratory test is a formal
mal experiment
experiment,, which can effectively
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evaluate visualizations, but requires time, money, a very clear objective, controlled laboratory
setting, and strict tasks to enable clear conclusions to be drawn, which is why it is not appropriate
for the experimental phase of the research (Tory & Möller, 2005). However, as Julien et al. (2008)
say, it provides replicability and allows for comparison and combination of quantitative as well as
qualitative results. Tullis & Albert (2008) recommend summative usability studies to be performed
on a sample of 50 to 100 representative users, but the final number also depends on the number
of conditions in the study. Andrews (2006) similarly writes that according to his experience, it
would be necessary to work with a minimum of 50, possibly even 100 test users to discover
differences with statistical significance in performance data, while only around 16-20 test users
are needed to show significant differences in subjective ratings.

3.2.1.2.1 Formal experiment
Formal or controlled experiments usually compare two or more information visualization
interfaces (Andrews, 2006) and can be designed in two ways:
-

-

between-group, where each user tests one interface: this means that it requires less time
per participant but a larger number of participants, the tester also needs to make sure all
groups share similar attribute values (experience, cognitive abilities…) in order to make
the comparison, and
within-groups (repeated measures), where every user tests each interface: the
presentation order of interfaces/systems, task sets, and individual tasks must be
counterbalanced to eliminate learning effect and provide reliability of the test setup (Käki
& Aula, 2007); this approach is more time consuming for the participants, but it helps to
control the effect of user-related factors on differences between the test groups.

Experiments involve the following steps (Carpendale, 2008):









11

hypothesis development: the importance of study findings results from a well thought
out hypothesis, which also presents the basics for the development of the study;
identification and control of independent variables: independent variables are factors
that we wish to study and that will be manipulated in the experiment, ideally their
number should be kept low to provide more clarity and precision in results;
elimination of complexity: to be able to claim the change in independent variable caused
the study’s result, other factors (extraneous variables11) in the environment need to be
controlled (a good summary of possible methods can be found in Eberts, 1994, p. 85);
measurement of dependent variables: changes in the dependent variables in response to
the manipulation of independent variables are observed and measured using various
metrics such as speed, accuracy, error rate, satisfaction etc.;
application of statistics: results collected through the experiment are then analysed using
appropriate statistical methods which help determine the degree of certainty as to

Extraneous variables are variables other than independent and dependent variables, which are not the
main focus of the experiment, but if left uncontrolled, they can confound the results by increasing error in
the measurement of the dependent variables.
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whether the change in independent variable caused changes in the dependent variable
and whether or not the result happened by change.
All subjects carry out the predefined tasks and their interaction with the system is recorded for
later analysis. Watching participants as they work through the tasks gives a good insight into how
readily they accept and use the visual representation, while the controlled approach provides
considerable precision which makes it possible to also draw generalizations to a larger population
(Hoeber, 2009). The high level of control, however, might also cause experiment to be somewhat
artificial, which may have some effect on participant’s interaction and the final results (Jordan,
2002).
Laboratory studies are not only time consuming and expensive, but also difficult to design
correctly. Eberts (1994) gives extensive guidelines on experimental design and analysis as well as
lists eight hazards to conducting and interpreting experiments:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

research question is phrased improperly
important variables are not controlled
an inappropriate sample is used
not enough subjects are used
testing is administered improperly
an improper analysis is used
null effects (no observed differences between the treatment conditions) are interpreted
incorrectly
8. results are generalized beyond the particular conditions tested in the experiment
While a controlled experiment is primarily designed to retrieve quantitative performance data
related to the usability of the product, it typically also includes qualitative evaluations. They
enrich and augment quantitative results of laboratory experiment and provide a better
understanding and insight into how the system is used and what needs users have regarding the
system. Combining qualitative and quantitative methods (a so-called mixed methods research) is
a good approach to triangulation and complementing results from one method to another. In
case of controlled experiments, the qualitative methods also help confirm the results from
quantitative measures (for example, whether the fastest technique was also the most liked one).
Carpendale (2008) lists the following nested qualitative methods that can be and traditionally are
used within laboratory experiments:
-

Experimenter observation: experimenter notes his observations, which can help to better
interpret the results, point towards possible re-design, suggest future directions of the
study etc. Observations can be taken during the test itself or, if that is not possible, after
the test when the experimenter reviews the recording.

-

Think-aloud protocol: presents a technique, where participants are asked to express their
thoughts and observations about the interface while or after working with a system (the
two basic types were identified by Ericsson & Simon in 1993). Concurrent think-aloud
protocols are most commonly used (Haak et al., 2004) and encourage participants to
verbalise their thoughts while performing the tasks, telling what they intend to do, what
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they find frustrating etc. While this does not come naturally for most people and there
are some possible disadvantages of the approach, they are frequently outweighed by the
advantage of getting a better immediate insight into participant’s experience. An
alternative to concurrent think-aloud protocol is a retrospective think-aloud protocol,
where participants perform their tasks silently and afterwards make comments as they
view a recording of their interaction with the system and try to explain why they
performed some actions or what they were thinking at the time. Studies (Haak et al.,
2004), however, speak in favour of concurrent think-aloud protocol as it is less time
consuming for participants and provides a significantly larger number of observed
problems. Traditional framework (Ericsson & Simon, 1993) for conducting concurrent
think-aloud protocols is fairly strict and instructs that the interaction between evaluator
and participant should be kept to a minimum, but McDonald et al. (2012) have found that
in practice, a more relaxed and interactive think-aloud approach is used where evaluators
may slightly modify their style either as a response to individual differences in test users
or in order to gain more information about users’ actions.
-

Collecting participant opinions: most laboratory experiments also collect participant’s
opinions and preferences using, for example, a simple questionnaire or a semi-structured
interview. Tullis & Albert (2008) in their book present a number of possibilities for
collecting “self-reported” data which can provide the researchers with information about
users’ perception of the system and their interaction with it. They can be administered
after each task (for example rating ease of use through a 5 or 7-point Likert or semantic
differential scale), or after the session. Tullis & Albert (2008) list a number of possibilities
to choose from for post-test ratings, such as using System usability scale (SUS), Computer
system usability questionnaire (CSUQ), Questionnaire for user interface satisfaction
(QUIS), Usefulness, satisfaction and ease of use questionnaire (USE), or Product Reaction
Cards.
Compared to the classical questionnaires, product reaction cards (devised by Microsoft
researchers) present a very different approach to capturing post-session subjective
reactions. Considering the recognized limitations of post-test questionnaires (studies
observe that participants give higher ratings than observations of user experience
indicate) and the time-consuming nature of semi-structure interviews, Microsoft usability
engineers created a method where participants are presented with 118 words/phrases,
positive and negative, from which they then choose words that best reflect their
experience (Barnum & Palmer, 2010).

Besides self-reported metrics that give information on user satisfaction with the system and were
already mentioned above, Tullis & Albert (2008) give a good overview of other possible metrics
that can be collected and analysed in a usability test in order to help evaluate effectiveness and
efficiency of the product:
-

Performance metrics: metrics such as task success, time-on-task, errors, efficiency, and
learnability give an indication of how well users can use the system and estimate the
magnitude of specific usability issues.
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Issues-based
based metrics: identifying usability issues that
that occur during the experiment,
experimenter can measure the severity of usability issues, the frequency of unique issues,
the frequency of issues per participant or per task.
Behavioural and physiological metrics: observed behaviour such as body language and
verbal
bal comments, as well as other behaviour (like heart rate, sweating, eye haze etc.) that
can be observed only through special equipment, can be potentially measurable and offer
additional insights into the usability of the product. In verbal behaviour observation,
observation, we
can compare the number of positive and negative comments, stated frustrations,
questions etc., or design a coding to look at the frequency at whi
which
ch certain non-verbal
non
behaviour occurs (for example frowning, leaning in to the screen, sighs, surprise,
surprise, signs of
impatience etc.)
Combined and comparative metrics: each piece of usability data can be used to derive
new metrics that were not previously available, either by combining more than one
metric into a single usability measure or by comparing ex
existing
isting usability data to expert or
ideal results.

3.2.2 EVALUATING INFORMATION
INFORMATION VISUALIZATION
In its early days, the field of information visualization has mostly focused on the development of
innovative information visualization techniques and there were rela
relatively
tively few empirical studies
analysing the effectiveness of visualizations (Stasko et al., 2000; Chen, 2000). As the area matured
and became more widespread, the need for more critical and empirical studies emerged to help
better understand the strengths and
and weaknesses of visualizations, the tasks they were most
appropriate for and the features which need
needed to be improved. Julien et al. (2008) stress that it
i is
only with the use of appropriate evaluation methods that information visualization field will be
able to transition from a prototype to a useful product that will be appreciated by various types of
users
users.
A major shift in the area of information visualization evaluation can be noticed around the year
2000, when a strong petition of researchers for more
more empirical studies can be detected in
literature as well as a larger number of studies being performed. In 2000 for example, Chen writes
that improved methods for empirical evaluation are urgently needed in areas such as task
analysis, usability evaluat
evaluation
ion and usage analysis
analysis. Song (2000) similarly emphasizes that there is a
lack of evaluation methods concerning the effectiveness of visual representations in information
retrieval systems. Browsing through the literature (Herman et al., 2000; Stasko et al.,
al., 2000) we
can also see that it was around the year 2000 that usability studies started to appear and gained
credibility in the information visualization community, and Julien et al. (2008) review shows that
more than 80% of usability studies were actually performed after the year 2000.
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3.2.2.1 Issues
The problem of information visualization evaluation was not solved with the emergence of
empirical studies. Researchers in the area observe that evaluation methods are used in ad hoc
and non
non-structured
structured manner (Hoeber, 2009) or are flawed and problematic in their design (Ellis &
Dix, 2006). Andrews (2006) for example, observes the following weaknesses in information
visualization evaluations:
a) buggy and incomplete implementation of new interfaces (which makes the comparison to
traditional and well
well-established
established interfaces unfair);
unfair)
b) testing with users that are not similar to the real
re end-users
users of the system;
c) familiarity of test users with traditional interfaces, which makes it difficult to overcome
the bias;
d) testing with the wrong tasks, many times using simple tasks instead of more exploratory
tasks that could better test the bene
benefit
fit of information visualization.
In their review, Ellis & Dix (2006) find that problems in information visualization evaluation come
from:
a) complexity of the visualization process, which consists of many different interactions,
b) diversity of tasks, data sets, and participants, and
c) measurement issues in term of accuracy, precision, and significance of statistical data.
Also Carpendale (2008) emphasizes that information visualization needs to be tested with real
users, real tasks, and not only with small, b
but
ut also large and complex datasets as that will develop
more concrete and realistic evidence of the effectiveness of a given information visualization.
Hoeber (2009) notes that a common problem is the choice of appropriate tasks that would
would trigger
the enga
engagement
gement needed to evaluate and explore information.
information Easy
asy tasks can result in participants
participant
avoiding tthe use of visual features on which the evaluation is focused
focused,, while very difficult tasks
might require some prior knowledge from the participants.
participant Similarly Winckler et al. (2004) point
out that in evaluation, it is necessary to construct tasks and use datasets that will cover all
possible scenarios a user might face. They also believe it is important to empirically test both, the
visual representation and the interaction mechanisms, as there are often situations where one
aspect (interaction) affects the other (visual representation) and such characteristics need to be
tested when evaluating a specific visualization technique. Andrews (2006) on the other hand
stresses the importance of correct use of statistical analysis such as ANOVA and t tests that should
be performed only when the data allows it
it.
Freitas et al. (2002) conclude that it is much more difficult to describe and identify usability
problems on vvisual
isual interfaces, but some of the issues in empirical evaluation (such as the choice
of the right methodology, the focus of the research, correct data collection and appropriate data
analysis
analysis) are, however, characteristic for all empirical research, not on
only
ly for the information
visualization field (Carpendale, 2008).
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3.2.2.2 Tasks
In literature there are several classifications of user tasks within
in a visual data analysis process that
can be used as a guide in constructing evaluation tasks. Weherend & Lewis (1990), for example,
created a taxonomy of user tasks in a visual environment consisting of user actions: locate,
identify, distinguish, categorize, cluster, distribution, rank, compare, associate, correlate. Zhou
and Feiner (1998) extended this taxonomy
taxonomy by grouping the tasks along two dimensions: visual
accomplishments (presentation goals a visual task is supposed to support) and visual implications
(visual techniques that could be used to fulfil the visual task). Winckler et al. (2004) on the other
hand, believe that the tasks in information visualization systems need to be considered at
different abstraction levels, from a) tasks that verify whether the user goals can be reached,
reached to b)
tasks that test the functions needed to accomplish user goals, c) tasks that assess the interaction
with the system and finally d) tasks that test the final visual presentation of information.

3.2.2.3 Evaluation scenarios
In information visualization evaluation, the main goal is to learn whether information visualization
does
es or does not support people in their information tasks and/or how people conduct their
information
information-related
related tasks so that visualization could be better designed to support them
(Carpendale, 2008). There is a variety of models and techniques for information
information visualization, but
each application requires a particular study in order to determine whether the selected technique
is really useful and usable (Freitas et al., 2002).
Lam et al. (2011) observe that with the vastness and diversity of evaluation methodologies,
methodologies, it is
difficult for visualization researchers and practitioners to find the most appropriate approaches
to achieve their evaluation goals. Based on extensive literature review they identify seven most
common evaluation scenarios and for each of the
them
m suggest methods that could be used:
1. evaluating environments and work practices needed for software development: field
observation, interviews, laboratory observation
2. evaluating visual data analysis and reasoning to see if and how a visualization tool supports
sup
users: case studies, controlled experiment
3. evaluating communication of knowledge and ideas through visualization: controlled
experiments, field observation and interviews
4. evaluating collaborative data analysis: heuristic evaluation, log analysis, field
field or laboratory
observations
5. evaluating user performance using metrics such as time, error rate, task accuracy: controlled
experiments, field logs
6. evaluating user experience: informal evaluation, usability test, field observation, laboratory
questionnaire
7. automated evaluation of visualizations
Our study will primarily focus on two of these aspects: user performance and user experience.
User performance is predominantly measured with objective metrics (for example time and error
rate),, and outputs are num
numerical
erical values analysed through descriptive statistics and modelled by
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methods such as analysis of variance (ANOVA). In evaluation of user performance,
performance there are two
main types of questions usually addressed (Lam et al., 2011):
a) the limits of human visual perception
perception and cognition for specific kinds of visual encoding or
interaction techniques where studies usually measure performance comparing different
dimensionalities, colouring, layouts, data set sizes, perceptual scalability of visualization
techniques, iimage
mage transformations etc.;
b) comparison of one visualization or interaction technique to another using head-to-head
head
comparison where participants perform the same tasks.
Evaluation of user experience,
experience on the other hand, seeks to understand how people react to
visualization design by studying people’s subjective feedback and opinions, solicited and
unsolicited, in order to inform the design by uncovering functional issues and limitations as well
as pointing to directions that
hat could make the system better. Lam et al. (2011) limit the scope of
user experience to user
user’s perspective of visualization (perceived effectiveness, efficiency,
correctness, and satisfaction, trust, preference etc.)) and objective measurements such as user’s
u
body reactions.
Common research questions that lead user experience evaluation are for example (Lam et al.,
2011): What do users think of the visualization? Which features are seen as useful, which are
missing and which should be improved? Are there any limitations that would hinder the adoption
of the system? Is the tool understandable? To answer them, researchers can focus on a more inin
depth examination and understanding of users’ reactions or they can opt for an extensive
qualitative feedback wit
with
h statistical relevance, collecting the data either indirectly through
evaluator’s notes on observed behaviour (informal evaluation/inspection method, usability test,
field observation) or directly through interviews and questionnaires (laboratory questionnaire,
question
which is usually a part of controlled experiment).

3.2.2.4 Examples of information visualization experimental evaluations
Julien et al. (2008) found 31 controlled experiments of information visualization systems reported
by 2005, the majority of them comparing
comparing information visualization with a baseline system (either
a text
text-only
only equivalent or an existing commercial solution)
solution to measure the effect of the
information visualization tool and to provide information about acceptance of the new system
among users. They also report that 70% of studies used repeated measures design and that most
studies used 15+ participants per condition.
In the following part, we present a few selected information visualization experiments in more
detail. These examples have been chosen to demonstrate how other researchers in the area
conducted their experiments, but we also report on the results that are interesting and relevant
to our research.
Stasko et al. (2000) compared two information visualization tools for presenting hierarchies of
computer directories and file structures: a treemap and a sunburst display, both representing
space
space-filling
filling hierarchical visualizations. They have chosen treemap as one of more well-known
wel
techniques and have developed their own sunburst tool to compare against the treemap:
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previous studies have found treemap lacking in conveying the hierarchical structure, so they felt
the developed sunburst system could perform better, communicating the area and structure
equally well. To compare how the two tools assisted people in performing tasks, they performed
two experiments. The first was a within-subject experiment using 32 students who were randomly
assigned conditions for both visualization tools. For each of the two tools, participants were first
given a tutorial on how to use one of the two tools and had worked through 8 tasks to get used to
the system and only then had they started the actual session by performing 16 tasks within the
same system. After completing each test, they were given a subjective questionnaire about the
tool they had just used and at the end of the session they were asked which of the two tools they
preferred and what they thought would be the tools’ potential utility. In the second experiment,
28 students tested the same visualizations using similar tasks, but file hierarchies were larger and
deeper. The results of both experiments showed that participants were more successful with the
sunburst tool, especially in the initial set of tasks, which suggests that it was easier to learn than
the treemap. While there were no significant differences between the task times, participants
strongly preferred the sunburst technique. The authors conclude that the sunburst tool more
explicitly depicts directory structures, thus enabling a clearer understanding of the directory
structure. They also speculate that, compared to the “command-based” tools, both visualizations
make complex types of tasks more easily doable by relative novices as command might work
better for some types of tasks but also require an understanding of its complex syntax. At the end
of the paper, authors emphasize that further work on developing thorough and rigorous
evaluation methodology for information visualization is necessary as new visualization techniques
are not valuable unless they “provide true utility and assist people with real tasks”.
Morse & Lewis (2000) tested five different displays for presentation of data by using a defeaturing strategy to test only the visualization techniques and not the systems in which they
were implemented. The authors argue that by eliminating features and functions until only
visualization remains allows for simpler studies that give more accurate results. In their withinsubject experimental study they used 195 subjects, who randomly received a more or less
complex task set each. To evaluate the effectiveness of display types, they used measures of
performance (number of correct answers and time-to-completion) and measures of preference
(user’s rankings of each display) as their dependent variables, while the display type, order of
presentation, task, and scenario difficulty presented the independent variables in the study. As
the types of tasks in the study are not something participants are used to performing, the authors
recognize that a learning effect might occur from the first to the last display type, but also add
that maybe only displays that are difficult to use early in the series are affected by this, while
some displays might be easy to use even at first sight. The results however showed that all
displays did have poorer performance when they were presented first in the series, but the
subsequent presentations were not significantly different from each other. The order of
presentation had a notable effect on time-to-completion but none on the number of correct
answers. Out of the five displays, the visual display was the only one that was not affected by the
increased complexity and was even handled extremely rapidly in the more complex tasks set,
which made the authors conclude that “increasingly complex data might be more amendable to
visual treatment”. Also user preferences showed that the information visualization display was
preferred more often when it was tested with the more complex condition. In general, the
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authors report that subjects preferred the display that made them perform better and the
preference was not affected by display presentation order.
Andrews (2006) describes three different studies comparing hierarchical browsers. The first study
compared a newly designed InfoSky galaxy design with a traditional Windows Explorer-like tree
view browser and while the initial responses from early users were positive, users preferred using
the classical tree view browser. When both designs were compared in a formal experiment,
however, the InfoSky performed badly and was significantly slower from the tree view. Problems
and bugs identified during the first testing were fixed and in the second study (Granitzer et al.,
2004), the new results showed no significant differences between the interfaces in most tasks
anymore, but the participants most preferred the combination of a tree view and the InfoSky
visualization, which was also one of the testing conditions. In their third study, Andrews &
Kasanicka (2007) compared four hierarchy browsers (Windows Explorer tree view, information
pyramids browser, a treemap browser and a hyperbolic browser) using a counterbalanced
repeated measures study design with 32 test users and eight tasks within each display: two
overview tasks, two search tasks, two count tasks, and two compare tasks. Each participant was
given a five minute introduction in each system before starting with the real tasks and at the end,
participants were asked to state their preference for one of the four systems. There were no
statistically significant differences between the four browsers in task completion, except in one
type of tasks, where treemap was significantly faster. Interestingly however, the subjective marks
still showed that test users highly preferred the tree view browser and that treemap was rated
significantly lower than other browsers in many aspects.
Koshman (2004) in her quasi experiment study compared two aspects: a visual VIBE system
against a traditional text-based system as well as the effect of level of expertise on usability
measures. 31 participants were included in the study, 15 of them novice users, 12 online
searching experts, and 4 VIBE experts and all three groups carried out the test in two sessions one
week apart. In the first session they worked only with VIBE system, while in the second one they
tested both systems. For each of the systems a half an hour training was provided and
participants were given additional time to become familiar with the system. For each system, two
sets of seven tasks were distributed and sets were presented at random order to control the
order effect. After working with each prototype, participants filled out a post-test questionnaire
to evaluate the system. The results showed that in general, task times, the number of errors as
well as subjective satisfaction all speak in favour of the text-based system. The number of errors
in VIBE system was high, and both, novice users and online experts, rated it more difficult to
understand, although the ratings of online experts were slightly more favourable. After the tests,
participants also had to describe both systems, and the their narrations showed that among
novices, two thirds understood the principles of VIBE system and more that 90% showed good
knowledge of the text-based system, while among experts, both systems were equally well
understood. This shows that even though a large number of participants did understand the visual
system and its purpose, they perceived their interaction with the system more difficult than with
the text-based system.
Perez and de Antonio (2004) carried out a controlled experiment comparing a visual 3D explorer
and an indented tree textual explorer. Twelve participants were involved in the study, each
performing two experiments with both systems. Before taking part in the experiment, test users
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got a questionnaire about their experience with computers, spatial abilities and preferences in
trying new programs in information search, followed by a familiarisation session of 25 minutes. A
day or two later, the participants carried out an actual testing and rated different aspects of 3D
tool (appeal, disorientation, usefulness) in a post-experiment questionnaire using a 5-point Likert
scale. A statistical analysis was done using a one or two-way ANOVA with a confidence level of
95% and the results showed, opposite to most other studies comparing a visual and textual
system, that using the 3D system, participants completed tasks significantly quicker and that
there was no differences in precision of answers between the two systems. An interesting point in
the study was also the fact that the authors found a significant correlation in the following points:
a) users who said they like to try new programs were faster with both explorer tools and showed
a higher learning effect, and b) users that found the 3D version useful and practical were faster
when using it, which shows that quickly finding the information increases the perception of the
tool usefulness.
Kobsa (2004) reports on a between-subject comparative experiment of five tree visualization
systems (Treemap, Cushion Treemap, Beamtrees, Star Tree, and Tree Viewer) and Windows
Explorer as a baseline system. 48 participants were randomly assigned to one of the 6 conditions
and asked to solve 15 tasks relating to the hierarchical structure and the attributes of files and
directories. They were first given a half-an-hour instruction on the visualization they were
assigned to and the time to familiarise themselves with the hierarchical structure. For each task,
they wrote down the answer and self-timed the duration of the task (they were instructed to
abort the task after 5 minutes), however, their interaction was also recorded by screen capture
software. At the end of the experiment they completed a satisfaction questionnaire. In the
quantitative analysis, authors measured the correctness of the answers and the completion time
based on the answer sheets provided by the participants. Using Chi Square and ANOVA, they
looked into the effect of the visualization system on task correctness and task time. In the
qualitative analysis, two observers independently watched the test recordings, looking for
interaction problems that applied to more than one subject and for other difficulties that would
explain the observed differences between the systems. Overall, the study found treemap to be
the most successful visualization, however it did not show any significant benefits beyond the
baseline. The authors admit that some of the differences between different visualizations may
also derive from unequal implementation of functionalities beyond the visualization itself.
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From the presented experiments we would point out some study design aspects that are
particularly interesting for our research:








most experiments included either a tutorial or a familiarization time before the actual
testing,
the number of subjects per condition was relatively small, but experimenters still applied
statistics to the performance results,
for most of the studies, authors did not report on how they assigned success scores and
have used only task time and task completion as their performance measures,
in all studies researchers sought study participants with similar backgrounds (mostly
computer science students) and familiarity with computers and online searching (except
in one study where they have purposely chosen participants with different levels of
experience),
researches at least to some extent paid attention to different types of tasks or/and
different sizes of data sets,
the results of the experiments in terms of which visualization techniques work better can
be generalised only to some extent as it is never only the visualization technique that is
being tested, but also the implementation of that technique or the whole system that is
using the technique.
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4 PROTOTYPE DESIGN

4.1 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
To investigate how FRBR
FRBR-based
based records could be presented and interacted with in bibliographic
information systems, we needed to build and test an actual implementation of such a system. In
the course of our work, we have developed four FRBR-based
FRBR based visual designs
design and implemented
them in FrbrVis prototype
prototype.. Each of the four designs was created using tthe
he same organizational
structure and underlying data, but a different visualization technique
technique.. This enabled us to test the
usefulness of different visualization techniques for presentation
presentation of FRBR
FRBR-based
based records.
Going beyond the comparison of four visuali
visualization
zation techniques, we also wished to evaluate our
FRBR
FRBR-based
based visual approach against a traditional library
rary information system design. To do that, we
built another prototype called “linearlist prototype”, which represented current library
information system
systemss with faceted navigation and was used as a baseline in the evaluation. As this
prototype was not the focal point of our study and was used only for comparison against the
FrbrVis prototype, this chapter will mainly discuss the development of FRBR
FRBR-based
based designs.
designs.

4.1.1 OBJECTIVES
BJECTIVES
The objective of our FrbrVis prototype was creating a user interface that would:
a) bring together different versions and editions of a work,
work
b) create relationships within a broader concept of a work family
family, and
c) provide users with all the needed information and navigational infrastructure for getting a
good overview of what is available to them as well as for distinguishing between
individual entities and relationships,
relationships, thus supporting the explore, find, identify as well as
select user tasks;
While requirement a) is something that we have already seen more or less successfully
implemented in some FRBR experiments, requirement b) has so far been mostly a theoretical
FRBR concept
concept,, only partia
partially
lly implemented in a handful of systems and not really addressed yet
within the concept of MARC bibliographic records.
Out of the three basic requirements, we feel that c) is the most important one for future
developments in the area as it goes beyond dat
dataa processing and tries to find a good way for
bringing the benefits of FRBR-based
FRBR based data to the end-user.
end user. Our system design approach was
therefore aimed especially at creating a positive user experience that would derive from an
intuitive and efficient prese
presentation
ntation and navigation of FRBR entities and relationships.
relationships. The design
should work equally well for small as well as large datasets and should be easy to use also for
novice users or users who rarely visit the system.
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4.1.2 REQUIREMENTS AND SCOPE
SCO
To achieve the three main objectives, the system should support a user in the following tasks:











locate and distinguish between expressions of the same work,
locate and distinguish between manifestations of the same expression,
locate and identify a specific manifesta
manifestation
tion of the work,
identify expressions of works within a manifestation,
locate and distinguish between works related to the given work,
identify the relationships between connected works,
navigate between related works,
locate and distinguish between works related to the author of the given work,
identify the relationship between the author and the related works,
navigate between works related to the author.

The diversity in bibliographic data and user requirements tells us that a single design would not
necessarily be useful for all types of resources (music, fiction, scholarly publications, etc.) or for all
purposes. Different end
end-users
users might require differe
different
nt functionalities or information and a system
designed for a public library would most likely have to fulfil different user needs than a system
designed for an academic library. The same can be said for different types of resources and an
independent stud
studyy would be needed for each type to examine current cataloguing practices, the
most important relationships and attributes, user requirements, and possible presentations of the
data. This being an immense task, we have decided to limit the scope of our current
ent study to
fiction which is, next to music, most often being talked about in connection to FRBR potentials
and create a design that could be used in a typical public library catalogue.
The prototypes w
would also be limited in their functionality,
functionality, offerin
offeringg only presentation and
exploration within four selected work family examples,
examples, without the possibility to search or follow
links to other works or agent,
agent as the main goals at this early stage of the development are first of
all:
a) to test the basic implementation and user acceptance of our work family presentation
and interaction concepts,
concepts and
b) to find out which of the alternative designs would be most appropriate for further
development.
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4.1.3 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
For the prototype to encompass all these requirements, the development process was two twotwo
fold:
1. on the one hand we were dealing with bibliographic data and frbrization of that data
upon which the system would be built and which would even enable the development
development of
required functionalities,
2. and on the other hand we had to design and develop a user interface that would enable
users to explore and interact with the frbrized data.
While the two aspects could also present standalone research, building the prototype
prototype meant they
had to be reciprocally connected as the development process demanded an iterative approach
that moved between data processing and user interface implementation
implementation.. Combining the two
aspects, we were able to make sure that records included all
all the needed data and were processed
in a way that would support the creation of proposed user interface features.
We could say that this thesis describes and presentss the first cycle or iteration in a user-centred
user
software development life
life-cycle
cycle (see Figure 30),
), encompassing all stages from analysis and design
to user evaluation and feedback. Within this cycle, however, there were also many smaller
iterative processe
processess moving between the numerous processes needed to design, implement, and
test a working prototype
prototype:
ANALYSIS:
 analysis of problems in current
current bibliographic systems (Chapter
Chapter 2)
 definition of general requirements and solution approach (Chapter 4.1)
4.1
DESIGN & IMPLEMENTATION:
 conceptual design
design:
- analysis and choice of work family examples (Chapter
Chapter 4.2.1)
- choice of information visualization techniques and mapping bibliographic data into
visualization (Chapter
Chapter 4.3)
 bibliographic data preparation (Chapter
Chapter 4.2.2)
4.2.2 consisted of a number of intertwined steps:
steps
- manual editing of bibliographic records
- setting up rules for MARC to FRBR records conversion
- graph representation of frbrization results
 creation of FrbrVis prototype (Chapter
Chapter 4.4.1)::
- information visualization implementation: the first attempt to create a FrbrVis
prototype used Flare library12 for creating visualizations, but the development with
this tool was soon stopped as the library was discontinued in 2009 and was based on
the proprietary ActionScript language
language;; D3 library13 was chosen instead which, based
on JavaScript, SVG, and HTML5
HTML5, also made
ma it easier to develop an application that is
interoperable and runs
r
more efficiently on modern browsers

12
13

http://flare.prefuse.org/
http://d3js.org/
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complete user interface implementation: after the visual navigation feature was
developed, the full user interface was developed and the visual navigation feature
was integrated into the prototype

TESTING:






informal usability inspection by the developers (early development): while not reported in
this thesis, the prototypes were repeatedly examined during the development process to
see whether all the planned features were implemented and whether there were any
usability issues that would prevent users from completing their tasks; the observed
deficiencies and issues lead back to the design & implementation phase;
informal usability inspection by domain experts (pilot testing): before starting with the
usability testing, three domain experts were invited to test the prototype with some of
the tasks that would be used in the usability testing; their comments and spotted
difficulties served for final revision of the prototype before usability testing;
usability testing: formal experiment and observational experiment were used to evaluate
the developed prototype designs with end-users (Chapter 5 - results and Chapter 3.2 –
theoretical background);

FEEDBACK:




results of usability testing (Chapter 6)
suggested changes (Chapter 6 and Chapter 7)
plans for future system development (Chapter 7)
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4.2 BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATA
4.2.1 WORK
ORK FAMILY EXAMPLES
As we have already discussed in Chapter 2.2, there are many works with only one expression, one
manifestation and very few (if any) other relationships on the one side and works with a large
network of expressions, manifestations and other relationships on the other. This means that our
visualization has to be able to scale from small and simple to large and more complex data sets,
sets
support
upporting both extremes equally well. To analyse the suitability and usability of the developed
prototyp
prototype
e designs, they need to be tested using data sets of different sizes and different levels of
complexity. We have defined complexity as mesh of structural complexity (the number of
relationships between entities) and relational complexity (the variety of re
relationships
lationships that occur
between entities). Figure 31 and Figure 32 demonstrate examples of possible varieties within data
structures of primary FRBR entities. Relationships and structures between work, expression, and
manifestation ((Figure
Figure 31) can encompass everything from:






purely hierarchical structures of works with only one manifestation and one expression of
that manifestation (1a) or with several expressions and manifestations of those
expressions (1d) ,
structures with one or more expressions, each of them embodied in one or more
manifestations with explicit horizontal relationships between manifestations (2a) or
between expressions (2b, 2c), or bottom-up
bottom up relationships where a manifestation
embodies two or more expressions, all with
within
in a context of the same work,
work to
examples where relationships between entities move beyond the given work and
manifestations include one (3a-b)
(3a b) or more (3c-d)
(3c d) expressions of other works.

Figure 31. Examples of different levels
levels of complexity between group 1 FRBR entities.
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Similarly to work
work-expression
expression-manifestation
manifestation relationships we can also map the relationships
between a given work and its related works or even between a person and works related to that
person ((Figure 32
32).
). In both cases, there may be only a few (a) or a number of works (c) related to
the main entity, and these relationships can present the same (1b, c) or different (for
( example
ample 2c,
3c)) relationship types.

Figure 32. Examples of different levels of complexity between related works.

Based on different sizes
sizes, ranges
range of relationships, as well as attributes we wished to test in our
prototype, we have chosen four work families where we could get the desired structures (Little
Women, Millennium Trilogy, Don Quixote, and Sapramiška) and further handpicked the records to
construct the chosen variety. Our examples were thus an imitation of library holdings,
holdings, where only
a portion of existing expressions of works, manifestations of expressions and related works were
present. Mercury Z39.50 client was used to download a total of 270 MARC21 records from various
catalogues and save them in a MARCXML format.

4.2.1.1 Little
le Women
For Little Women work family, we have retrieved 70 records:
- 17 of them manifestations of the work Little Women,
- 38 manifestations of works related to Little Women,
Women and
- 15 representing manifestations of other works related to the author Louisa May Alcott.
Figure 33 shows an FRBR
FRBR-based
based interpretation of the 55 records presenting manifestations of the
work and its related works and Figure 34 presents relationships between the author of Little
Women and other works in our collection of records that were related to her. Both schemes
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served us as a guide for the structures and relationships that have to be established in the
frbrization process
process. An accompanying description of the dataset characteristics is given in Table 3.

Figure 33.. Little Women example:
example scheme of expressions and manifestations of the work and
relationships among primary entities.
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As can be seen in our FRBR modelling of Little Women as well as of the other three work families,
we have followed the revised edition of FRBR and not the long
long established approach where each
new augmentation results in a new expression. We strongly believe that the old approach to
modelling aggregates diminishes the applicative value of FRBR, which is why in our work
augmentations were considered to be additi
additions
ons on the manifestation and not on expression level.
Whenever there were illustrations or forewords present, manifestations were therefore treated
as aggregated manifestations where a manifestation embodies multiple distinct expressions. In
the implementa
implementation
tion itself, we could then distinguish between a) aggregates resulting from
augmentation and b) manifestations that were an aggregate collection of expressions/parallel
expressions via form of work.

Figure 34.. Little Women
Women: scheme
heme of works related to the author.
author
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Table 3. Characteristics of the Little Women data set.

EXPRESSIONS:
(5 expressions)

 original/complete text version (E0)
 two sound recording adaptations (E1, E2) based on the original
text version of Little Women and its sequel Good Wives (W2) ,
each of them narrated by a different person
 two different abridged versions with two different abridgers (E3,
E4), one based only on the original Little Women text, while the
other was an abridgement of Little Women as well as its sequel
 all the expressions are in the originating language (English)

MANIFESTATIONS:
(17 manifestations)

 a larger number of manifestations are an embodiment of the
original expression
 a number of manifestations has two or more works manifested,
most often a manifestation embodies expressions of Little
Women and Good Wives, one manifestation includes also the
third part in the series - Little Men (W3) and one combines Little
Women with Heidi and Anne of Green Gables (W4, W5)
 in 11 manifestations an augmenting work is added, either
illustrations or an introduction to the text
 among manifestations, there is one electronic version and one
reprint of an earlier edition

WORKS RELATED TO
THE GIVEN WORK :
(43 related works)

 work Little Women (W1) has a sequel titled Good Wives (W2),
which is followed by Little Men (W3) and Jo’s Boys (W4), all four
works belonging to a series (S) about the March family
 there are 7 imitations (novels and children’s stories) of the work
in the collection that took the characters and the basic outline of
the story and used it for creation of new stories
 various adaptations derived from the Little Women story, our
data set includes 17 of them, among which are adaptations for
children, music adaptations such as musicals, and operas, plays,
films, as well as parodies
 Little Women has also been a subject of various works, such as TV
documentaries, literary criticisms as well as novels and different
augmenting work such as forewords.

WORKS RELATED TO
THE AUTHOR:
(49 related works)

 in our collection of records, there were also works related to the
author of Little Women: 6 works where Louisa May Alcott is the
subject of the work (biographies, literary criticisms, TV
documentaries, etc.) and 43 other works that were created by
Louisa May Alcott and were mostly written for children and young
adults (fairy tales, children stories, short stories, novels…)
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4.2.1.2 Millennium Trilogy
For Millennum Trilogy we have retrieved a total of 40 records:
records




28 records representing manifestations of the trilogy,
4 manifestations of movie adaptations based on the trilogy
trilogy, and
9 manifestations of works related to the author of the
the trilogy, Stieg Larsson.

A FRBR
FRBR-based
based interpretation of the records is shown in Figure 35 and Figure 36,, and the
characteristics of the data set are described in Table 4.
4

Figure 35. Millennium Trilogy
Trilogy: scheme of expressions and manifestations of the work and relationships
between primary entities.
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Figure 36.. Millennium trilogy
trilogy: scheme of works related to the author.
author

Table 4. Characteristics of the Millennium trilogy data set.

EXPRESSIONS:
(Part 1 - 8 expressions)
(Part 2 - 5 expressions)
(Part 3 - 6 expressions)

 for the first part of the trilogy (W1.1), there are 7 different
expressions: E4, E5, and E6 are translated texts from the
Swedish original (E0), while E1
E1-E3
E3 are recordings based on
the Engli
English
sh text, each of the three narrated by a different
person. E1 and E2 are unabridged, whereas version E3 is an
abridged adaptation of the original English text.
 also for part 2 (W1.2) and part 3 (W1.3), there are several
translations of the original and one recording based on the
English text

MANIFESTATIONS:
(Part 1 - 12 manifestations)
(Part 2 - 7 manifestations)
(Part 3 - 6 manifestations)

 in most cases, there is only one manifestation per expression
 manifestations of English text and recordings are in various
formats, from regular book, to large print books, electronic
books, audio books on CD to downloadable electronic
format; both electronic editions were based on a physical
edition that was also in our collection

WORKS RELATED TO THE
GIVEN WORK :
(3 related works)

 the three parts belong to Millennium trilogy and there is a
sequential relationship
relationship between them
 for each part of the book, there is a corresponding movie
adaptation

WORKS RELATED TO
THE AUTHOR:
(8 related works)

 in our collection of records, the author of Millennium trilogy
is the subject of three biographies and a literary criticism
work
 our collection includes also some other endeavours by Stieg
Larsson, such as his non-fiction
non fiction journalist writings as well as a
collection of essays he has compiled and edited
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4.2.1.3 Don Quixote
The Don Quixote work family example was based on 70 records:
- 37 manifestations of Don Quixote,
- 19 manifestations of related works
works, and
- 14 manifesting other works related to the author.
Figure 37, Figure 38, and Table 5 explain the types of entities and relationships found in our Don
Quixote example.

Figure 37. Don Quixote
Quixote: scheme of expressions and manifestations of the work and relationships
between primary entities.
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Figure 38. Don Quixote
Quixote: scheme of works related to the author.
author
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Table 5. Characteristics of the Don Quixote data set.

EXPRESSIONS:
(23 expressions)

 the large number of expressions is a result of many different
translations of the original Spanish text (E0): within each
language it has been translated, revised, or translated and
abridged by a variety of different agents through the years
 among expressions in Slovenian (E15-E18), only one is a
translation of the complete text (E17), while the other three
are abridged translations
 besides the original complete Spanish text, our collection
included also a selection from the original (E1), which was
also translated into English (E2)
 among expressions in English language (E1-E14), there are
also two different abridged versions (E3, E4), two recordings
with different narrators (E5, E6), and a revised translation
(E12)

MANIFESTATIONS:
(33 manifestations)

 the majority of manifestations includes some sort of
augmenting work (illustrations, forewords, or both) to
accompany the Don Quixote text
 one manifestation includes two different expressions (E1 and
E2) of Don Quixote (a bilingual edition)
 the majority of manifestations are books, there is only one ebook and two CDs

WORKS RELATED TO THE
GIVEN WORK :
(47 related works)

 among works related to Don Quixote, there are a number of
different kinds of adaptations, from cartoons and motion
pictures filmed after the story, to plays, music, ballets, comic
books etc.
 in our set of records there also works about Don Quixote (TV
documentary, graphic novel, literary criticisms, forewords),
some of them issued as an augment to Don Quixote editions,
while others as individual editions

WORKS RELATED TO
THE AUTHOR:
(25 related works)

 our Don Quixote example included also 8 works about
Cervantes (such as biographies, literary studies, reference
works and a novel) and other works that were written by him
(a play, a set of novellas, and two other novels)
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4.2.1.4 Sapramiška
Our fourth example is a Slovenian children’s fairy tale Sapramiška, written by a well-known
well known and
very prolific author Svetlana Makarovič.
Makarovič For Sapramiška work family, we have used 90 records:
records
-

7 representing manifestation of Sapramiška fairy tale,
3 manifestations embodying works related to Sapramiška, and
80 manifestations of works connected to the author Svetlana Makarovič.
Makarovič

As in the other examples, also here the struct
structures
ures and relationships between entities are
demonstrated and explained in Figure 39,, Figure 40,, and Table 6..

Figure 39.. Sapramiška
Sapramiška: scheme of expressions and manifestations of the work and relationships between
primary entities.
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Figure 40. Sapramiška
Sapramiška: scheme of works related to the author Svetlana Makarovič
Makarovič.
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Table 6. Characteristics of the Sapramiška data set.

EXPRESSIONS:
(1 expression
expression)

 for Sapramiška fairy tale there is only one original expression
of the work

MANIFESTATIONS:
(7 manifestations)

 7 manifestations embody the original expression
 5 manifestations are picture books, augmented by 4 different
illustrations, while
 2 manifestations present a collection of stories

WORKS RELATED TO THE
GIVEN WORK :
(9 related works)

 related to Sapramiška fairytale, our collection includes a
sequel to Sapramiška and two adaptations, a play and a
musical fairy tale
 among augmenting
ing works there various different illustrations
and one introduction about the author

WORKS RELATED TO THE
AUTHOR:
(252 related works)

 Svetlana Makarovič has written numerous works for children
as well as adults, fiction and non
non-fiction,
fiction, all in a number of
different genres and literary forms (plays, poems, satires,
children’s poems, literary ballads, musical fairy tales, etc.)
 she has also illustrated some of her work
works,
s, and composed
music for chansons and musical fairy tales
 she has not only been the creator of works, but also a
contributor (translator of works and performer) on what we
would call FRBR expression level

4.2.2 FRBRIZATION PROCESS
While most frbrizations to date have been concerned with finding the best algorithms to
automatically transform existing records as such, this approach was not appropriate for our study,
where the main foc
focus
us was on designing the functionality
functionalit needed to present and interact with
future FRBR
FRBR-born
born data. To do that, we needed as perfect and complete FRBR structures as
possible, and a simple transformation of current MARC records with its missing, faulty or
inconsistent
nsistent data (see Chapter 2.2.2) could not provide us with all the relationships and consistent
identification of entities we required. This method also corresponds to the summon by Carlyle
(1996) that experimental systems which provide perfectly collocated record displays should be
developed in order to test the usefulness of developed grouping structures.
To
o produce records that captured the potential aand
nd richness of the FRBR conceptual model,
model all
the rretrieved
etrieved records were manually modified: inconsistently catalogued data or data that was
not machine interpretable was edited and RDA was used as a reference for adding some new
fields, access points, rela
relator
tor codes, and for establishing explicit relationships between entities.
Using FRBR tool (Aalberg,
Aalberg, 2006) with rules adapted to this
this new frbrization approach, we
performed the conversion from MARC to FRBR
FRBR-based
based records. To make sure the entities were
corre
correctly
ctly identified and all relationships were established,
established, a graph was generated for each work
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family example, mapping all the entities and relationships from the FRBRXML record. Using a
graph representation, which was similar to our schemes presented in the previous chapter with
the addition of all creators and contributors, made it much easier to examine the frbrization
results as it would have been otherwise. The entire process had to be repeated several times as
the graph showed that not all entities and relationships were identified as intended the first time
round. With each iteration we went back to the MARCXML files and FRBR conversion rules to
check where the problem could be: in some cases it was just an error in the data, but in other
cases the conversion rules needed to be reformulated or a combination of changes in MARC data
as well as in conversion rules was required. We repeated this process until we could see in the
graph that all the entities and relationships were accurately displayed, which meant that
frbrization was successful. Figure 41 and Figure 42 display the final graphs for Little Women and
Millennium examples: green nodes exemplify works, pink expressions, and white manifestations,
whereas the yellow ones map persons or corporate bodies connected to the primary entities.
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Figure 41. The final graph created for Little Women work family example.
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Figure 42.. The final graph created for Millennium trilogy work family.

4.2.2.1 Modification of records
Records
ecords were unified and enriched with missing data and relationships to produce as perfect
records and consequently as perfect frbrization results as possible using the following methods:


Consistent use of descriptive identification
identification.. All records were examined and transformed
to consistently identify primary entities and agents, as well as to describe the main set of
attributes (such as form of work, language, or content type) needed for the creation of
access points (descriptive iden
identifiers).
tifiers). Whenever the manifestation embodied one
expression of one work, field 240 (or 130) was used to add the uniform work title and
language of expression. In case a manifestation contained more expressions of the same
or different works, all expressions
expressions and works were identified using analytical entries in
700 fields. Attributes connected to the expressions or works were recorded within other
fields (for example 336, 380, 600, etc.) in combination with field linking.
Figure 43 gives an example of modifications made in one of the records for Don Quixote.
As with many other records, we needed to add 041 and 240 fields, change some of the
existing data (in this case the
the existing note on the sound recording was removed and was
introduced in the new 336 MARC21 field), and add other fields needed either for
identification on work (380, 655), expression (336), or manifestation level (336, 337). For
some of the fields, we have
have not completely followed the cataloguing rules or used the
RDA recommended vocabularies in order to avoid some additional processing steps that
would have to be made to prepare the data for their final presentation in an interface.
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<record>
<controlfield tag="001">i9781844563562</controlfield>
<controlfield tag="008">070526s2007 xx 000 0 eng d</controlfield>
<datafield tag="020" ind1=" " ind2=" "> <subfield code="a">1844563561</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="041" ind1="1" ind2=" ">
<subfield code="d">eng</subfield>
<subfield code="h">spa</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="100" ind1="1" ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">Cervantes Saavedra, Miguel de</subfield>
<subfield code="d">1547-1616</subfield>
<subfield code="4">aut</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="240" ind1="1" ind2="0">
<subfield code="a">Don Quixote</subfield>
<subfield code="l">eng</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="245" ind1="1" ind2="0">
<subfield code="a">Don Quixote</subfield>
<subfield code="h c">[sound recording] /by Cervantes; read by
Andrew Sachs.</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="260" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">London :</subfield>
<subfield code="b">Hodder & Stoughton,</subfield>
<subfield code="c">2007.</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="300" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">3 CDs.</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="336" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">spoken word</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="337" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">audio book</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="338" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">CD</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="380" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">Novel</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="655" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">satire</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="700" ind1=" " ind2="0">
<subfield code="a">Sachs, Andrew.</subfield>
<subfield code="4">nrt</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="740" ind1=" " ind2="0">
<subfield code="a">Don Kihot</subfield>
Figure 43. An edited record for a Don Quixote audio book – the coloured text shows the changes.
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Relator code. To express the agent’s role and connect it to the appropriate primary
entity, we used relator code $4 in all 100 and 700 fields (see Figure 43 – green text). This
not only gave us the possibility to distinguish between the roles of agents, but also
enabled us to link agents to the appropriate primary entity level.



Field linking. In records where more expressions or works were embodied in the same
manifestation, attributes within the same field were often different for different primary
entities. Also agents and relationships between entities could be linked to only one of the
entities described in the record and not all of them. To make the distinction and relate an
attribute, related primary entity, or an agent to the correct expression or work, we have
used $8 field link to connect them to the appropriate primary entity.
An example of how this was implemented can be seen in Figure 44 – red text, where we
have identified three distinct works within one manifestation: Don Quixote novel,
illustrations, and an introduction. To link each of them to appropriate attributes, the
following changes had been made:
- in 336 field we distinguished that Don Quixote and the introduction were texts,
while illustrations were a still image (both attributes needed for expression
identification),
- in 380 field we defined the form of each of the three works,
- in field 600 field linking was used to limit the subject relationship only to the
introduction and similarly in field 655 to say that only Don Quixote was a satire,
- in field 700 field links were added to make a connection between the translator
and the Don Quixote text and to link information from fields 336, 380, 600 and
655 to the appropriate work.



Related primary entities. Authorized access points were created to identify and draw
work to work, expression to expression and manifestation to manifestation relationships.
Subfield $i was added to 700/730 and 776 field to express the nature of the relationship
(adaptation, sequel, translation, etc.) and a set of subfields was defined by the entity
being related. Related works were identified using creator, title, and form of work, while
expression to expression relationship was described using title, content type, language,
and agent (such as translator, narrator) and, in some cases, version. We additionally used
indicators in the 700/730 field to clearly distinguish between analytical entries for
contained works/expressions (ind2=”2”), added entries for persons (ind2=”0”), and added
entry access points for related works (ind2=”8”).
Figure 45 (dark blue text) gives an example of a record with both expression to expression
and work to work relationship: the work is an imitation of Little Women (work-to-work
relationship), but being a sound recording, there is also a relationship to the textual
expression of the work on which it was based on (expression-to-expression relationship).
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<record>
<controlfield tag="001">15681919</controlfield>
<controlfield tag="008">090401s2005 deua b 000 1 eng </controlfield>
<datafield tag="020" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">1589770250</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="041" ind1="1" ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">eng</subfield>
<subfield code="h">spa</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="100" ind1="1" ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">Cervantes Saavedra, Miguel de,</subfield>
<subfield code="d">1547-1616.</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="240" ind1="1" ind2="0">
<subfield code="a">Don Quixote.</subfield>
<subfield code="l">English</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="245" ind1="1" ind2="0">
<subfield code="a">Don Quixote :</subfield>
<subfield code="b">fourth-centenary translation /</subfield>
<subfield code="c">Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra ; translated and with notes by Tom
Lathrop ; illustrated by Jack Davis.</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="260" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">Newark, Del. :</subfield>
<subfield code="b">Cervantes &amp; Co.,</subfield>
<subfield code="c">c2005.</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="300" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">xxx, 864 p. :</subfield>
<subfield code="b">ill. ;</subfield>
<subfield code="c">24 cm.</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="336" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">text</subfield>
<subfield code="8">1</subfield>
<subfield code="8">2</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="336" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">still image</subfield>
<subfield code="8">3</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="337" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">book</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="338" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">print</subfield>
</datafield>
…
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…
<datafield tag="380" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">Novel</subfield>
<subfield code="8">1</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="380" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">Illustration</subfield>
<subfield code="8">3</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="380" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">Foreword</subfield>
<subfield code="8">2</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="600" ind1="2" ind2="0">
<subfield code="a">Cervantes Saavedra, Miguel de</subfield>
<subfield code="d">1547-1616</subfield>
<subfield code="t">Don Quixote</subfield>
<subfield code="k">Novel</subfield>
<subfield code="4">aut</subfield>
<subfield code="8">2</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="655" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">satire</subfield>
<subfield code="8">1</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="700" ind1="1" ind2="2">
<subfield code="a">Cervantes Saavedra, Miguel de</subfield>
<subfield code="d">1547-1616</subfield>
<subfield code="t">Don Quixote</subfield>
<subfield code="l">eng</subfield>
<subfield code="4">aut</subfield>
<subfield code="8">1</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="700" ind1="1" ind2="0">
<subfield code="a">Lathrop, Thomas A.</subfield>
<subfield code="4">trl</subfield>
<subfield code="8">1</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="700" ind1="1" ind2="2">
<subfield code="a">Lathrop, Thomas A</subfield>
<subfield code="t">[Notes to Don Quixote]</subfield>
<subfield code="l">eng</subfield>
<subfield code="4">aut</subfield>
<subfield code="8">2</subfield>
</datafield>
…
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…
<datafield tag="700" ind1="1" ind2="2">
<subfield code="a">Davis, Jack</subfield>
<subfield code="t">[Illustration to Don Quixote]</subfield>
<subfield code="4">ill</subfield>
<subfield code="8">3</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="740" ind1=" " ind2="0">
<subfield code="a">Don Kihot</subfield>
<subfield code="8">1</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="740" ind1=" " ind2="0">
<subfield code="a">[Opombe k Don Kihotu]</subfield>
<subfield code="8">2</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="740" ind1=" " ind2="0">
<subfield code="a">[Ilustracije k Don Kihotu]</subfield>
<subfield code="8">3</subfield>
</datafield>
</record>
Figure 44. Example of modifications made in an English edition of Don Quixote.

<record>
<controlfield tag="001">656364122</controlfield>
<controlfield tag="008">100817r20102010mdunnnncs f n eng d</controlfield>
<datafield tag="020" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">9781441664792 (electronic audio bk.)</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="041" ind1="0" ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">eng</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="100" ind1="1" ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">McDonald, Megan</subfield>
<subfield code="4">aut</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="240" ind1="1" ind2="0">
<subfield code="a">Rule of three</subfield>
<subfield code="l">eng</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="245" ind1="1" ind2="4">
<subfield code="a">The rule of three</subfield>
<subfield code="c">by Megan McDonald.</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="250" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">Unabridged</subfield>
</datafield>
…
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…
<datafield tag="260" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">Prince Frederick, MD :</subfield>
<subfield code="b">Recorded Books ;</subfield>
<subfield code="c">2010</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="300" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">1 sound file (4.5 hrs.) :</subfield>
<subfield code="b">digital, mp3 file</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="336" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">spoken word</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="337" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">audio book</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="338" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">CD</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="380" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">Novel</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="490" ind1="1" ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">The Sisters Club</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="655" ind1=" " ind2=" ">
<subfield code="a">young adult fiction</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="700" ind1="1" ind2="8">
<subfield code="i">is an adaptation (work) to (work)</subfield>
<subfield code="a">Alcott, Louisa May</subfield>
<subfield code="d">1832-1888</subfield>
<subfield code="t">Little women</subfield>
<subfield code="4">aut</subfield>
<subfield code="k">Novel</subfield>
</datafield>
<datafield tag="700" ind1="1" ind2="8">
<subfield code="i">is an adaptation (expression) to (expression)</subfield>
<subfield code="a">McDonald, Megan</subfield>
<subfield code="t">Rule of three</subfield>
<subfield code="l">eng</subfield>
<subfield code="h">text</subfield>
<subfield code="4">aut</subfield>
<subfield code="k">Novel</subfield>
</datafield>
</record>

Figure 45. An example of a record representing an imitation of Little Women. The sound recording was
based on a text English expression of the work.
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4.3 INFORMATION VISUALIZATION APPLICATION
Information visualization techniques that can be used for presentation and interaction with FRBRFRBR
based bibliographic data were determined by relationships between FRBR entities on the one
hand and the intended objectives
objectives and use of the system on the other.
In FRBR
FRBR-based
based bibliographic data we encountered two types of structures that should be reflected
in our presentation of data to users: hierarchical and network. Even in FRBR group 1, which is
usually promoted as a hi
hierarchical
erarchical data structure, the relationships go well beyond that (see
Figure 46), as one manifestation can include more expressions of the same or different works and
there can be direct links between two or more expressions or manifestations within the same
work as well as between different works.
Displaying
splaying all these structures (without
(without including group 2 entities which make the structure even
more complicated) directly
ly mapped on information visualization would require the use of a
networking technique (see Figure 47).
). This approach would enable a user to explore the
bibliographic world and how entities are related, however we believe that a network
representation would not be the most appropriate for providing a general overview of what is
available, comparing different options and choosing what best suits the user’s needs.
As we have seen throughout Chapter 2,, a clustering approach is recommended to create better
user experience and overcome the issues associated with large informatio
information
n spaces. Examples of
filing rules and other suggested groupings all expressed a hierarchical structure and choosing
choosing a
hierarchical information visualization technique give us the opportunity to make the large
datasets more usable for interactive explorati
exploration
on and retrieval through the use of aggregated
nodes. As Smith et al. (2006) noted:
noted when data items are aggregated into a small number of
categories at each level, the user can rapidly find a single item out of many, just by iteratively
choosing from among the categorized choices.

Figure 46.. Relationship structures between primary FRBR entities.
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Figure 47. A simulation of a network display for browsing between primary entities.

As th
the
e main goal of our research was to create a prototype that would really make the most of
FRBR
FRBR-based
based data and would, at the same time, create a good user experience, we have decided to
proceed using only hierarchical information visualization techniques. Do
Doing
ing that we have lost
some of the potential for visually showing horizontal structures within data, but have, at the same
time, gained a much better collocation function, not only for grouping manifestations of the same
expression or expressions of the same
same work, but also for employing other relationships and
attributes to convey relevant information about entities in the work family.
Limited by the hierarchical structure, we have searched for a different solution that would allow
users to search not only for different versions of the work, but also explore other main
bibliographic relationships. Not being able map all the relationships into one visual display, we
have decided to create a separate hierarchical visualization for each of the three main types of
relationships we would wish to present in a work family record (Figure
(Figure 48):
-

versions for displaying expressions and manifestations of the work,
related works to show other works that are related to the work in question, and
works by/about the author to present the user other works by the same author and
works about that author.

Figure 48. FRBR main relationships and their mapping to three displays.
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4.3.1 MAPPING FRBR
FRBR-BASED
BASED BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATA TO HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURES
Implementing FRBR
FRBR-based
based data to the user interface display, we have decided to additionally
aggregate FRBR entities by their attributes and relationship types instead of just mapping entities
onto a visual structure (Figure
Figure 49).
). Doing that allowed us to retain FRBR concepts in the centre of
our design, but at the same time making it m
more user-friendly
user friendly and intuitive for the end user. The
same approach has been suggested by Arastoopoor et al. (2011) where the user testing results
indicated that we should move beyond the simple transfer of work
work-expression
expression-manifestation
manifestation
categories and “emp
“employ
loy an in-depth
in depth hierarchical structure based on specifications of the
bibliographic family”.
For different versions of the work, the biggest change has been made on the expression level,
where we have introduced three category levels: first the user could choose between languages,
within a language between content types and then between different versions. An example of
how the data for the Don Quixote example have been mapped to the visual presentation
structure can be found in Appendix 1.
To get an overview and to explore various related works, works were collocated first by
relationship type and then by form of work. Although the suggested relationships in RDA are
more specific, we have found the combination of more general relationships with the form of
work much more useful for implementing into our hierarchically
hierarchically structured interactive display.
The same has been done for works about and by the author, where collocation was made based
on the main work
work-person
person relationships and the form of work. In both cases, the final list of works
has been then displaye
displayed
d on the accompanying results list and not in the visualization itself, as the
first prototype implementation showed that a) in some cases, despite grouping on several levels,
there were still too many works to be mapped into visualization and b) in case of
of related works,
the titles are often the same, so a lot of information would be needed in the visualization itself to
distinguish between different works.
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Figure 49.. Scheme for transforming FRBR data into visual presentation st
structures.
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4.3.2 SELECTED INFORMATION VISUALIZATION TECHNIQUES
TECHNIQUES
To start building the actual prototypes, we still needed to choose the hierarchical information
visual
visualization
ization techniques. Since we wanted to test several different hierarchical techniques to see
which one would turn out as most appropriate for presenting and interacting with the FRBRFRBR
based data, we have decided to follow Zhao et al. (2005) selection of fourr common hierarchical
representations ((Figure 50):
A.
B.
C.
D.

indented outline14,
node-link
link graph,
nested containment,
containment and
alignment and adjacency.

A and B belong to node
node-link
nk tree
tree representation, while C and D present space-filling
filling tree
representations.

Figure 50.. Common hierarchical representations.

For each group, we have selected and implemented one of the possible 2D visualization layouts:
A.
B.
C.
D.
A

indented hierarchical list or hierarchy in short,
radial tree,
radial treemap or circlepack as we have named it, and
sunburst.
B

C

D

Figure 51. Selected
ected hierarchical information visualization layouts.

14

Zhao et al. (2005) in their paper stress that A in not just a variation of B: in indented outline, the edges are
implied by positioning of the nodes, which is not generally the case in node
node-link
link graph.
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Indented hierarchical list is a technique that users would be most familiar with as they use it on
daily basis to browse files and folders on their computers. The main node is put at the top and
clicking on a node opens up categories on next level in form of a dropdown list. Choosing one of
the listed categories again opens the next child level, each new level of subcategories more
indented to indicate the depth of the hierarchy.
Radial tree, on the other hand, puts the main node in the centre of the display and clicking on
that node will open up the next level, arranging the nodes so that they form an invisible orbit
around the centre. Each next level of the hierarchy will be displayed on a new concentric circle
further away from the main node.
Circlepack presents the most different approach as each new level in the hierarchy opens within
or inside its parent node: clicking on the main node displays its child nodes by drawing them
within the main circle, choosing any of those circles will shrink the other nodes on the same level
and enlarge the selected node to show nodes on the next level.
Sunburst, similarly to radial tree, places the main node in the centre and maps each new level in
the hierarchy as a new concentric circle: the deeper the hierarchy the larger the number of
concentric circles appearing around the main node. Nodes are presented by slices in the
concentric circles and clicking on a node/slice will open its child nodes on the next concentric
circle, arranging them so they appear within the frame of the parent slice. The selected slice can
be programmed to expand on a click (shrinking other slices on the same level) in order to make
more room for displaying its child nodes.
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4.3.3 OPEN ISSUES
Mapping FRBR
FRBR-based
based data onto hierarchical structures that would be used as the basis for the
visual presentation of those data, we had to decide upon which aggregating categories would be
created in the process. Further analysis and testing with users show would show if some of the
categories were not really useful,
useful if the structure was not intuitive or if some other categories or
structures should be introduced.
In our preliminary design, for example, we planned an additional level in the structure that would
w
collocate abridged, revised or complete versions (Figure
(
52),
), which was taken out before
implementation as we did not wish to create a structure that was too deep
deep and would force a
high number of steps to be taken before arriving to the leaf nodes. Such deep structures would
be less problematic in examples where, within a selected language, there actually were abridged
or revised versions as well as complete text
texts.. This was, however,
h
, not the case for many languages,
which is why we have, at least temporarily, decided to simplify the structure.
In future
ture developments of the system we wish to look into the possibility of introducing a new
level only when and where it would be needed (for example, we might have many different
versions in English language, but only one in German or Italian – in such case, additional
addition levels
would be created within English language
language,, but not within other languages
languages).

Figure 52. Early stage structure for »versions« display showing the layer that was not implemented.
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4.4 PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION15
The main framework for the FrbrVis prototype designs was built using standard HTML page into
which we have incor
incorporated
porated the dynamic visual navigation feature and results display using
JavaScript and XSLT processing (Figure
(Figure 53). Visual navigation was based on existing graphical
layouts
ayouts provided by the D3.js library that had to be then adapted to our data,
data the desired
structures
structures, and envisioned dynamic behavio
behaviour. Due to using the basic layouts provided by the
library
library,, there were some limitations in our visual designs as the final implementation depended
on possible manipulations as well as on our own ability to make the adjustments and implement
the desired interactions and displays.
displays. Some shortcomings of the visual design also derived from
the fact that the same design principles ((such
such as CSS formatting) applied to all visualisation
designs
designs.

Figure 53. FrbrVis prototype creation scheme.

The building process for the baseline linearlist prototype was simpler as there was no need for
FRBR conversi
conversion
on or vi
visualization
sualization definitions. JavaScript was used for creation
creati
of the faceted
f
navigation and dynamic display of the results
results, while XSLT and CSS managed the presentation of
data as well as visual appearance of the HTML page.

15

The prototypes as well as the data processing ha
have been done in close cooperation with prof. Trond
Aalberg from NTNU, who was in charge of all features that required programming.
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4.4.1 FRBRVIS PROTOTYPE DESIGN
In FRBR
FRBR-visual
visual prototype FrbrVis,
FrbrVis, each work family record consists of three displays (different
versions of the work, related works,
works and other works by or about the author) that can be switched
between using tab navigation. Each of the three tabs is divided into two parts:
parts
-

visual navigation on the left and
resultss display on the right.

Wireframes
ireframes for the prototype are presented in Figure 54 and Figure 55,, and the screenshot
examples of final implementation in Figure 56 and Figure 57.

4.4.1.1 General design and interaction
The visual navigation feature, using a hierarchical structure and aggregated categories, gives an
overview of what is available in the collection, enables navigation between entities and the choice
of the level that most corresponds to the user’s information need. By clicking on different
categories, the user can drill down the hierarchy or decide to select a higher level category and
browse through the results listed on the right side. In the “related works” and “works by/about
the author” tab, the right side
sid shows a list of works within a category (Figure
Figure 57),, while in the
“versions” tab (Figure
Figure 56),, the user is presented with manifestations of the work (either just one
manifestation if he has already chosen it in the visual feature or a list of manifestations that
corresponds to the selected expression level category).
When the use
userr selects a specific manifestation in the visual navigation, a full record is displayed,
but when he selects a higher level category, the list of manifestations consists of short record
displays that can be expanded using the “full record” option. In the sshort
hort record, some basic
information about the manifestation are shown, such as title proper, year of publication, format,
publisher, edition, and physical description, while the full record option adds information about
other entities that are included in the manifestation. While this is something that can be found
also in current records, our data editing and frbrization process enabled us to really distinguish
between each different entity as well as identify all the attributes for that entity.
Visual n
navigation
avigation feature was set to only display the first two levels as a default. Clicking on the
main node does not trigger any action in the visual feature, but only displays the complete list of
results in the right results display, while clicking on the second
second level category opens up that part
of the visualization. C
Clicking
licking on the node therefore opens its next level, or, in case there is only
one subcategory, the hierarchy opens up to the point where there are again two or more choices
or to the final level if all levels have only one category (for example, if Don Quixote in Croatian has
only a text version and there is only one translation, clicking on the language would automatically
open all the categories up to manifestation level). Such algorithm was used
used in order to avoid
redundant clicking, however we were aware of the risk that users might get confused by several
levels opening at once. Only in circlepack visualization automatic opening of such nodes would
prevent the user to see the categories that we
were
re opened as the child node would in some cases
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be drawn over the parent node16. That is why this interaction feature was disabled for the
circlepack and the user would have to click on every category to open it up.
To make enough room for all the information to be clearly visible and to fit the visual presentation
onto a 13’’ screen, we have defined in our script that only one category within the same level can
be opened at once. If there were other categories already opened when the user made a new
selection, the previously opened categories would collapse as the new category would be
expanded. In case of sunburst, circlepack, and radial design, the expanded node would also
usually take up more space, either by making other nodes on the same level smaller (circlepack
and sunburst) or by moving them around or closer together (radial design).
We have decided to use a blue to green colour scheme sequence:
-

main node (work or the author) - dark blue,
aggregating categories - lighter blue,
expression - pale blue, and
manifestation - light green.

The selected node was indicated with a dotted line and a more transparent colour. As we have
not distinguished between different hierarchy levels of aggregating categories in our data
processing, we could not apply a unique colour for each level, which is why language and content
type in “versions” or relationship type and form of work in “related works” have the same
colours.

16

This is not a general rule for the circular treemap visualization technique, but an implementation
characteristic applied by the D3.js library.
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Figure 54. Wireframe for FrbrVis prototype design - “versions
sions” tab display.

Figure 55.. Wireframe for FrbrVis prototype – “related works” tab display.
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Figure 56. Final FrbrVis prototype design – “versions
versions” display.
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Figure 57. Final FrbrVis prototype design – “related
related works”
works display.
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4.4.1.2 Examples of interaction
To demonstrate how the four prototype designs change with user interaction, we made a
simulation for “versions” display: Figure 58 illustrates the hierarchical design, Figure 59 the
sunburst design, Figure 60 demonstrates the interactive displays in circlepack,
circlepack and Figure 61 in
the radial prototype design. For all four we have recorded the following steps:
1. The default display showing the main node and language level. Since our collection only
has English versions of Little Women, there is only one category on this level that the user
can choose to explore in more
more detail.
2. By clicking on the English node, two new categories are opened up, telling the user that
items are available in form of text as well as in form of spoken word.
3. a) Deciding for text option, a new level is opened up, giving the user an option of original
texts and two different abridgements
abridgements.
4. a) Choosing the original versions, a list of manifestations arranged by date is presented to
the user.
3. b) If the user decide
decidess to choose the audiobook, clicking on that category would open up
two versions
ions with different narrators.
4. b) Visualization shows there is only one available manifestation of the chosen version.
Examples of the visual navigation feature for “related works” and “works by/about the author”
can be found in Appendix 6 and Appendix 7.
Comparing the four designs we see that the smallest change in visual display happens in the
hierarchical indented list, where the mov
movement
ement is always only vertical and besides opening or
closing the subcategories, no other transformations are made. In sunburst design, the
subcategories are opened outwords, and in some cases, opening one node can cause other nodes
in the same level to shrink in order to make room for all the maniestatins (in the example,
selecting “text” caused the “spoken word” category to become smaller). Similar action can be
observed in circlepack, where new categories open up inside the node and choosing one causes
this circle to expand and other circles in the same category to minimize. The biggest shifts
however, appear in radial design, where the interaction with the display does not change the size
of the nodes, but has a major effect on their orientation and position that significantly change
from one step to another. As with the sunburst design, subcategories open up outwords, however
the chosen node does not stay on its place, but moves around toget
together
her with all the other nodes.
To indicate that the node contains subcategories, we have tried to implement a plus sign next to
the labels in all four designs. We have succeeded in incorporating it in the hierarchical and
circlepack design, but not in the sunburst and radial design due to a different approach to
displaying the labels.
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Figure 58. Hierarchical design - example of interaction for “versions” display.
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Figure 59. Sunburst design - example of interaction for “versions” display.
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Figure 60. Circlepack design - example of interaction for “versions” display.
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Figure 61. Radial design - example of interaction for “versions” display.
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4.4.1.3 Open issues
In the current prototype version, some of the features that were planned in the initial stages of
system design have not been implemented yet, such as:
-

-

-

manifestation to manifestation relationships:
relationships: explicit relationships, such as
as “is a reprint
of”, “is an electronic version of” etc. were established in the data, but we still have to find
a good way to express them within the interface, if not in the visual navigation feature
(which does not really support linking between individu
individual
al entities beyond the main
relationships that have been transformed in the structure itself), we should at least
express these relationships in a useful way within the full record display;
display
indicating there are other works included a manifestation in the visual display:
display in the
current prototype, the user can only see other works within a manifestation in the full
record display and not in the visual display itself. Knowing there is accompanying material
such as an introduction or illustrations already from the visual display would be a useful
feature. In our initial paper prototypes ((Figure
Figure 62)) we designed special icons to be added
to the manifestation nodes and clicking on them would display a pop-up
pop up window with
information about the contents.
filtering feature: our preliminary designs included also a filtering feature (Figure
(Figure 63) that
would be connected to the visual navigation, so that the prototype would not only enable
exploration and browsing, but also a more targeted search. Although the filtering feature
has not been developed yet, we would like to test it in the
the future.

Figure 62. Preliminary design with manifestation level content icons and colour coding.
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Figure 63. Early design with an example of a filtering feature.

On a more general level, the future development will also have to look into the link between
search results and work record display as well as into creating more flexible display of
relationships between entities that would be less constrained by the stric
strictt hierarchical structures.
It would also be interesting to give the users control over the aggregating categories, meaning
that they could choose which attributes would be used for categorising data in the visual display.
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4.4.2 FACETED PROTOTYPE DESIGN – LINEARLIST
In order to test how FRBR-visual
FRBR
approach measure up against existing library information
systems, we have built a prototype that served as a benchmark. Linearlist prototype, as we have
named it, was intended to present a typical/aver
typical/average
age library catalogue that was being used today.
We have decided upon implementing a faceted navigation approach as a more advanced feature
that is appearing in the next generation catalogues, while
whi other features (such
such as the presentation
of data in resul
results
ts list and record display)
display remained very traditional
traditional.
A wireframe and a screenshot of the final interface design can be seen in Figure 64 and Figure 65.
We have decided to divide the display into three parts, on the far left being a faceted navigation
feature, on the middle a list of results and on the far right a window for the display of full records.
All three elements are dynamically linked, so that when categories are chosen in the faceted
navigation, the facets and the results display automatically update and when a hit in the results
list is selected, the full record is displayed
displayed on the right part of the window, without new widows
opening up or directing the user from the results list display.
For faceted navigation we have chosen 7 facets that enable users to filter on work (form of work,
genre, author), expression (language),
(language), and manifestation (publication period, media type, format)
level. The values within each facet are listed based on the frequency of their occurrence (the
number in added in the parenthesis) and within each facet the user can choose only one category
at once. Doing that, other values in the same facet are hidden and other facets are updated based
on the revised list of results, therefore offering only those categories that are still available. We
have also used a plus and minus icon for users to expand only the facets they are interested in,
thus limiting the amount of scrolling down the navigation as well as making sure that all facets are
visible to the users.
The display for each work family example was based on the same set of underlying records as in
the FrbrVis prototype; however, this time we have used MARCXML records and not their frbrized
versions, which meant that the results list was a classical list of manifestations and the
relationships between entities could only be discovered in the full record notes field. With
MARCXML records being manually edited, the categories in the faceted navigation were cleaner
and more consistent than the ones usually found in library catalogue faceted navigations.
Nevertheless, to have a valid comparison
comparison with the FRBR-visual
FRBR visual prototype approach,
approach, we needed to
use data of the same quality and make sure participants in the study would be able to complete
the tasks using both prototypes.
prototypes
Not implementing a search function into
into the prototype, we had to create a simulation of the
search results by reproducing keyword searches a user would make in a typical public library
catalogue “google
“google-like"
like" search box. To switch between the results, we have created two tabs; in
the study, participants would get an exp
explanation
lanation that the tabs represented results of a keyword
search, the first one including work title and author name and the second one just the author
name. This way, the first tab presented all versions of the work, as well as its related works as
each rel
related
ated record included a reference to the original work title and the author, and the second
tab showed works by and about the author.
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Figure 64.. Wireframe for linearlist prototype design.
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Figure 65. Final
nal linearlist prototype design.
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5 PROTOTYPE EVALUATION
EVALUATION:: TWO USABILITY STUDIES

5.1 STUDY OBJECTIVES
To evaluate and compare the developed prototypes, we conducted two usability studies between
December 1st 2011 and January 15th 2012 with a total of 152 participants. Morae software was
used to record the tests.
The objectives of usability testing were threefold:




comparing current library catalogue approach against a FRBR
FRBR-visual approach,
comparing four different FRBR-visual
visual designs between themselves and discovering any
major usability issues,
issues and
comparing how well each prototype design works for less and more complex work
families.

Our main research questions were therefore the following:




Is there a difference in performance and user satisfaction between the prototype
presenting current library catalogues and the FRBR-visual
FRBR visual prototypes?
Is there a difference in performance and user satisfaction between the four FRBR-visual
FRBR
designs?
Is there a difference in performance and user satisfaction
tisfaction between different work families
within a prototype design?

We were also interested in other aspects,
aspects, such as:






Iss there a difference between task performance in “versions
versions”, “related
related works”
works and “works
by/about author
author”” displays?
displays
Do gender, field of study,
study and experience in search
searching
ing for fiction play a role in
participants
participants’ preferences and performance?
What kind of difficulties users encounter when working with the visualization prototypes?
How well do users understand the entities and relationships presented in the prototypes?
How well do users understand the overall concepts used in the linearlist and FRBR-visual
FRBR
approach
approach?

To find the answers to these questions, we used two different usability testing designs to evaluate
the proto
prototypes:: a controlled experiment and an observational experiment
experiment.. The
he first test was a
formal or controlled experiment which focused on concrete measurements that could help us
compare and evaluate the different prototype
rototype designs. The
T observational experiment, on the
other hand
hand, presented a formative testing method intended to examine participants’ overall
understanding and view of linearlist and FRBR
FRBR-visual
visual approach without any specific instructions.
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5.2 TESTING ENVIRONMENT AND PARTICIPANT RECRUITMENT
To carry out the tests, we have made agreements with several faculties and faculty libraries to use
their facilities for a few days. In each faculty, we were given a room to set up our portable test lab
with two laptop computers. While making such arrangements
arrangements required some additional work and
the testing conditions were not always ideal (bad internet connection in some cases or some
noise in others)
others), setting up a laboratory at different faculties enabled us much easier recruitment
of participants as well as a wide range of participant’s profiles.
A single
single-room
room setup (Rubin & Chisnell,
Ch
l, 2008) has been prepared at all locations. Although the
t
exact placement of computers, the participant and the moderator var
varied slightly based on the
room conditions, the basic setup was as shown in Figure 66.. A participant was seated
s ted behind a
table with a 13’’ laptop computer, a mouse and worksheets for all three testing systems. The
moderator’s laptop was placed far enough that the participant was not distracted by it while the
moderator was located about 1.5m away at around 40 degree angle. Because the testing has
been carried out by a ssingle
ingle person and there were no observers
observers,, the moderator’s laptop was
used only to initiate and stop the test, but not to observe or mark the recording during the test as
that would distract the participant and would also make it difficult for the moderator to lead the
test session etc. This meant that each recording needed to be looked at in detail in the analysis
phase and the tester had to manually code the tasks, take notes on the behaviour,
behaviour and score the
performance.

Figure 66. Simple single
single-room
room setup in our study.

Participants
articipants in the study were recruited randomly on faculty hallways between 9am and 6pm. The
tester approached the students who were usually waiting for their next classes or were on their
way home, explained the basic outlines of the study and asked if they had the time and were
willing to participate. Although the students were not offered any kind of reward or
compensation for their help and were told in advance that the test took around 45 minutes, they
were
re generally willing to take part in the experiment.
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5.3 CONTROLLING THE VARIABLES
Conducting experiments, there can be a number of confounding variables that can affect the
results and make it difficult to draw conclusions. Only with a high level of experimental control
can we make sure that the differences in the measured behaviour present the effect of the
independent variable and cannot be explained in “several different, but equally plausible, ways”
(Lindgaard,
Lindgaard, 1994)
1994).. That is why in both our studi
studies,
es, we controlled the subject, experimental,
experimental and
situational variables by:







limiting the sample of participants to students or recent graduates thus making certain
that all subjects were used to searching the web or working with a computer and have
already had at least some experience searching in library catalogues or using the
bibliographic data;
ensuring a balanced representation of subjects with social science and humanities
background as well as those coming from sciences and engineering field of study,
study
therefore minimizing the possibility that only persons that have more experience
exploring fiction would be included and catering for the possibility that there might be a
correlation between the field of study and the preferred prototype design;
design
using counterbalancing
ounterbalancing methods for distribution of test conditions as well as individual
tasks to eliminate the effects of order of presentation;
presentation
always using the same laptop computer and setting up a similar testing environment in all
locations to provide comparable
comparable working conditions for all subjects
subjects.
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5.4 STUDY DESIGN
5.4.1 USABILITY
SABILITY TESTING 1: FORMAL EXPERIMENT
With 5 different prototype designs and 4 work families to
to be tested within each of them, our
study consisted of 20 test conditions (Figure
Figure 67). We have used an experimental study design
where each subject was presented with
with a sequence of 3 different test conditions. Due to the large
number of test conditions
conditions, it was impossible
ossible to apply complete counterbalancing to minimize the
order effect ((the
the number of necessary orders would be extremely high);
high ; instead we have
randomly counterbalanced test conditions to the three presentation positions, controlling only
that a test condition
dition appeared 6 times in each position and that the prototype design or the work
family were not repeated within the same sequence (the sequences used in the study can be
examined in Appendix 2). We created 120 testing sequences of three conditions, which meant
that each experimental condition was tested 18
18-times,
times, each prototype design 72-times
72 times and each
work family 90
90-times.
times. Such representation enabled us to apply inferential statistics to most of our
measurements.

Figure 67.. Study design scheme.

In this study, the primary focus was on participant’s perception of alternative designs and on tasklevel measurements, which presented the basis for comparing the 5 developed prototype designs.
By manipulating the prototype design and work family (independent variables) and controlling the
extraneous variables, we were able to retrieve dependent variables
variables that enabled us to measure
efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction for each prototype (an overview of study variables is
shown in Table 7).
).
Table 7.. Variables in the study.

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
- prototype design
- work family

EXTRANEOUS VARIABLES

DEPENDENT VARIABLES

- field of study
- gender
- experience with fiction
search
- presentation order

- efficiency:
task time
task ease of use
- effectiveness:
task success
use of navigation features
errors
- satisfaction:
test condition rank
perception of the
prototype (reaction cards)
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The study included a total number of 120 participants, 40 males and 80 females, between the
ages of 17 and 37 ((M=22.5,
5, SD=0.31). Most of them were undergraduate or postgraduate
students, only 5 have already gained their degree and were currently not enrolled in any
university programme. The proportion (Figure
(Figure 68)) of males and females (1/3 males, 2/3 females)
as well as of the represented fields of study (65% social science, hum
humanities
anities and education; 35%
science and engineering) correspond well to the general proportions in Slovenian student
population where, according to the Evrostudent 2010 report, there were 29% of male and 71% of
female students and about 2/3 of students were enrolled in humanities, education and social
science programmes.

number of participants

Participants by field of study and gender
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

SOCIAL
SCIENCE

HUMANITIES

EDUCATION

SCIENCE

ENGINEERING

MALE

9

9

1

11

10

FEMALE

18

28

13

3

18

Figure 68. Participants by field of study and gender.

5.4.1.1 Tasks
In the formal experiment, users were given lookup tasks with different levels of complexity.
complex
Simple lookup tasks required participants to retrieve a very specific fact and the questions were
precisely defined (for example: “Who wrote the foreword to the Italian translation of Don Quixote
published in 1991?”), while more complex tasks asked of participants
participants to examine, describe or
compare a small part of the display that encompassed multiple entities (for example: “What
versions and editions of Don Quixote are available in English language?”, “What kind of works has
the author written or had an active
active role in?”). According to Wehrend and Lewis (1990)
classification of tasks that a participant might perform in a visual environment, our tasks consisted
of the following sets of required user actions: locate, identify, distinguish, categorize, cluster,
compare within entities, compare between relations, associate,
associate and correlate.
For each work family we prepared 10 tasks that were then tested in all prototype designs. For
each work family example, there were 4 tasks for the “versions
versions” display,, 3 tasks for
for “related
works” tab and 3 tasks for “by/about the author”
author”.. In “versions” display, tasks a and b were always
simple lookup tasks, while tasks c and d presented exploratory tasks. Similarly in “related works”
and “by/about the author” tab, tasks e, ff, h, and i were lookup tasks
tasks, while tasks g and j required
the participant to show a more overall understanding of the presented data.
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To minimize the learning effect that could produce misleading results, we used counterbalancing
of tab displays as well as tas
tasks.
ks. This way each tab display was equally presented as first, second,
or third and eac
each
h task the same (see Table 8).
Table 8. Counterbalanced tasks and tab displays

1
A
B
C

2
A
B
C

3
A
B
C

versions
abcd
dabc
cdab
related works
efg
gef
fge
by/about author
hij
jhi
ijh

related works
efg
gef
fge
by/about author
hij
jhi
ijh
versions
abcd
dabc
cdab

by/about author
hij
jhi
ijh
versions
abcd
dabc
cdab
related works
efg
gef
fge

5.4.1.2 Testing procedure
Before heading out to look for the next participant in the study, the tester randomly chose one of
the 120 test sequences and prepared worksheets that would be given to the participant
(example
(examples can be seen in Appendix
Appendi 3) as well as set the three conditions in the browser. Once
finding a volunteer willing to participate in the study,
study, he or she was led to the room where the
labor
laboratory
atory was set up and the moderator explained the testing procedure, asked permission to
record participant’s face during testing and inquired whether they would read the tasks out laud
byy themselves or would they prefer them to be read by the moderator. Participants
Participants were also
asked to try and “think aloud” during the test, commenting on what they want to do, what they
might not understand completely or were confused by,
by, what they do not like or like etc.
After the participant got the instructions and was rready
eady to begin, the moderator initiated the test
using the observer computer and a short pre-test
test questionnaire was automatically displayed on
the recording computer. The participant filled in his age, selected a few statements about his use
of the web and answered how often he searches for fiction and visits a library or a bookstore.
Completing the questionnaire, the
the participant was immediately shown the browser window with
all three test conditions and he could start testing the first prototype
prototype. After the task was read out
loud, the participant started working with the prototype to find the answer. Once he reported
reporte the
answer to the moderator and was told that the task was completed
completed,, he assessed how easy or
difficult the task was by marking the score next to the task on the worksheet and moved to the
next question
question. Completing
ompleting all 10 tasks within a prototype, the pa
participant
rticipant was asked to read the
adjectives at the bottom of the page with the tasks and mark those that best represented
represented his view
of the prototype. The same procedure was then repeated for the second and the third prototype.
At the end of the test, the moderator
moderator asked the participant to rank the three given prototypes
from the best to the worst and explain a few of the adjectives he has chosen to describe the
prototype
prototype.
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5.4.1.3 Data analysis
After all 120 tests were concluded, the pre
pre-test data was exported from the Morae software,
software
participant’s tasks scores and the chosen words were collected from the worksheet and put into
an Excel
xcel file
file.. Video rrecordings
ecordings were examined in detail and each task was marked on the
recording in order to get the task time data and to enable a better analysis and comparison. In the
review of the recordings, we scored the ease of use, success, and use of navigation for each task.
task
The scores were then put into an Excel
xcel spread sheet, together with notes about errors or user
us
behaviour. When all the recordings were analysed, each task was re-examined
examined by comparing
recordings and scores to ensure that the scoring has been used consistently from the
the first to the
last recording. Detailed descriptions on the scoring systems used for each measure can be found
in the next chapter next to the results.
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5.4.2 USABILITY TESTING 2:
2 OBSERVATIONAL EXPERIMENT
EXPERIMENT
In the second experimental within-subjects
within subjects study design, we were not interested in comparing
various metrics for each prototype design but rather wished to observe how participants
approached exploration and navigation in the linearlist and FrbrVis prototype and how well they
understood information presented to the
them without any specific guidance or tasks. Each subject
was given two prot
prototypes
otypes to work with, a linearlist prototype and one of the FRBR-visual
FRBR
prototype designs and iin
n contrast to the first study, only two work families were used:
used Sapramiška
and Don Quixote.
As we were interested to retrieve qualitative and not quantitative d
data
ata from this experiment, a
smaller number of subject
subjects was needed than in the formal experiment
experiment. 32 tests were performed
and w
with
ith two possible order positions, a counterbalancing method was again used to control the
effects of presentation order. This way in 16 sequences the linearlist prototype was presented
first and FrbrVis prototype design second and vice versa (a detailed set of sequences
sequences can be
reviewed in Appendix 4). Altogether, linearlist and FRBR-visual
FRBR visual prototype design were tested 3232
times each, 16
16-times
times with the Sapramiška and 16 times with Don Quixote work family. An
individual FRBR-visual
visual prototype
prototype design was tested 8 times, 4 times using Sapramiška and 4 times
using Don Quixote work family (Figure
(
69
69). Due to the small number of participants in this study,
we did not analyse the results by field of study or gender, but the equal representation of
different groups gave us the possibility to exclude the influence these variables could have on the
final results. Similar as with the first study, the proportion of males (37.5 %) and females (62.5 %)
in the study was close to the general student population. We
e did influence that the
representation in the two fields was balanced by determining that each test sequence must be
tested by one social science & humanities student and one student from the science field, but the
equal proportions of males and females in both groups were coincidental.

number of participants

Participants by field of study and gender
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

SOCIAL SCIENCE & HUMANITIES

SCIENCE

MALE

6

6

FEMALE

10

10

Figure 69.. Participants of the second experiment by field of study and gender.
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5.4.2.1 Tasks
We have divided the second usability testing in three parts: 1. exploration of the two prototypes,
2. comparison of work family presentation in two different prototype
prototypes,, and 3. comparison of data
presentation in FRBR
FRBR-visual
visual prototype designs
designs.. The first part
part presented the main focus of the
study, while the other two parts were very short and intended only to gain some basic
information. Example of worksheets used iin
n this study can be found in Appendix 5.
1. Prototype exploration
For the first part, participants were given two prototypes to work with: linearlist and one of the
FRBR
FRBR-visual
visual designs. The instructions were quite general:
“In
In front of you, there are the results of the search for a literary work Sapramiška/ Don Quixote
written by Svetlana Makarovič/Miguel de Cervantes.
Browsing through the results, get acquainted with the system and items available in the
collection. Describ
Describee what kinds
kind of options are offered by the information system and what you
have found out about the different editions and adaptations of the literary work and what
about the author.
Also comment if there are features in the system that you do not understand
understand or like or would
want some other options or choices.
choices.”

Such an open ended task gave us the opportunity to observe participant’s overall comprehension
and interaction with the system that was not limited or influenced by focused tasks. Besides our
observations, we also checked the participant’s view of the system by again giving him the
t same
set of adjectives to choose from as in the first study, and also by asking him to provide his degree
of agreement with the following five statements:
A: Using the system I got a good overview of what is available in the collection.
B: Browsing th
through
rough the results I found out a lot about the literary work.
C: Browsing through the results I found out a lot about the author of the literary work.
D: I find this kind of display of information about literary works too broad.
E: I find the display of related
related works and other works by the same author unnecessary.

2. Comparison of two work family examples
Showing the participant the same work family example he has worked with in one prototype also
in the other prototype approach (so if working with the linearlist
linearlist the first time, the same work
family example would now be shown in FRBR-visual
visual prototype and vice versa) gave us the
possibility to observe what differences between the two approaches the participant noticed and
what was the reason behind preferring one or the other prototype.
3. Comparison of data presentation in four FRBR-visual
visual designs
The last task required the participants to look at the same data in four diff
different
erent visual techniques
and choose two of them in which they most quickly understood what was presented to them and
how the information was organised.
organised. With this very simple and quick task we wished to test which
visualization techniques make most sense to participants and to which they react best at their
first encounter.
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5.4.2.2 Testing procedure
Also in this study, the moderator prepared all the materials and prototype displays before going
to look for a volunteer. Once the participant was seated, the moderator explained in short the
form and the procedure of the test and asked for permission to rrecord
ecord the test. The participant
was also asked to talk during the session, describing what was available to him, what he thought
th
of the prototype etc.
Starting the recording, participant again answered the four pre-test
pre test questions and then continued
by rea
reading the short instructions on the paper
papers provided to him.
him. Working with the prototype, the
participant either started talking right away about what he saw or
or, in some cases first clicked
around for a few minutes and then summarized what he had discovered. To better check the
understanding of the displayed data, the moderator sometimes asked the participant to tell in
once sentence what he ha
had found out in each tab display,
display, asked for an explanation of a certain
part of the display (eg. “What do you think the
these
se categories mean?”)
mean?”), or gave a short task, such as
“Could you find the novels written by Cervantes?” or “Can you tell me what kind of works has
Svetlana Makarovič written?”.
written?”. After about 10 minutes of working with one prototype, the
participant filled out the questions on the worksheets and repeated the procedure for the second
prototype.
Finished with both prototypes, the moderator asked which of the two he liked better. After
choosing the preferred approach, the moderator showed him how the display for the same work
family would look like in the other design approach, for example, if he preferred the linearlist
prototype (and he had Don Quixote example there), the moderator showed him Don Quixote
Quix
example in the FrbrVis prototype. The participant was given
given a few minutes to observe the
differences and was then asked if he found the chosen prototype better also after seeing the
same data in another form.
In the last task,, the moderator showed the participant all FRBR-visual
visual designs, told him to look at
the display of the data, click a few times to see how each design worked, and then choose two
designs in which he most quickly saw what was being presented to him. This task only took about
two minutes.

5.4.2.3 Data analysis
After the 32 tests were finished, we gathered data from the pre
pre-tests
tests and participants’
worksheets and put them into an Excel
xcel file. Then all recordings
recordings were examined, taking notes on
participant’s behaviour, the quality of the answers, and any possible usability
usability issues that
participant’s noticed. For the final two tasks we also recorded the preferred prototype designs. In
comparison to th
the
e first analysis, this one was more qualitative in its nature.
As the representation of individual FRBR
FRBR-visual
visual designs was
was too small for any valid comparison,
we have focused our analysis on a more general comparison of FRBR-visual
visual design against
linearlist and a comparison of the two work family examples within and between the two
prototype approaches
approaches.
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6 RESULTS

6.1 USABILITY TESTING 1: FORMAL EXPERIMENT
6.1.1 PERFORMANCE
ERFORMANCE METRICS
Performance metrics are calculated based
based on specific user behaviour when completing
completi the tasks
and present the best way to evaluate effectiveness and efficiency of a product (Tullis & Albert,
2008)
2008). In our study
study, five performance metrics were used:
used: time
time-on-task,
task, task success, use of
navigation features, ease of use, and learnability.

6.1.1.1 Task time
Figure 70 shows the average time spent on a task within the five tested prototypes. This includes
both, tasks that were successfully completed as well those that were not. Each prototype was
tested with 72 participants and overall,
o
participants spent on average 52 seconds per task in the
classical linearlist prototype and 34 seconds per task in the FRBR
FRBR-visual prototypes. Analysis
shows that th
the
e difference between linearlist and FRBR-visual
FRBR visual prototypes is statistically significant
and
d that the tasks in FrbrVis were completed faster by approximately one third.
third. The average timetime
on-task
task was the lowest in the sunburst prototype (M=31),
(
), but it was closely followed by the
average task time in hierarchical (M=33)) and circlepack (M=34)
(
prototype;; ANOVA single factor
analysis illustrates that the difference between the three is not significant, F(2, 213)=1.20
1.20 p=0.03.
p=
Radial prototype performed worst among the four FRBR-visual
FRBR visual prototypes, and its mean task time
(M=37) was already significantly higher from average time-on
time on-task in circlepack, t(71)=1.66,
p=0.02
.02.

Average time-on-task
time
task by prototype
60

mean time-on-task (s)

50
40
30
20
10
0
AVERAGE

LINEARLIST

RADIAL

CIRCLEPACK

HIERARCHY

SUNBURST

52

37

34

33

31

Figure 70. Average time
time-on-task
task by prototype. Error bars represent a 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 71 and Figure 72 display a more detailed view of the task time distribution that includes
average time
time-on--task
task for each individual work family test example. Within each of the four FRBRvisual prototypes ther
there were some variations between individual examples (Figure 71),
), but the
differences in task times were not significant (radial F(3,68)=0.31
F(3,68)= 31 p=0.81; circlepack F(3,68)=1.04
F(3,68)
p=0.38
38;; hierarchy F(3,69)=2.04
=2.04 p=0.11;; sunburst F(3,68)=0.90
F(3,68)=
p=0.44
0.44).
). We can therefore say that
overall, each FRBR
FRBR-visual
visual design performed equally well for all work families
families.. Within
ithin the linearlist
prototype
prototype,, however, the average task times were significantly
significantly different
different, F(3,68)=2.79
F(3,68)=2 79 p=0.047,
p=
and participants needed more time to complete tasks for the two more complex examples (Little
Women, Don Quixote).
Average timetime-on-task
task by prototype and work family
mean time-on-task (s)
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3 - Don Quixote
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37

30

4 - Sapramiška

47

38

34

32

34

Figure 71.. Average time
time-on-task
task by prototype and work family. Error
Error bars represent a 95% confidence
interval.

Comparing the time needed to complete a task within a work family using different prototype
designs (Figure 72
72),, participants needed significantly more time within the linearlist prototype for
all work family examples
examples.. While the overa
overallll differences between the FRBR-visual
visual prototypes per
example were again
gain not significant (Little Women
Women:: F(3,68)=1.23 p=
p=0.30;; Millennium:
Millennium F(3,68)=1.47
p=0.23
0.23;; Don Quixote: F(3,68)=2.36
F(3,68)=
p=0.08
0.08;; Sapramiška:
Sapramiška: F(3,68)=1.40 p=
p=0.25
0.25), there were some
notable differences between individual visualization designs.
designs Within the two complex
complex work family
examples, p
participants
articipants using the sunburst design performed tasks in tthe
he shortest amount of time.
For Little Women example, the mean time was significantly lower compared to the radial
prototype
prototype, t(34)==2.11 p=0.02
0.02 and in the Don Quixote
Quixo case, participants finished the tasks
significantly faster than in any of the other three visual prototypes
prototypes.. For the two less complex
examples, the hierarchical prototype time
time-on-task
task was the lowest, but in both cases it was
statistically different only ffrom
rom the radial prototype.
The results of the ti
time-on-task
task therefore show that participants needed much more time to
complete a task in the linearlist
linearlist prototype than in any of the FRBR
FRBR-visual
visual prototypes. Among the
four FRBR-visual
visual designs, radial tree per
performed
formed worst for all examples and the task time was
significantly higher from the sunburst prototype. Compared to the other prototypes, sunburst
proved to be most efficient in the two complex examples.
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Average time-ontime
task by work family
mean time-on-task (s)
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32
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Figure 72. Average time-on-task
task by work family and prototype.
prototype. Error bars represent a 95%
95 confidence
interval.

A more in
in-depth
depth analysis tells that for all three groups of tasks ((“versions”,
“versions”, “related works”, and
“works by/about the author”),
author”), participants needed the most time when using linearlist prototype;
the biggest difference appeared for ““related
related works”
works tasks,, where participants on average
completed a task twice faster using the FRBR
FRBR-visual
visual displays than linearlist (Figure
Figure 73). Comparing
the four FRBR-visual
visual designs within each tab display,
display we see that in “versions” tab tasks were
completed significantly faster using sunburst than circlepack,
circlepack t(559)=2.22 p=0.01,
p=0.01 orr radial tree
design, t(553)=3.00 p=0.001
p=0.001.. In “related works”
works”, circlepack, sunburst and hierarchical prototype
design performed equally well,
well F(2,645)=0.14 p=0.87,
p=0.87 but in radial design, participants needed
significantly more time than in any of the other three,
three F(3,860)=3.18 p=0.02.
p=0.02. The same was the
result in “by/about the author” tab, where again there were no major differences between
circlepack, hierarchy, and sunburst,
sunbur F(2,645)=0.36
(2,645)=0.36 p=0.70,
p=0.70 and the tasks in radial prototype were
completed slower than in the other three visual designs.
designs
Average time
time-on-task
task per tab displays
mean time-on-task (s)
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Figure 73.. Average time
time-on-task
task per tab display. Error bars represent a 95% confidence interval.
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6.1.1.2 Task success
Task success is the most common usability metric which can be applied when there are specific
tasks in the study, each having a clear end
end-state (Tullis & Albert, 2008)
2008).. In our usability study we
have defined what was considered a complete answer to the question as some questions asked
for more straightforward answers than others. Participants
articipants provide
provided
d the answers verbally and the
tester assigned the corresponding level of success:
 1 = complete answer (without assistance)
 0.75 = complete answer (with
(with some assistance)
 0.50 = partial answer (without assistance)
 0.25 = partial answer (with assistance)
 0 = wrong answer or unanswered
Using such weights to denote different levels of success enabled us to calculate a success score.
Comparing the average task
ask success within the five prototypes, we see that there are no major
differences between the four FRBR-visual
visual prototypes (Figure 74),
), F(3,284)=0.
)=0.78 p=0.51,, not only
in the average success score,
score which was quite high at approximately 90%, but also in the
distribution of scores by level of success. For the linearlist
l arlist protot
prototype on the other hand, the
average success score was 78%,
78 which points to a significantly lower task completion.
Task success by prototype
100%
% of scores

80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

LINEARLIST

RADIAL

CIRCLEPACK

HIERARCHY

SUNBURST

1

57%

78%

77%

81%

78%

0,75

15%

10%

10%

9%

10%

0,50

15%

9%

9%

8%

9%

0,25

5%

1%

1%

1%

1%

0

7%

2%

2%

2%

2%

77,6%

90,0%

89,6%

91,4%

90,2%

average success score

Figure 74. Task success scores by prototype. The stacked bars show the percent of tasks within each
prototype that received tthe
he predefined scores of success and the dots show the average success score
within each prototype. The 95% confidence interval for the lineralist is 2.3% and for the FRBR-visual
visual
prototypes 1.6%.

Overall, eeach
ach of the five tested prototypes achieve
achieved
d a similar level of task success within the four
work family examples (linearlist F(3,68
68)=1.51 p=0.22
0.22;; radial F(3,68)=2.00
)=2.00 p=0.12;; circlepack
F(3,68
68)=0.89 p=0.4
=0.45;; hierarchy F(3,68)=1.
=1.23 p=0.31,, sunburst F(3,
F(3,68)=0.80
80 p=0.50).
p=0.50 . However, in
all four examples, participants reached significantly lower task success scores using the linearlist
than any of the FRBR
FRBR-visual designs (Figure
Figure 75).
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mean success score (%)

Task success by work family
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Figure 75.. Task success by work family test example. Error bars represent a 95% confidence interval.

Further analysis for individual tasks reveal
reveals that in FRBR-visual
FRBR visual prototypes
prototypes, the success score was
higher
gher for “related works” (M=94%)
(M=94%) and “wo
“works
rks by/about the author” (M=91%) than for
“version
“versions”
s” display (M=87
(M=87%) (Figure 76). In alll three tab displays, the four FRBR-visual
FRBR
designs did
equally well
well,, “versions”
“versions”- F(3,1144)=0.79 p=0.5
p=0.5, “related works”- F(3,860)=0.87 p=0.46,
p=0.46, “by/about
the author”
author”- F(3,860)=0.36 p=0.80.
p=0.80 The linearlist prototype success score was lower in
n all three
groups of tasks compared to the FRBR-visual
visual prototypes.
prototypes

mean success score (%)

Average success score per tab display
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LINEARLIST

78,3%

76,0%

78,3%

RADIAL

86,3%

92,6%

92,4%

CIRCLEPACK

85,1%

94,3%

91,0%

HIERARCHY

88,2%

95,4%

91,6%

SUNBURST

86,8%

94,3%

90,7%

Figure 76.. Task success score within individual tab displays. Error bars represent a 95% confidence
interval.
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6.1.1.3 Use of navigation features
A similar technique to the one used for measuring
ing task completion
letion or success was applied to
assess the use of navigational features within the prototypes: faceted navigation in linearlist
prototype and visual navigation in the FRBR
FRBR-visual
visual prototypes. In the post
post-analysis
analysis of recordings,
each task was marked with a score evaluating the use of navigational features:






1 = navigation used to its full
full potential / navigation not used because the participant
already knew the answer from the previous question and did not need to use it
0.75 = navigation used to its full potential, but not immediately
0.50 = navigation partially used, but not to its full
full potential
0.25 = only basic use of navigation
0 = no use of navigation

Optimal
ptimal use of navigation was determined for every task and in case there was no need to use the
navigation as the participant might have already known
know the answer from one of the previous
prev
tasks or had it already displayed on the screen
screen,, we would still assign the highest score as there
was no need to use the navigation.
navigation
Comparing the average use of navigation features within each prototype (Figure
Figure 77),
), we can see
that the most optimal navigation was achieved in the hierarchical prototype (M=87.7%),
7%), followed
by su
sunburst
nburst (M=84.
(M=84.9%), and circlepack (M=
(M=83.0%).
0%). While the difference between them was not
big enough to be statistically significant, F(2,213)=2.76
2.76 p=0.07
p=0.07, participants
nts using these three
prototype designs showed a better use of navigation features than tho
those
se using radial (M=77.6%)
(M=77.
or linearlist (M=73.
(M=73.1%)
1%) prototypes. The difference between
between navigation score in linearlist
linearlist and
radial prototype design was not significant
significant,, t(142)=1.56
t(142)=
p=0.061
p=0.061, while the score achieved by
radial tree was significantly lower from the other three FRBR-visual
FRBR visual designs (already a comparison
of radial vs. circlepack prototype indicates an big difference, t(142)=
t(142)=2.19 p=0.015).
p=0.015

Use of navigation features
% of optimal navigation use

100,0%
80,0%
60,0%
40,0%
20,0%
0,0%
% optimal use

LINEARLIST

RADIAL

CIRCLEPACK

HIERARCHY

SUNBURST

73,1%

77,6%

83,0%

87,7%

84,9%

Figure 77.. Use of navigation features by prototype. Err
Error
or bars represent a 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 78 shows the distribution of scores given for the use of navigation features within the five
prototypes. The highest number of score 1 (optimal use) appeared in the hierarchical prototype,
which would indicate that this visualization technique design was the most intuitive; the highest
number of scores 0 and 0.25 appeared in the radial prototype
prototype,, which again confirms that
participants in the study had some problems using the radial tree visualiza
visualization
tion.

Prototype score distribution for the use of navigation features
100%

% of scores

80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

LINEARLIST

RADIAL

CIRCLEPACK

HIERARCHY

SUNBURST

1 (optimal use)

52,0%

66,0%

70,4%

78,3%

73,8%

0,75 (optimal use, not
immediately)

16,8%

6,3%

5,8%

3,9%

6,8%

0,50 (partially used)

16,1%

8,8%

13,2%

10,9%

7,5%

0,25 (basic use)

4,1%

12,1%

6,4%

4,3%

8,8%

0 (no use)

11,0%

6,9%

4,2%

2,6%

3,1%

Figure 78.. Prototype score distribution for the use of navigation features.

A more detailed look into how different prototypes were used for specific work family tells us that
navigation features were least used in the most simple example (Sapramiška, M=72% of optimal
use) and best used in the most comple
complexx example (Don Quixote, M
M=86%).
%). For all prototypes
except hierarchal one, the navigation features were notably less used in the Sapramiška example
than in other three ccases (Figure
Figure 79).. Although individual examples received varying scores within
a prototype, statistics shows that there were no significant differences in the use of navigation
navigation for
Little Women, Don Quixote, and Millennium within individual prototypes (linearlist F(2,51)=1.79
F(2,51)
p=0.18
=0.18, radial F(2,51)
2,51)=1.83
=1.83 p=0.17,
p=0.17, circlepack F(2,51)=0.05 p=0.95
p=0.95;; hierarchy F(2,52)=0.01 p=0.53;
p
sunburst F(2,52)==1.76 p=0.18
0.18).
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Use of navigation features by prototype and work family

% of optimal use

100,0%
80,0%
60,0%
40,0%
20,0%
0,0%

LINEARLIST

RADIAL

CIRCLEPACK

HIERARCHY

SUNBURST

Little Women

79,2%

76,1%

85,7%

88,6%

85,1%

Millennium

82,5%

81,3%

84,6%

86,1%

86,1%

Don Quixote

76,8%

88,3%

84,9%

90,6%

91,4%

Sapramiška

54,3%

66,5%

76,7%

85,6%

77,0%

Figure 79.. Use of navigation features by prototype and work family. Error bars represent a 95%
confidence interval.

Figure 80 shows that navigation was least used within “versions” tasks,, where there were also big
differences between the prototype designs F(4,1431)=10.52 p<0.01
p<0.01; the
he highest percent of
optimal use of navigation was identified in hierarchical prototype, followed by sunburst and
circlepack designs. While the average scores varied considerably for “versions” tasks,
tasks, the score
within “related works” was equally high for circlepack, hierarchy and sunbust prototype
prototype designs
F(2,645)=0.52 p=0.595
p=0.595, and for “by/about the author” tasks,
t
, participants used navigation equally
well in all five prototypes, F(4,1057)=1.70 p=0.15
p=0.15.
Average use of navigation per tab display
% of optimal ure

100,0%
80,0%
60,0%
40,0%
20,0%
0,0%

versions

related works

by/about the author

LINEARLIST

66,1%

75,5%

82,6%

RADIAL

64,6%

90,2%

83,9%

CIRCLEPACK

70,3%

97,2%

85,5%

HIERARCHY

81,7%

96,3%

87,2%

SUNBURST

74,3%

95,8%

88,0%

Figure 80.. Use of navigation within individual tab displays. Error bars represent a 95% confidence
interval.
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6.1.1.4 Ease of use
To measure the efficiency of the prototype, we have also looked at the amount of effort needed
to complete a task. Also here we have introduced a scoring system to mark how easy or difficult it
wass for the participant to find the answer
answer:






1 - answered with ease
0.75 - answered with some difficulty
0.5 - answered with medium difficulty
0.25 - answered with much difficulty
0 - not answered

Scores were assigned for each task in the process of analysing test recordings. There were three
t
main factors that determined the ease of use score: a) the amount of unnecessary actions which
indicated that the participant was not really sure how to arrive to the answer; b) difficulties in
recognizing releva
relevant
nt information needed to form the answer; and c) the level of participant’s
participant’
frustration and confidence as reflected in verbal and facial expressions
expressions.
Among the five prototypes, linearlist received an average ease of use score that was significantly
lower
ower than the
he average score of any of the FRBR
FRBR-visual
visual prototype designs (Figure
Figure 81).. Also in this
performance measure, hierarchical and sunburst prototype received the best average score,
score both
higher from the one achieved by the radial prototype,
prototype, F(2,213)=3.97 p=0.02,, but not significantly
different from circlepack prototype design ease of use score,
score F(2,213)
F(2,213)=2.22 p=0.11.
p=0.11
Assessed ease of use
mean ease of use score (%)

100,0%
80,0%
60,0%
40,0%
20,0%
0,0%
average score

LINEARLIST

RADIAL

CIRCLEPACK

HIERARCHY

SUNBURST

73,4%

85,2%

86,2%

89,2%

88,4%

Figure 81.. Assessed ease of use.. Error bars represent a 95% confidence interval.

Figure 82 displays a more detailed set of scores by prototype that includes the tested work
families. Overall, the scores in the five prototype
prototypes were very similar for all four test examples,
examples
there were only two exceptions: in the linearlist, the two less complex examples, Millennium and
Sapramiška
Sapramiška,, had a significantly higher score than Don Quixote,
Quixote, t(34)=2.08
=2.08 p=0.02,
p=0.02 and in the
sunburst prototype, participants experienced much more difficult
difficulties answering
answering questions for
Sapramiška than for any of the other three work family test cases.
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mean ease of use score (%)

Assessed ease of use by prototype and work family
100,0%
80,0%
60,0%
40,0%
20,0%
0,0%

LINEARLIST

RADIAL

CIRCLEPACK

HIERARCHY

SUNBURST

Little Women

70,4%

84,7%

86,5%

88,7%

88,8%

Millennium

77,4%

85,1%

86,6%

91,3%

89,5%

Don Quixote

70,7%

86,7%

86,5%

88,1%

91,0%

Sapramiška

75,0%

84,3%

85,1%

89,0%

84,2%

Figure 82.. Assessed ease of use by prototype and work family. Error bars represent a 95% confidence
interval.

mean ease of use score (%)

A closer inspection of assessed ease of use for the three main groups of tasks (Figure 83)
83 reveals
that linearlist was more difficult to use than any of the FRBR
FRBR-visuall prototypes in all three
displays. There were no important differences between the four visual desig
designs
ns in “related works”
F(3,860)=1.17 p=0.32 and “by/about the author” F(3,860)=1.14 p=0.33 tab, while in “versions”
display
display,, participants used the sunburst and hierarchical prototype with greater ease than the
radial and circlepack prototype (F(3,1144)=3.65 p=0.01).
Assessed ease of use by tab display
100,0%
80,0%
60,0%
40,0%
20,0%
0,0%

versions

related works

by/about the author

LINEARLIST

73,4%

71,6%

75,0%

RADIAL

81,4%

88,9%

86,5%

CIRCLEPACK

82,9%

90,5%

86,3%

HIERARCHY

86,8%

92,1%

89,7%

SUNBURST

86,7%

92,0%

86,9%

Figure 83.. Assessed ease of use per tab display. Error bars represent a 95% confidence interval.
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6.1.1.5 Learnability
Another interesting measure is learnability of the prototypes, which tell
tells us how intuitive the
prototypes are and how well participants adapted to each of the five prototype designs. Figure 84
and Figure 85 display participant’s performance (task time and usability score composed of task
success, use of navigation and ease of use scores
scores) by task order. Since we used a counterbalancing
method for all prototypes as well as for all tasks and tab displays, the results show a general
image of how well they completed the tasks from the first one to the last one within
in a prototype.
Both measures, time
time-on-task
task as well as the aggregated usability score, show a similar picture.
When participants first encountered the linearlist prototype, they ha
had much more difficulties
understanding how it worked than they had with any of the FRBR
FRBR-visual
visual prototypes.
prototypes. However,
through the 10 given tasks, they have gradually managed to get use the system better and by the
last task, the time
time-on-task
task as well as the overall usability score were similar to those of FRBRvisual prototypes (time
(time-on-task:
task: F(3,337)=0.
F(3,337)=0.95
95 p=0.43;
p=0.43 usability: F(4,337)=0.78 p=0.54).
p=0.54
A different trend can be observed in all four FRBR-visual
visual prototype designs. Time-on-task
Time
task as well
as usability score graphs do not display the linear correlation observed in linearlist, but rather
present thre
three
e distinct movements, which can be attributed to three different tab displays. The
deviation at task 1, task 4 and task 7 for all four prototypes tells that each time participants were
confronted with a new tab display they needed time to get to know it and
and then solved the
following tasks in the same display much faster and better. The considerable difference between
the first and the following tasks within a display suggests
suggest that participants were able to grasp the
principles of the new approach quickly an
and,
d, compared to the linearlist design, more intuitively
from the very beginning; among the individual visual prototype designs, radial prototype proved
to require most time to be understood and used as intended.
Task time by task order
80

mean time-on-task (s)

70
60
50
40
30
20
1
LINEARLIST

2

3
RADIAL

Figure 84.. Average task time by task order.

4

5
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Usability score by task order

usability score (%)

100%

90%

80%

70%

60%
1
RADIAL

2

3
CIRCLEPACK

4

5
HIERARCHY

6

7
SUNBURST

8

9

10

LINEARLIST

Figure 85.. Aggregated usability score by task order.

6.1.2 SELF-REPORTED
REPORTED METRICS
Self-reported
reported metrics (also known as subjective or preference data) provides valuable information
on users’ perception of the system and their interaction with it (Tullis & Albert, 2008).
2008) In our study
three methods for collecting self-reported
self reported data were used at different stages of the test:
test
 post-task
task ratings
ratings:: after completing each task, participants rated how easy or difficult it
was on the scale from 1 (very easy) to 5 (very difficult).
 reaction cards
cards: after having completed all ten tasks within an individual prototype,
participants were given a set of 29 adjectives to choose from to describe what they
thought of the prototype and their experience. They could select as many adjectives as
they liked.
 rank-ordering
ordering of designs:
designs after working with all three prototypes, the participants were
asked to rank them from most preferred to least preferred.

6.1.2.1 Post-task
task ratings
To get a sense of how participants experienced their interaction with the prototypes,
prototypes we
aggregated their post-task ease of use ratings and compared
compared them by prototype. Based on the
average ease o
off use rating
rating, hierarchical and sunburst prototype were perceived as the easiest to
use ((Figure 86).. The hierarchical prototype received the best average score (M=1.56, mark 1
signified very easy and mark 5 very difficult), followed by sunburst (M=1.63), circlepack (M=1.74)
and radial prot
prototype
otype (M=1.82). Overall, the four FRBR-visual
FRBR visual prototypes were not marked equally
well in term of ease of use, M(3,284)=3.96 p=0.009,, however the difference between the top two
scoring prototypes ((hierarch
hierarchyy and sunburst) was not significant, t(71)=0.81 p=0.21. Linearlist
prototype was considered more difficult to use than any of the FRBR
FRBR-visual
visual prototypes.
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Average user reported ease of use by prototype
mean ease of use score
(1-very easy, 5-very difficult

3,00

2,00

1,00

0,00

LINEARLIST

RADIAL

CIRCLEPACK

HIERARCHY

SUNBURST

2,08

1,82

1,74

1,56

1,63

AVERAGE

Figure 86. Average user reported ease of use by prototype. Error bars represent a 95% confidence
interval.

Looking at a distribution of user post-task
task scores by work family (Figure 87), we see
ee that for all
work family examples, the FRBR-visual
visual prototypes were evaluated as easier to use than the
linearlist prototype (Little Women:
Women t(21)=2.02 p=0.03,
p=0.03, Millennium: t(88)=2.64 p=0.005,
p=0.005 Don
Quixote: t(21)=3.27 p=0.002,, Sapramiška: t(88)=2.37 p=0.01). Similarly to performance measures,
user ratings show that linearlist was most di
difficult
fficult to use for Don Quixote (the most complex work
family)
family),, while in the FRBR-visual
visual prototypes, that work family was not perceived as any more
difficult than the other three. More detailed results by prototype and work family are presented
in Figure 88.

Average user reported ease of use by work family
mean ease of use score
(1-very easy, 5-very difficult)

3,00

2,00

1,00

0,00

Little Women

Millennium

Don Quixote

Sapramiška

LINEARLIST

2,04

1,99

2,24

2,06

FRBR-VISUAL

1,69

1,64

1,67

1,76

Figure 87. Average
verage user reported ease of use by work family for linearlist and FRBR
FRBR--visual
visual prototype.
prototype
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User reported ease of use by prototype and work family
mean ease of use score
(1-very easy, 5-very difficult)

3,00

2,00

1,00

0,00

LINEARLIST

RADIAL

CIRCLEPACK

HIERARCHY

SUNBURST

Little Women

2,04

1,92

1,65

1,47

1,72

Millennium

1,99

1,75

1,82

1,48

1,51

Don Quixote

2,24

1,92

1,57

1,66

1,52

Sapramiška

2,06

1,70

1,94

1,63

1,77

Figure 88.. User reported ease of use by prototype and work family.
family. Error bars represent a 95% confidence
interval.

Participants in the study found linearist most difficult to use for “versions”, “related works” and
“by/about the author” tasks (Figure
(
87).
). The four FRBR-visual
FRBR visual prototype designs were reported as
better or easier to use, but for “versions” ((F(3,1144)=5.28
F(3,1144)=5.28 p=0.0001
p=0.0001)) and “by/about the author”
(F(3,860)=3.11
F(3,860)=3.11 p=0.03
p=0.03), sunburst and hierarchical prototype were considered easier to use than
th
circlepack and radial prototype, while in “related works” (F(3,860)=4.03
(F(3,860)=4.03 p=0.0007)
p=0.0007) radial design
was marked considerably more difficult to use than the other three designs.

average ease of use
(1-very easy, 5-very difficult

User reported ease of use by tab display
3,00

2,00

1,00

0,00

versions

related works

by/about the author

LINEARLIST

2,08

2,16

2,02

RADIAL

1,94

1,71

1,77

CIRCLEPACK

1,92

1,53

1,72

HIERARCHY

1,66

1,47

1,52

SUNBURST

1,77

1,43

1,64

Figure 89.. User reported task difficulty by tab display. Error bars represent a 95% confidence interval.
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6.1.2.2 Post-session
session ratings: product reaction card methodology
After completing the 10 tasks within a prototype, the participants were asked to choose any
number of 29 adjectives17 to describe how they have experienced that prototype. The smallest
number of negative adjectives was given to the hierarchical prototype, but circlepack and
sunburst received tthe
he highest number of positive tags (Figure 90).
). The ratio between positive and
negative adjectives was best for the hierarchical prototype (94% positive, 6% negative), followed
by sunburst (91% positive, 9% negative) and circlepack (89% positive, 11% negative). Notably less
excited were participants about their interaction with the radial and linearlist prototype.
prototype They
have selected a smaller number of positive adjectiv
adjectives
es and the ratio of negative terms was higher
in radial prototype 25% and in linearlist prototype 29%.

The number of positive and negative words describing a prototype
500

frequency

400
300
200
100
0

LINEARLIST

RADIAL

CIRCLEPACK

HIERARCHY

SUNBURST

POSITIVE

255

312

436

430

451

NEGATIVE

104

102

55

26

42

Figure 90.. The frequency of negative and positive adjectives by prototype.

The frequencies of selected adjectives for each prototype are presented in Figure 91, Figure 92,
and Figure 93.. For circlepack, hierarchy, and sunburst we can see that the negative words were
least frequently chosen and there was no specific negative term that would stand out, while the
radial
al and linearlist prototype were pointed out as being non
non-transparent,
transparent, complex, clumsy,
linearlist also as time
time-consuming.
consuming. Most frequently chosen positive words similarly reflect
participants’ experience of the prototype. For example, radial prototype was seen as innovative,
interesting, logical, organised and informative, but not as really quick to understand, easy to use,
convenient
convenient, or transparent. Circlepack was labelled as quick to understand, organised, innovative,
convenient, and useful, but not as transparent, easy to use, or logical as the hierarchical and
sunburst prototype. Of all the prototypes, hierarchy was marked as the most organised,
informative, easy to use, and transparent but not as innovative, advanced, attractive or fun.
Sunburst, on the other hand, was identified as the most quick to understand and innovative, as
well as easy to use, organised and logical, but not as informative as the hierarchy.

17

We have followed the general methodology devised by Microsoft res
researchers,
earchers, but used a much smaller
number of words for users to choose from.
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Figure 91. Frequency of selected adjectives for linearlist prototype (red marks the negative and blue the
positive terms).
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Figure 92. Frequency of selected adjectives for radial and circlepack prototype designs (red marks the
negative and blue the positive terms).
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Figure 93. Frequency of selected adjectives for hierarchical and sunburst prototype designs (red marks
the negative and blue the positive terms).

How often each of the adjectives was chosen for a prototype design is analysed in Figure 94. The
colour of the cell also shows what percent of participants selected the word (each prototype
design was tested by 72 participants). The big majority of negative terms was used by less than
25% of participants, exceptions were only the terms “non-transparent” for the radial prototype
and “complex” for the radial as well as linearlist prototype, which were used in around 30% of the
cases. Positive words were selected by a larger percent of the participants, especially for the
circlepack, hierarchy and sunburst prototype, while for the linearlist and radial prototype, the
most often selected word was still not chosen by more than 50% of the participants and more
than half of the positive terms were voted for in less than 25% of cases. Although also for the
circlepack, hierarchy, and sunburst none of the words was used by more than 75% of participants,
there were some that were picked out more than 50% of the time (in radial prototype “quick to
understand” and “organised”, in hierarchy “easy to use”, “informative”, “quick to understand”,
and “organised” and in sunburst “innovative”, “easy to use”, “logical”, and “quick to
understand”).
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Comparing the use of adjectives vertically, we can additionally observe that circlepack was voted
as most fun and convenient, hierarchy as most appealing, efficient, and transparent, while
sunburst was seen as the most attractive, advanced, and interesting of the five prototypes. On the
negative side, circlepack was most often described as illogical and unappealing, radial prototype
as intimidating, unfriendly and hard to use and linearlist as frustrating, difficult to understand and
deficient.

useless
inefficient
intimidating
unfriendly
illogical
frustrating
difficult to understand
hard to use
unappealing
time consuming
deficient
clumsy
non-transparent
complex
fun
attractive
appealing
efficient
advanced
convenient
interesting
transparent
innovative
easy to use
useful
logical
informative
quick to understand
organised

LINEARLIST
0
2
1
3
0
4
6
4
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18
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4
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19
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Percent of participants who selected the word:
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3
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4
0
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1
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7
3
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7
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6
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4
8
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7
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10
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Figure 94. Comparison of selected adjectives by prototype design.
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6.1.2.3 Prototype ranking
After testing three of the prototype designs
designs,, participants in the study were asked to rank them
according to their personal preference, rank 1 for the favourite prototype and rank 3 for the least
favourite one. Calculating the average prototype rank, we see that participants have chosen
hierarchy (M=1.61) and sunburst (M=1.67) prototype designs as their favourites while voting
radial (M=2.36) and linearlist (M=2.42) prototypes as their least favourite designs (Figure
Figure 95).
Circlepack design was ranked
nked better than linearlist or radial prototype, but worse from hierarchy
or sunburst. A more thorough review of the rank results (Figure
(
96
96)) shows that, corresponding to
the average rank, linearlist
rlist prototype was selected as favourite by the smallest percent of
participants (8 % or 10 participants)
participant ) and as least favourite by the largest percent (33.3% or 40)
participants
participants.. On the other hand, sunburst was voted 1st by 35 (29
(29%)
%) participants and last by only 7
(6%)
%) testers. Comparing hierarchy and sunburst, we can see that while hierarchy was chosen as
favourite by 36 (30%) participants,
participants, it was ranked last by 12 (10%) participants, which is more than
for the sunburst design.
Average prototype rank
average rank
(1 = best, 3 = worst)

3,00
2,00
1,00
AVER. RANK

LINEARLIST

RADIAL

CIRCLEPACK

HIERARCHY

SUNBURST

2,42

2,36

1,94

1,67

1,61

Figure 95.. Average prototype design rank. Error bars represent a 95% confidence interval.

Distribution of ranks for prototypes

user votes by %

100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

LINEARLIST

RADIAL

CIRCLEPACK

HIERARCHY

SUNBURST

3rd

33,3%

32,5%

18,3%

10,0%

5,8%

2nd

18,3%

16,7%

20,0%

20,0%

25,0%

1st

8,3%

10,8%

21,7%

30,0%

29,2%

Figure 96. Distribution of ranks by prototype.
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Examining the ranking results by work family that was used to test the prototype (Figure
Figure 97), we
can see that
that, in general, participants ranked a prototype lower when they were working with
Sapramiška example (M=2.16) and higher when they tested the proto
prototype
type using Don Quixote
exampl
example. But Figure 98 shows that, overall, the work family did not play the key role in how users
ranked the prototype (linearlist M(3,68)=0.17, p=0.92;
p=0.92 radial M(3,68)=1.68, P=0.18;
P=0.18; circlepack
M(3,68)=
M(3,68)=2.13,, p=0.
p=0.10;; hierarchy M(3,68)=0.45, p=0.72,
p=0.72, sunburst M(3,68)=1.37, P=0.26).
P=0.26 In
linearlist and hierarchical prototype there were no differences between the four work families,
while in radial, circlepack and sunburst,
sunburst, there was a difference in the average rank between the
best and the worst ranking example: radial prototype was better ranked when for the Don
Quixote than for Little Women, circlepack was better ranked when participant worked with Little
Women or Don Quixote th
than
an with Sapramiška work family, and sunburst was ranked higher for
Little Wo
Women
men example then for Sapramiška
Sapramiška.

30,0%

3

20,0%

2

10,0%

1

0,0%

LITTLE WOMEN

MILLENIUM

DON QUIXOTE

SAPRAMIŠKA

1st

27,5%

25,8%

30,0%

16,7%

2nd

21,7%

25,0%

23,3%

30,0%

3rd

25,8%

24,2%

21,7%

28,3%

1,98

1,98

1,89

2,16

average rank

0

Figure 97.. Rank by work family.

Average rank by work family and prototype
average rank
(1 = best, 3 = worst)

3

2

1

0

LINEARLIST

RADIAL

CIRCLEPACK

HIERARCHY

SUNBURST

LITTLE WOMEN

2,44

2,67

1,72

1,67

1,39

MILLENIUM

2,50

2,28

1,94

1,56

1,61

DON QUIXOTE

2,33

2,11

1,78

1,61

1,61

SAPRAMIŠKA

2,39

2,39

2,33

1,83

1,83

Figure 98.. Average rank by work family and prototype design. Error bars represent a 95% confidence
interval.

average rank

percent of user votes (%)

Rank by work family
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6.1.3 PARTICIPANTS
PARTICIPANTS: PERFORMANCE AND PREFERENCE
PREF
6.1.3.1 By gender
The average ranks of prototype by gender (Figure
Figure 99) show that, except for
for the sunburst
prototype which was better ranked by men than women (t(67)=2.03
t(67)=2.03 p=0.02),
p=0.02), men and women
displayed the ssimilar
imilar preferences for individual prototype designs.
Prototype preference by participants' gender
average rank (1 - best, 3 - worst)

3

2

1

0

LINEARLIST

RADIAL

CIRCLEPACK

HIERARCHY

SUNBURST

FEMALE

2,37

2,40

1,94

1,65

1,72

MALE

2,50

2,31

1,95

1,70

1,42

Figure 99. Prototype preference by gender. Error bars represent a 95% confidence interval.

Also for the performance measures there were in general no differences between men and
women (see Table 9). For task success, for example, men’s average task success score was 88.8%
and women’s 87.2%. Same for the use of navigation features (men
men scored 81.5% of optimal use of
navigation features and women 81.2%),
81.2% for the assessed ease of use (men 85.7%, women 83.8%)
8
or average time on task (men 31.2s, women 31.6
31.6s).
). Comparing the results in individual prototype
designs, we see that the only differences appear for the linearlist and sunburst prototype, where
men were more successful in using the sunburst prototype than women ((t(68)=2.98
t(68)=2.98 p=0.002),
p=0.002 and
women used the faceted navigation more than men did (t(40)=1.69
t(40)=1.69 p=0.0497).
p=0.0497
Table 9.. Performance metrics by gender.

TASK SUCCESS

USE OF NAVIGATION

EASE OF USE

TASK TIME

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

LINEARLIST

76,1%

80,2%

75,4%

69,1%

71,7%

76,3%

50,8 54,3

RADIAL

89,8%

90,3%

76,0%

79,9%

84,7%

85,9%

37,2 37,3

CIRCLEPACK

90,0%

88,7%

82,7%

83,8%

86,2%

86,3%

33,9 34,0

HIERARCHY

91,4%

91,4%

87,2%

89,1%

88,9%

90,1%

32,8 32,7

SUNBURST

88,6%

93,3%

84,6%

85,4%

87,5%

90,0%

31,6 31,2

AVERAGE

87,2%

88,8%

81,2%

81,5%

83,8% 85,7%

37,2 37,9
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6.1.3.2 By field of study
Figure 100 shows the average ranks given to individual prototype designs by participants from
different fields of study. In general we can see some variations: linearist was least preferred
among partic
participants
ipants from education and engineering field of study, circlepack among those coming
from the science field, while hierarchy was ranked highest among participants with a background
in humanities and sunburst was ranked as the best by participants in social science, education,
and science. However, because the sample sizes are small for some fields of study (only 8-9
8 per
prototype)
otype) we cannot draw any final conclusions concerning the five fields with a high level of
confidence. Making a broader comparison of h
humanities
umanities,, social science and education versus
engineering and science however tells that there are no significant differences in preferences
between the two groups for any
any of the designs (linearlist: t(70)=0.80 p=0.21;
p=0.21 radial: t(70)=0.56
p=0.29
p=0.29; circlepack:
k: t(70)=0.10
)=0.10 p=0.46,, hierarchy: t(70)=0 p=0.5;; sunburst: t(70)=0.12 p=0.45
p=0.45).

average rank
(1-best, 3-worst)

Prototype preference by field of study
3
2
1
0

LINEARLIST

RADIAL

CIRCLEPACK

HIERARCHY

SUNBURST

HUMANITIES

2,32

2,41

1,95

1,50

1,74

SOCIAL SCIENCE

2,32

2,38

1,94

1,78

1,54

EDUCATION

2,71

2,43

1,89

1,77

1,33

ENGINEERING

2,60

2,25

1,80

1,67

1,68

SCIENCE

2,33

2,40

2,22

1,67

1,38

Figure 100.. Prototype preference by field of study.

Considering the performance by field of study, Table 10 presents some general results. In all four
performance categories, participants with science background achieved the best results. The
average success score shows that there were no differences between humanities, social science
s
and education fields, while participants with eng
engineering
ineering background achieved a lower score in
completing the tasks than any
ny other group of participants. Navigation features were least used by
humanities
manities students, significantly less than by science students who also displayed a notably
higher ease of use and reached better times than participants from the other four fields of study.
Table 10.. Performance metrics by field of
of study.

HUMANITIES
SOCIAL SCIENCE
EDUCATION
ENG
ENGINEERING
SCIENCE

SUCCESS

USE OF NAVIGATION

EASE OF USE

TASK TIME

88,3%
88,0%
88,7%
84,8%
91,3%

78,8%
81,7%
83,4%
80,7%
85,9%

84,9%
84,0%
84,5%
82,2%
88,9%

37,9
36,8
43,1
37,8
31,4
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Comparing the results by individual prototype design, we can only look at the humanities, social
science
science, and education field against engineering and science as the sample size for each of the five
fields of study are not big enough for such detailed analysis. There are only a few significant
differences between the performance of the two groups of participants by prototype design: in
linearlist, participants from humanities and social science background achieved a better success
score than participant
participantss from engineering
engineering and science field (t(70)=1.
(t(70)=1.87
87 p=0.03),
p=0.03 , while the latter
had completed the tasks faster in circlepack and hierarchy prototype ((Table
Table 11).
). In general, the
average scores for performance metrics show no significant differences between the two groups
(success: t(358)=1.25
)=1.25 p=0.11;
p=0.11; use of navigation: t(358)=1.05
t(35
p=0.15
p=0.15; ease of use: t(358)=0.06
p=0.48
p=0.48),
), except in the task time category, where engineering & science group completed tasks
faster than humanities & social science one ((t(358)=1.93
t(358)=1.93 p=0.03).
p=0.03).

Table 11.. Performance metrics by prototype design. Comparison of humanities & social science vs.
engineering & science results.

SUCCESS

LINEARLIST

USE OF NAVIGATION

EASE OF USE

TASK TIME

human. engin. human. engin.
human. engin. human. engin.
soc
oc.sc. science soc.sc.
science
soc. sc.
science soc. sc.
science
79,1% 74,0%
73,6%
71,9%
74,5% 70,5%
51,5
53,6

RADIAL

90,9%

88,8%

75,8%

80,1%

85,1%

85,3%

38,5

35,4

CIRCLEPACK

89,8%

89,2%

82,8%

83,4%

85,6%

87,6%

35,3

31,1

HIERARCHY

91,3%

91,5%

86,6%

90,5%

88,7%

90,7%

34,7

28,1

SUNBURST

91,2%

89,0%

84,4%

85,6%

89,8%

86,4%

30,8

32,2

average

88,
88,3%

86,9
9%

80,6%

82,3%

84,7%

84,1%

38,2

35,7

6.1.3.3 By experience in searching fiction
In our pre
pre-test
test questionnaire, participants were asked about their experience with searching
fiction in library catalogues or online bookstores. They could select one of the following answers:
“never”, “rarely”, “few times per year”, “few times per month”, “every day or a few times per
week”. Since there were not many participants who selected “never” or “every day” options, we
have decided to analyse results by merging participants into two groups, one with “less
experience” that searches for fiction few times per year of less and one where participants
participants have
“more experience” as they search for fiction at least a few times per month.
Figure 101 presents the prototype design preferences of the two groups of participants.
participants. It is
interesting to observe that participants with less experience strongly preferred the sunburst
design
design, t(60)=2.95
2.95 p=0.002,, have ranked radial prototype significantly better,
better t(67)=2.87
(67)=2.87 p=0.003
and linearlist notably worse, t(70)=1.98 p=0.03
p=0.03, in comparison to the more experienced testers.
testers
More experienced testers preferred the hierarchy design over sunburst, t(56)=1.92 p=0.03 and
linearlist over radial design
design, t(57)=2.21 p=0.02
p=0.02.
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Average prototype rank based on experience with searching fiction

average rank
(1-best, 3-worst)

3

2

1

0

LINEARLIST

RADIAL

CIRCLEPACK

HIERARCHY

SUNBURST

less experience

2,56

2,12

2,08

1,78

1,40

more experience

2,23

2,64

1,79

1,52

1,89

Figure 101.. Prototype preference based on experience with searching fiction
fiction. Error bars represent a 95%
confidence interval.

The experience in searching for fiction, however, did not have any influence on participant’s
performance. The overall results (Table
(
12
12)) tell us that there is no significant difference between
less and more experienced testers within any of the four performance categories (success
t(358)=0.79 p=0.21
p=0.21;; use of navigation t(358)=0.26 p=0.40;
p=0.40; ease of use t(358)=1.47 p=0.07;
p=0.07 task
time t(358)=0.32 p=0.38
p=0.38).. Even comparing the results more in detail by individual prototype
designs, we can see that there are very little variations between them. The only significant
differences can be found in the linearlist average task times, where more experienced participants
completed the tasks faster, t(70)=1.82 p=0.04
p=0.04¸¸ and hierarchy prototype ease of use score, which
shows that participants that more regularly search for fiction experienced greater ease
ease of use in
completing the tasks, t(70)=2.06 p=0.02.
Table 12.. Performance by experience in searching for fiction.

SUCCESS

LINEARLIST
RADIAL
CIRCLEPACK
HIERARCHY
SUNBURST

experience
less
more
77,1% 78,2%
89,6% 90,7%
89,3% 90,1%
90,5% 92,5%
90,3% 90,1%
87,4% 88,3%

USE OF NAVIGATION
experience
less
more
74,9%
70,8%
74,9%
81,7%
83,7%
82,0%
86,7%
89,1%
85,3%
84,2%
81,1%
81,6%

EASE OF USE
experience
less
more
71,9% 75,3%
85,0% 85,5%
85,7% 86,9%
87,5% 91,6%
88,2% 88,7%
83,7% 85,6%

TASK TIME
experience
less more
54,7 48,6
36,9 37,8
32,8 35,2
33,2 32,2
31,2 31,7
37,8 37,1
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6.1.4 USABILITY ISSUES AND OBSERVED BEHAVIOUR

6.1.4.1 Information architecture
6.1.4.1.1 Little W
Women
Figure 102 and accompanying Table 13 present tasks for Little Women work family and how well
participants comple
completed
ted each of them. The analysis shows a more general comparison of linearlist
prototype results against those for FrbrVis prototypes, as we are not only interested in which
visualisation technique worked best, but also in the usefulness of the underlying information
information
architecture applied to all four FRBR-visual
FRBR isual designs
designs. Also, as we can see in Figure 103,, participants
in general solved the same tasks more successfully and the same
same task less successfully in all four
FRBR
FRBR-visual
visual designs
designs,, which means that by combining the scores for all the visual
visual prototypes we
are not losing any important information.
In FrbrVis prototype
prototype,, participants completed the tasks in “related works” and “by/about the
author” tab quickly and without many problems. Only in the task 1-f we can see a small decline,
declin as
some participants were not sure in what category they would find movies and first checked
categories such as “about the work” and “imitations”. In the “by/about the author” tab, some
participants did not know exactly what to expect under “about the author” category and thought
that it will give them some Wikipedia-like
Wikipedia like biographical information about the author and not
works that were written about the author and are in our collection. This could be solved by
changing the label from “about the author” to “wo
“works
rks about the author”. Within the “versions”
tab (tasks 1a-d),
), the usability scores were a bit lower, partly also because of a system design
usability issue where the initial display show
showed only work and language level even when there
was only one language option.
option Participants
articipants did not always know that they had to click on the
language to open the following nodes,
nodes, so they used the main node and searched for the answer in
the display on the right part of the screen
screen. In the
he task 1-b the text “electronic” was not visible
enough, some participants suggested using a different colour or adding another layer
“printed”/”electronic”
“printed”/”electronic”. In
n a few cases, particip
participants
ants from the science and engineering field had
problems answering the question
qu
also because they thought the electronic format meant
something like an audiobook and not an ee-book. The most difficult task was 1-c,, which required
participants to examine a larger set of data and report on the differences. Only a quarter of
tester
testers listed
isted all the required elements ((complete
complete and abridged texts, different formats,
formats and
different editions that included illustrations, forewords, and multiple novels
novels),
), while some did not
notice the abridged versions or opened the full records to see the contents.
Participants solved all tasks in linearlist
inearlist prototype poorer; the biggest difference
difference however
appeared in 1-c, 1-g and 1-j where participants had problems understanding how they could use
the faceted navigation to help them answer the question. Although
Although they had,
had, for example,
different kinds of adaptations listed
listed in the faceted navigation, only a few immediately grasped the
concept and answered correctly.
correctly For 1--c task, none of the participants used the possibility of
faceted navigation to see the differences between formats;
formats this
his task also got much lower scores
because not many participants could see that there were also abridged editions and
and editions with
several novels. Participants also had problems in task 1-e,, as the only way to identify the sequel
in this prototype was by one of manifestation titles, which said “Good Wives: Little Women part
2”.
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Comparing the task scores, we can see that linearlist did almost equally well to FrbrVis in tasks
where participants only needed to find the correct category (for example documentary, or literary
study) in the faceted navigation (in FrbrVis the participant would have to locate the correct
category navigating through the hierarchical structure), and worse for tasks that required a more
exploratory approach.
Little Women - usability score and time by task
120,0
100,0

80%

80,0
60%
60,0
40%
40,0
20%

average task time (s)

mean usability score (%)

100%

20,0

0%

0,0
1-a

1-b

1-c

1-d

1-e

1-f

1-g

1-h

1-i

LINEARLIST - usability

FRBRVIS - usability

LINEARLIST - time

FRBRVIS - time

1-j

Figure 102.. Usability score and time by indivi
individual task for Little Women work family example.

Table 13.. Tasks for Little Women work family example.

versions

related
works

by/about
the
author

1-a)
a) Search for the latest edition of Little Women audio book. What year was it
published?
1-b)
b) Search for a complete text of Little Women novel in electronic format. What
other contents are included in this edition?
1-c)
c) Look for different versions and editions of English texts of Little Women and
describe the main differences between them.
1-d)
d) What are the differences between the two ssound
ound recordings of Little
Women?
1-e)
e) What is the title of Little Women sequel?
1-f)
f) How many movies were filmed based on the Little Women novel and in what
years?
1-g)
g) What kinds of adaptations were based on the Little Women novel by Louisa
May Alcott?
1-h)
h) What is the title of a documentary about the author Louisa May Alcott?
1-i)
i) Search for one of the literary studies about the work of Louisa May Alcott and
name its author.
1-j)
j) What kind of works did Louisa May Alcott, the author of Little Women,
Women write?
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Usability score per task for the four FRBR-visual prototypes - Little Women
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Figure 103. Little Women example - usability score per task within FRBR-visual designs.

6.1.4.1.2 Millenium Trilogy
As opposed to the Little Women example, there were tasks in Millennium example that
participants completed more successfully using the linearlist prototype (Figure 104, Table 14) but
similarly to the previous example, these tasks (2-h, 2-I, 2-d) asked a very specific question and the
needed category was displayed in the faceted navigation, so the participants did not have to think
in what category they should look for it. The biggest advantage of FRBR-visual prototypes was
again shown in tasks that required a more overall approach, for example seeing the differences
between different versions and editions (2-c) or what kind of works did Stieg Larsson write (2-j).
Also here, the big majority of participants had problems truly understanding the principles of
faceted navigation, which caused a lower usability score and higher time also in tasks that were
not really that difficult to solve (2e-g).
In FRBR-visual prototypes, participants were successful in all tasks within “related works” (Figure
105), while they experiences some problems in the “by/about the author” tab, especially with the
task 2-i, where they did not know exactly where to search for the essays. Based on their reaction
we cannot be completely sure whether they got confused by the question (some participants in
the end said “they did not really understand the question” and some that they “needed to think
about what was actually asked in the question”) or was it the hierarchical structure “author’s
creations – roles – form of work” that was not clear enough or easy to understand. Since also in
the task 2-j only 50% of participants included the editorial role in their answer, it is likely that not
all participants completely understood that part of the display. In the “versions” tab, the lower
scores were more a matter of some system design issues than the architecture itself. For example,
the score in 2-a and 2-b showed us that the “large print” and “abridged” labels were not visible
enough in the visual navigation as well as in the right display and in task 2-c participants
sometimes left out the sound recordings. While we cannot eliminate the possibility that they did
not see the category in the visual display, it often happened that when the moderator asked if
there is anything else to choose from or added to the question “what can you choose between”,
participant very quickly answered correctly, which suggests he knew about the category, but
thought the task was focusing on the text.
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Figure 104. Usability score and time by individual task for Millennium trilogy work family example.

Table 14. Tasks for Little Millennium work family example.

versions

related
works
by/about
the
author

2-a)
a) For the 2nd part of Millennium trilogy find an English edition with large print.
Who published it?
2-b)
b) For the 1st part of Millennium trilogy find sound recordings in English
language. What is the most important difference between the recording read
by Wenner and the recording, read by Reichlin?
2-c)
c) Look at the English versions of the 1st
1st part and explain the differences
between different available versions and editions.
2-d)
d) In what languages are the three parts of the trilogy available in the collection?
2-e)
e) In what year was a movie, based on the 2nd part of the trilogy, filmed?
2-f)
f) Who directed the movie adaptation of the 3rd part of the trilogy?
2-g)
g) Besides movie adaptation, were there any other works based on the trilogy?
2-h)
h) How many biographies about Stieg Larsson, the author of Millennium
Millennium trilogy,
are in the collection?
2-i)
i) Who is the author of the essays that were edited by Stieg Larsson?
2-j)
j) What kind of works did Stieg Larsson write or took part in?
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Usability score per task for the four FRBR-visual prototypes - Millenium
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Figure 105. Millennium example - usability score per task within FRBR-visual designs.

6.1.4.1.3 Don Quixote
Using the FRBR-visual design, participants were able to achieve a high usability score (85% or
more - Figure 106) in 7 out of 10 tasks for the Don Quixote example (Table 15). Issues that
appeared were, for example, in task 3-e, where many participants did not expect that illustrations
would be under “accompanying material” category (many times they searched for it in “about the
work” category) or in the task 3-d, where they did not notice that one version was an
abridgement or did not open the full display to see the difference in introductions. Again the task
that required participants to make a comparison of versions (3-c) was the least successful, but
compared to the linearlist, the usability score in FRBR-visual was higher by 30% (Figure 106).
In linearlist, participants completed the task 3-b equally well and task 3-e even better than in
FrbrVis prototype, the reason for the latter being in the fact that they only had to find the names
of illustrators in the list of manifestations, while in the FRBR-visual prototype they needed to
choose “accompanying material” category, which not all participants found intuitive. Tasks 3-c
and 3-j, which required a more in-depth understanding of the results, were again least successful
also in the Don Quixote example and for the 3-h task participants needed a lot more time
compared to the FRBR-visual prototypes to find the other two novels written by Cervantes.
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Figure 106.. Usability score and time by individual task for Don Quixote work family example.

Table 15. Tasks for Don Quixote work family example.

versions

related
works

by/about
the
author

3-a)
a) Who wrote the foreword to an Italian edition of Don Quixote from the year
1991, translated by Letizia Falzone?
3-b)
b) List a few titles under which Don Quixote was published in Slovenian
language.
3-c)
c) Browse through different editions
edition of Don Quixote in English language and
describe what you notice.
3-d)
d) What is the difference between versions of Don Quixote that were translated
into Slovenian by Niko Košir?
3-e)
e) Name a few authors that illustrated Don Quixote.
3-f)
f) Who is the author of symphonic poem that was created based on Don
Quixote?
3-g)
g) Search for adaptations of Don Quixote that would be appropriate also for
children. What kind of works can you choose from
from?
3-h)
h) What other two novels besides Don Quixote did Cervantes
Cervante write?
3-i)
i) What year did Cervantes write a play titled Pedro de Udermalas?
3-j)
j) Describe what kinds of works about the author are available in the collection.
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Usability score per task for the four FRBR-visual prototypes - Don Quixote
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Figure 107. Don Quixote example - usability score per task within FRBR-visual designs.

6.1.4.1.4 Sapramiška
Also in the Sapramiška work family example, FRBR-visual prototypes performed better in all but
two tasks: 4-f and 4-I (Figure 108, Table 16). Task 4-f again presented a problem for FRBR-visual
prototype as participants did not always know where to look for “illustrations” category, however,
as the number of options in the “related works” category was smaller than in Don Quixote
example, the difference between the linearlist and FrbrVis was not that big. In task 4-i, the FRBRvisual prototype structure made it harder for participants to locate the play (in the linearlist they
only had to click on the “play” category in faceted navigation), partly because the question was
not stated clearly enough but also because some participants did not completely understand how
the different “roles” categories connected to Svetlana Makarovič (observed also in 4-j task).
Answering the 4-i question, participants therefore often first tried the “performer” category and
clicked on the other categories before clicking on the “author” category and similarly in 4-j task
half of the participants only listed her works under the “author” category and not the others.
Nevertheless, participants were still more successful using FRBR-visual prototypes for 4-j task as
well as other more exploratory tasks such as 4-c (differences between editions) and 4-g
(adaptations of Sapramiška). In linearlist prototype it was also much harder to identify the sequel
and we have decided to actually remove task 4-h from linearlist after the pilot testing had shown
that it was just too hard to find the works she has translated and we did not want the participants
to get too frustrated.
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Figure 108. Usability score and time by individual task for Sapramiška work family example.

Table 16. Tasks for Sapramiška work family example.

versions

related
works
by/about
the
author

4-a) In what year was Sapramiška published with illustrations by the author?
4-b) Who illustrated the first edition of Sapramiška in this collection?
4-c) Describe the edition that was published in 2004 under a title Mačja preja.
What is its connection to the work Sapramiška?
4-d) What are the differences and similarities between editions of Sapramiška
from the year 1986 and 1999?
4-e) What is the title of Sapramiška’s sequel?
4-f) Name a few illustrators that have illustrated Sapramiška through the years.
4-g) What kind of adaptations of Sapramiška can you choose from?
4-h) What works did Svetlana Makarovič translate?
4-i) Who directed a theatre play Pekarna Mišmaš, which was created based on
the fairytale written by Svetlana Makarovič?
4-j) Describe what kind of works are in Svetlana Makarovič’s opus?
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Figure 109.. Sapramiška example - usability score per task within FRBR
FRBR-visuall designs.
designs

6.1.4.2 Design
esign and implementation
In both, linearlist as well as FrbrVis prototypes, the tests revealed also some usability issues
related to interface design and its final implementation.
implementation
6.1.4.2.1 Linearlist prototype
 Using the faceted navigation,
navigation, participants experienced a lot of problems with unselecting
unselecting
their choices. Instead of clicking again on the checked categories, they clicked on the
button that hid or opened the face
facet, thinking that it would reset the state of the facet
face to
its original state.
 Participants also did not appreciate that, when selecting from one facet, some categories
in other facets disappeared from the navigation as they dynamically adjusted to the list of
results. One of the major issues in the linearlist prototype really was that
th when they had
selected one wrong category or they had not unchecked
uncheck the categories from the previous
task, they could not find all the categories they were looking for. One such instance was
for example searching for movie adaptations, where they have often
ften selected the author
and could consequently not find the “movies” category as the author of the movie was
not the same as the author of the book.
 Not all participants understood that the facets represented
represented the given results list, which
meant that some
sometimes
times they selected categories unnecessarily (for example when there
was only one category in the facet or they selected all categories in one facet etc.) or
went through the whole list of results to find the answers that were already displayed in
the faceted
ted navigation.
 Some participants did not immediately see that they could click on the title in the main
results list for opening the detailed record.
 A feature that was well received was the displayed number of items within the category;
participants ffelt
elt that the number gave them a better overview of what was available.
available
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6.1.4.2.2 FrbrVis prototypes
 Sometimes when a participant was not sure about what to click on or which category to
choose, he just stayed at the main node and very quickly moved to the right display to
search for the answer there by scrolling down the list.
 After clicking on a category, participants sometimes immediately directed their attention
to the right display and thus failed to notice that other subcategories opened up. In some
cases, the participant would then just look for the answer by scrolling down the right
display and in other cases he would return to the visual display to see if he could limit the
list in some way. In both cases, either after returning to the visual display or when they
used the visual navigation for the next task, the participant usually commented that he
did not notice those subcategories opened up. There were also opposite cases, when a
participant focused so much on the visualization, waiting for something new to appear,
that he did not immediately notice the results display on the right.
 One major issue that most participants noticed or even found frustrating, was the fact
that they could not close the opened nodes or go back to the original state of the
visualization. Although the visualization was set in a way that even when a user opened a
category, all other categories were still visible and the opened node closed when another
category is selected, many participants wanted to have a separate function that would
just close the node, “go back” to the previous level, or set the original display if they
clicked on the main node. In some cases, participants said that they would like to return
the visual display back to the original state when they complete a task and start a new
one, in other cases they felt they got lost while clicking on different categories, did not
know where they were anymore and wanted to go back to the upper levels to get a better
picture of where they came from. However, this missing function was most often noticed
in radial and circlepack prototype, which shows that participants got lost more often in
these two designs than in the sunburst or hierarchy.
 Especially in the circlepack and radial design, participants commented on moving
between the visual navigation and the right display. After returning from the right display
to the visual one, they needed a few moments to again look at all the categories and
understand where exactly in the visual navigation they were located.
 With all the visualizations being dynamic, the visualization expands when the user clicks
on the node and in case of sunburst, circlepack and radial technique, also moves around a
bit to create space for the opening nodes. Especially in the radial design, a considerable
number of participants commented that they did not like that feature as they got lost and
had to recheck all the nodes again to understand what happened and where they were.
 In radial prototype participants also often remarked either while working with the
prototype or when they were asked to comment on their selected adjectives, that they
found the nodes too disperse, which required them to move their gaze around more than
they liked.
 In radial as well as sunburst design, participants in the study sometimes overlooked some
categories that were on the far top left corner when they have focused their attention
more on the right side of the display.
 In some cases, participants had problems identifying the hierarchy of categories and what
categories belonged to the same level. In radial prototype, the reason for that was the
visualization design where, after opening a node, the visualization changed and the
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hierarchy was no longer represented in concentric circles. With the nodes being small and
the colours not very distinctive, participants sometimes lost track of which categories
belonged to the same level and suggested that a different colour palette might help with
that problem. In circlepack, the problem appeared when the participant moved further
down the hierarchy and suddenly some labels of upper categories disappeared and the
participant again did not have a good orientation any more of where in the hierarchy he
was.
The primary display was set to show only the first two levels. In “versions” tab, for
example, this meant that work and language categories were presented to the user.
However, in two examples (Little Women and Sapramiška), the work was available only in
one language, which made the primary display much less intuitive and made participants
uncertain what to click on. When they finally used the visualization correctly or the
moderator at the end of the test showed how it could be used, they expressed surprise
and said that they had no idea there was something more there. This issue was least
distracting in the hierarchical display, probably also because there was a plus sign next to
the categories that could be expanded, which is something we were not able to
implement in the radial and sunburst prototype. In the other three displays, participants
often just chose the main node and searched for the answer on the right, especially if
they had started out with the “versions” tab and had not had the opportunity to see how
the visual feature could work. When there were more choices, participants had no
problem using the visualization as expected. This issue could be easily solved by
programing that the primary display should automatically be opened to the level where
there is more than one category to choose from.
Large number of subcategories opening at once was another distracting point for
participants. Especially in the radial prototype, the rotating navigation combined with a
number of new nodes often caused participants to lean back or express other signs of
surprise and confusion, which caused that sometimes they just wanted to go back to the
previous step. A few participants suggested that putting the number of subcategories in
the parenthesis next to the label might help the user to be better prepared for big
changes.
Some visualization techniques were also less suitable for a large number of subcategories.
In circlepack especially, participants had more problems solving tasks with a large number
of nodes on the expression or manifestation level as the circles got too small and the
labels were cut off. In radial prototype and sunburst, the large number in itself did not
cause a worse performance, but there were a few participants who noted that some
labels overlapped a bit and commented that, if there were more categories, this would be
an issue. In hierarchy, there was enough space for the nodes and the labels, but in some
cases, participants forgot that there were other categories underneath the long list it that
were also part of the same main category (for example, opening complete text in Little
Women caused them to many times overlook “abridged” category under it).
A few participants commented that the descriptions of the contents in the right display
could be hidden and only shown on demand. Thus the user would not need to scroll that
much and would more easily see how many works there are to choose from.
In the right display, information about the expression level (translated by, narrated by,
abridged by etc.) were not visible enough and the dotted line under the text in a few
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cases misled the participants in thinking that the text belonged to the upper record and
not the records below the text.
A few participants commented that they would prefer the right display to be a bit wider
or more central as it represents the main source of information. Two suggested it could
become wider when they moved the mouse to the right display and would then shrink
back when they placed the mouse on the visual navigation.
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6.2 USABILITY TESTING 2:: OBSERVATIONAL EXPERIMENT
6.2.1 PROTOTYPE
ROTOTYPE PREFERENCES
Participants in the second study felt
elt more inclined towards the linearlist prototype than in the
first test. In their final selection, where they had to choose between linearlist and the FRBR-visual
FRBR
prototype design they have been working with, almost half (47% or 15 out of 32 participants)
participants
preferred the linearlist ((Figure
Figure 110 – left).
21 out of 32 participants (66%) preferred the second system
system they have worked with, which
indicates that after working with one prototype (no matter which), their knowledge and
understanding of the system and what was asked of them transferred, making them feel better or
more confident about their experience with the second prototype. With the counterbalancing
meth
method, we have
e however prevented this learning effect to influence the final results, which is
also confirmed by the fact that the ratio of preferred prototype approaches
approach was the same no
matter the order (linearlist was chosen as preferred by 5 participants w
who
ho had it as the 1st system
and 10 participants who had it as their 2nd system, while FRBR--visual
visual designs were chosen by 6
and 11 participants respectively).
Also the adjectives participants used to describe the prototypes show a greater equivalence
betw
between
een the two approaches: overall, participants have selected 212 (88%) positive and 30 (12%)
negative words for FRBR
FRBR-visual
visual designs and 195 (94%) positive, but only 13 (6%) negative words
for linearlist
linearlist. This
is ratio between negative and positive adjectives is quite different compared to
the first test, where the percent of negative words for linearlist was as high as 29% (Figure
(Figure 111).
Interestingly though the first and the second test gave almost identical results for the FRBR-visual
FRBR
prototypes
prototypes,, the biggest difference of 7% appearing for the radial design, which was also rated
better in this second test.
Figure 112 gives a more detailed presentation of chosen adjectives for linearlist and FRBR-visual
FRBR
design approach
approach.. The distribution of adjectives shows that participants in this test found linearlist
more organised, quick to understand,
understand, easier to use and efficient than the FRBR-visual
FRBR visual prototypes.
This is quite the opposite of the first test, where the FRBR-visual
visual designs were marked as much
easier to use, quic
quickk to understand, more, and as efficient as linearlist. In this test however, FRBRvisual designs were recognized as much more interesting, innovative, attractive,
attractive, advanced and
fun,, but also as more complex and clumsy.
Among the FRBR
FRBR-visual
visual prototype design
designs however, the ranks were similar to those in the first
test. At thee end of the test, when participants were shown all four visual design techniques and
asked which they find the best and second best, the hierarchical and sunburst designs were the
favourites and radial design was least preferred by far (see Figure 110 – right).
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Figure 110.. Preferred designs: preferred prototype approach (left) and preferred visual technique (right).
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6.2.2 PARTICIPANT’S
ARTICIPANT’S PERCEPTION
PERCEPTION OF THE PROTOTYPES
PROTOTYPE
After working with each prototype, participants were also asked to assess the prototype by
selecting their degree of agreement with a few statements (scoring system used: 11 strongly
disagree, 5 – strongly agree)
agree):
A: Using the system I got a good overview of wha
whatt is available in the collection.
B: Browsing through the results I found out a lot about the literary work.
C: Browsing through the results I found out a lot about the author of the literary work.
D: I find this kind of display of information about lit
literary
erary works too broad.
E: I find the display of related works and other works by the same author unnecessary.
In general, participants felt they got an overview of the items and learned new things about the
literary work and its author in both, linearlis
linearlistt as well as in FrbrVis prototype. They also did not find
the display of information too broad or unnecessary.
unnecessary Results in Table 17 show that while there
were no big d
differe
ifferences
nces between linearlist and FRBR-visual
FRBR visual designs, participants felt they got a
better overview of items in the collection and found out more ab
about
out the author using the FRBRvisual designs.

Table 17.. Frequency of responses for the five statements.

A
1 strongly
disagree
2 disagree
3 neutral
4 agree
5 strongly
agree
MEDIAN

B

C

D

E

LINE.

FRBRVIS

LINE.

FRBRVIS

LINE.

FRBRVIS

LINE.

FRBRVIS

LINE.

FRBRVIS

0

0

1

0

2

0

13

11

13

12

1
3
16
12

2
1
13
16

1
7
6
17

1
5
5
21

2
5
10
13

1
2
12
17

12
2
3
2

14
3
3
1

11
4
4
0

17
1
2
0

4

4.5

5

5

4

5

2

2

2

2

A more detailed analysis of participant’s rresponses
esponses further revealed that the participant’s
experience was influenced also by the work family example they have been working with:
participants testing the FRBR-visual
FRBR visual prototypes with Don Quixote example felt they got a better
overview and found out more about the work and the author than participants using the linearlist
prototype ((Figure
Figure 113.. Comparison of participant's responses by work family.).
family. The situation was
reversed with the Sapramiška work family example, where participants using the linearlist were
the ones who felt more strongly about getting a good overview of the collection and the author’s
works.
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Comparison of participant's responses by work family
5

median

4

3

2

1

DON QUIXOTE SAPRAMIŠKA DON QUIXOTE SAPRAMIŠKA DON QUIXOTE SAPRAMIŠKA
A

B

C

LINEARLIST

4

5

4,5

5

3,5

5

FRBRVIS

5

4

5

5

5

4,5

Figure 113.. Comparison of participant's responses by work family.

6.2.3 USABILITY
SABILITY ISSUES AND OBSERVED BEHAVIOUR
Less directed tasks in the second prototype resulted in a somewhat different user behaviour from
the one we have observed in the first formal experiment test. In correspondence to the more
favourable rankings of linearlist,
linearlist participants did in fact experience fewer problems using the
prototype than in the first test. Given a few minutes to look around and try out the faceted
navigation, they did not have problems using the prototype, especially as it was,
was, according to
their comments, quite similar to the systems they were used to in terms of functions as well as in
the way records were presented. Comparing it to the FRBR
FRBR-visual
visual display, a number of
partici
participants
pants commented that it was easier to get used to, more transparent, they liked the fact
that they could eliminate information they were not interested in and believed it would be better
for locating a specific item they might be looking for (for example aan
n electronic edition or a more
recent edition). SSuggestions for improvements were similar to those in the first study, such as the
possibility to choose more categories within a facet at once,
once the option to also type in the year
and get more information ab
about
out the contents, title pages, reviews etc.
Without very specific tasks, participants did not experience that much problems with the
functionality of the system and have notice
noticed some information quicker than in the first test,
however, their descriptions of what is available were still more random and less comprehensive
compared to those provided when working with the FRBR-visual
visual prototypes. Also when the
moderator asked some additional questions to test how well they understood what has been
retrieved and why, their answers have shown that they did not completely grasp the relationships
between displayed items and faceted navigation choices.
choices
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Also in the FRBR-visual prototypes, this type of testing influenced how users perceived and
worked with the system. Without their attention being completely focused on finding the answers
to the specific task, the participants became more aware of the system itself and have put more
effort in trying to understand its features and how it actually worked. Especially when it was the
1st system tested, they were more distracted by the novelty of the approach as they had to deal
with two new aspects at once: the system as well as the task where they did not exactly know
what was expected of them.
Most of the participants that had the FRBR-visual design as their first testing system commented
at some point during the test that this was quite different from what they were used to and once
they have switched to the linearlist they would immediately remark this system was more familiar
and made them feel more comfortable. Interestingly enough, when the order was reversed,
participants had fewer problems adjusting to the new visual display and its concept, expressed
less criticisms and by the end of the session, when they were shown the other work family in the
visual system for comparison and other three visual-prototype designs, they were already much
more comfortable with the system and found it quite logical. Some participants noted that they
now understood how it worked and how things were categorised and would have no problems
using it anymore.
Most of the participants (regardless of their preferred approach) acknowledged that the FRBRvisual prototype greatest strength was in the “related works” and “by/about the author” displays.
The general response was that they really liked the way these two features displayed and
structured information, whereas for the “versions” tab more participants expressed their
reservations about the design. Some felt that they would not need such a detailed structure by
translators, others did not like the fixed structure that made them immediately choose by the
language (for example, they might be more interested in finding a specific format no matter
whether it was in Slovenian or English). We have also recorded some other issues:



in “by/about the author” display, participants most of the time did not correctly
understand the roles categories, especially in the Sapramiška example: a common
interpretation was that Svetlana Makarovič was the author of works that were under the
“author” category and the other categories presented the illustrators, translators etc. of
her works;



participants did also not immediately understand what the category “sequel” meant
(“related works” tab). A more expressive label such as “sequel of the work” might solve
the problem;



different formats of editions were not immediately noticed by participants, which means
that they should be made more noticeable;



a few participants also did not know exactly what the labels “selection” and
“abridgement” would mean, which points that a better wording should be chosen
(especially in Slovenian language).
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7 CONCLUSION

7.1 SUMMARY OF THE RESEARCH
As indicated in the chapter on theoretical background,
background our work encompassed three areas of
research: bibliographic information systems, bibliographic data, and information visualization.
Deriving from the unfulfilled objectives and potentials of bibliographic
bibliographic information systems such
as online library catalogues and bibliographic
bliographic records that might have worked well in the card
catalogue environment but have failed to provide adequate support for catalogue’s objectives in
the electronic environment
environment,, we have searched for a solution that would better fulfil the so-called
so
“second
second objective” of the catalogue and enable more intelligible and semantic navigation within
user interfaces of bibliographic information systems. This required us to investigate not only how
we could redesign the presentation, navigation
navigation, and user interaction within the user interface,
interface but
also how the underlying bibliographic data should be manipulated to enable the necessary
structure and provide information needed to implement the changes.
Based on information system’s objectives and user
ser tasks that should be supported, we have
selected FRBR (Functional
Functional Requirements
Requirements for Bibliographic Records
Records)) conceptual model as the main
framework for our research. As we have seen through the literature
literature review, the concept of
bibliographic
bliographic families that bring together different versions of a work
work, its related works and works
written by and about the author has been repeatedly suggested by researchers and domain
experts as an essential step towards improving library catalogues. FRBR formalised this idea in
i the
late 90s
90s,, but being a theoretical model, it only provided high-level
high level guidelines and not an instant
solution to all the problems, as some have expected. In fact, it p
presented
resented only the beginning of
what has turned out to be a difficult and slow process of transformation. Experiments with
implementing FRBR model to bibliographic data have soon showed that transforming legacy
records that have been created over the last two centuries would not be trivial, not only because
of the different cataloguing practices
practices that have transpired over the year, errors,
errors and
inconsistencies in the data, but also due tto
o the missing or machine uninterpretable information. If
converting existing records turned out to be the first major problem on the path towards
implementing FRBR, the next issue appeared when it became obvious that current cataloguing
rules and practices had to be adjusted if they wanted to comply
comply with and support the potentials
of this new model. Examining the characteristics of existing bibliographic records, experimenting
with frbrization of legacy data, further defining the FRBR model, and developing new cataloguing
rules ha
has therefore been the main focus of FRBR related research in the past 15 years. For a few
years it seemed that the amount of work that needed to be done to even consider implementing
FRBR
FRBR-based
based records in library catalogues is too overwhelming and that the slow progress made
ma
the initial enthusiasm of the larger community ware of, relinquishing the quest for improving
bibliographic data and leaving implementation of FRBR in the hands of a rather small group of
experts and supporters. Every now and then a new implementation aattempt
ttempt emerged in this or
that part of the world, but the majority of them only partially following the FRBR model, focusing
only on collocating different editions of a work, without really applying the “expression” level or
without creating relationships between related entities that would go beyond simple collocation
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and truly support exploration and navigation of bibliographic families. We can only guess what
would have happened with FRBR had it not been used as a framework for the Resource
Description and Access (RDA), the successor of Anglo-American cataloguing rules. While the
legacy data still presents a problem that will need to be solved, the new rules have been an
important step towards establishing FRBR and defining it as the framework for future
developments on the area. The undeniable potential of FRBR for providing the needed changes in
our bibliographic records and consequently in bibliographic information systems, the recent
confirmation of FRBR as the concept on which future bibliographic data will be built upon, as well
as the problems faced by FRBR implementation attempts gave us good motivation for choosing
FRBR as the basis for our research.
However, designing a better service that will enable users to explore the bibliographic universe as
well as create a positive user experience requires more than restructuring and enriching our
bibliographic data – it demands a development of an information system and user interface that
will make use of the improved bibliographic data and realise its potentials to the fullest. Creating
FRBR-based data we should at the same time be thinking about how this data would be best
presented to the users and how our systems should function in order to bring out all the valuable
information; the required system’s functionality would be able to inform the creation of
bibliographic data and vice versa – a good knowledge of the capabilities of bibliographic data
would help create better systems. But unfortunately such dual approach has not been applied and
there has been almost no a discussion or research on the topic of how FRBR-based data could and
should be presented and interacted with in bibliographic systems. Not just when it comes to
research on theoretical level that would compare alternative approaches or test different
applications with users, but also with practical FRBR-inspired systems the reports are scarce in
terms of argumenting their design choices. Most of the experiments so far simply created workbased clusters collocating manifestations of works (sometimes offering filtering by expression
level attributes such as language) without looking at other possibilities in terms of categorization
or user interaction. We have seen only a few exceptions, AustLit and the Flamish Central
Catalogue being among the earliest attempts that moved beyond the classical work-expressionmanifestation display by exploiting attributes and relationships to create a display that
additionally grouped by relationship type or genre and even employed some work-to-work
relationships. It is interesting that their approach did not have a deeper impact on other
implementation experiments in terms of going beyond work-expression-manifestation
representation and providing access and navigation through a broader bibliographic family.
Despite a few authors who have repeatedly written about the importance of establishing the
concept of bibliographic family in our bibliographic information systems and drew attention to the
unfulfilled potential of FRBR in existing experiments and systems, we have not noticed many (or
even any) recent attempts that would look for ways to deal with this issue or at least plan to do so
in their future work. The lack of work on this area could be attributed to the amount of work such
a project requires on the one hand, and to the absence of adequate support within cataloguing
rules as well as the MARC format to provide the basic guidelines and structure on the other. This
overview of the areas that have not been adequately supported or even discussed in terms of
designing FRBR-inspired bibliographic information systems explains our guiding motivation for the
second stage of our research. Building on the FRBR model and examining the characteristics of
entities and relationships, we wished to design an intuitive way for presenting and exploring the
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not only different versions of the work, but also works related to the given work, and other works
related to its author. This has been our guidance not only in thinking about how to map different
entities, attributes and relationships to a user interface, but also in preparing the bibliographic
data needed to support these functions in terms of records editing and frbrization. Preparing the
records, frbrizing, and finally designing the presentation of the extracted entities and relationships
we had dealt with some problematic aspects that have not been explored or implemented so far
as our approach aimed at fulfilling as much as FRBR potential as possible and making sure that our
model covered different scenarios, variations, and complexities found in bibliographic data. As
this presented an immense task, we have limited our investigation at this point to works of fiction
which enabled us a more in-depth investigation. We have set another boundary of our research in
this first round of development by limiting our investigation and prototype implementation to
presentation and navigation within a work or bibliographic family that would improve work and
author searches, leaving out the question of how to better deal with subject searches.
Analysing and defining the strategy (objectives of the system that would serve user’s needs),
scope (functional and content requirements), and structure (information architecture and
interaction design), the next stage in our system development was mapping all these features into
the actual design of the interface and navigation. Already in the early stages of our research,
when it became obvious that classical lists of results (even if combined with faceted navigation)
are not able to support the rich relationship structure that exists within bibliographic universe, we
have decided upon trying out information visualization as a possible technique that would provide
better overviews of the data and enable interactive exploration of entities and relationships
within a bibliographic family. While the bibliographic world is in fact a network of entities and
relationships, we have opted for a hierarchical information visualization design as a network
display would be too complex and would not provide the structure for grouping by entities,
attributes, and relationships needed to overcome the large information spaces. We have seen in
the literature review, a number of authors suggested that groupings are necessary for enabling
users to navigate, locate, and select the needed information; also FRBR was based on the
principle of bringing together entities that are in one way or another connected in order to
provide better functionality and support for users in their information seeking process. While
FRBR provides the required structure, it does not really prescribe how this structure should be
implemented. In our work we have decided upon creating hierarchical groupings as they not only
give good overviews of what is available, but also enable a fairly quick navigation of the
information space. The created hierarchical structures in many ways correspond to the structures
that were, in the past, used to organize card catalogues. Unfortunately the choice of hierarchical
instead of a network presentation meant that we were not able to show all the horizontal
relationships (such as work-to-work, expression-to-expression) or bottom-up hierarchical
relationships (such as manifestation to several expressions) within a single visualization. As a
partial solution, we have used multiple views within a work record display, creating three
separate hierarchical visualizations: one representing different versions of a work, one presenting
various works related to the selected work, and one showing works by and about the author of
the selected work.
After preparing hierarchical structures we wished to map to each of the three distinct displays, we
had to choose among various hierarchical layout techniques. As there can be considerable
differences between different hierarchical techniques in terms of how well they work for small
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and large data sets, how much textual data can be embedded in the graphic, how intuitively they
present data and hierarchy, how understandable they are to users etc., we have decided to
simultaneously implement several alternative designs. To test the usefulness and usability of
different layouts for our intended purpose, we have selected four techniques to be implemented
and tested: indented hierarchical tree, radial tree layout, sunburst, and circlepack; the first two
belonging to node-link hierarchical representation, while the other two (sunburst and circlepack)
classified as space-filling representations. This method was useful from two perspectives:
1. we could test which visual design would work better and should be used for further
development;
2. testing if our designed approach works any better from current systems, the result of
comparison were less dependent on the quality of the final implementation: with only
one design it would be harder to generalise results as they would be, to a large extent,
effected by the specific visualization technique as well as our application of that technique
- we might have chosen the least appropriate technique and the results of evaluation
would show that it works no better than current systems or vice versa; by simultaneously
using different designs, we could rule out at least some of the unwanted variables.
As indicated in the previous paragraph, the last phase of our research was usability testing of the
developed prototype designs. With any information system design, informing and evaluating the
design with end-users is highly recommended, but for systems using information visualization
testing with real end users and real tasks is even more necessary as the theory provides only little
help in terms of design guidelines and users are not accustomed to such displays, which means
that they must be even more intuitive, and well planned. Evaluation of the developed prototypes
had several objectives:
 informing future development by discovering usability issues,
 comparing alternative information visualization designs,
 evaluating how well different prototypes work for simple and more complex data sets,
 comparing the FRBR-visual design against the current library catalogue;
For the latter objective, we therefore needed another prototype that would represent the same
data sets, only in a form of a typical library catalogue. We developed a so called “linearlist”
prototype which did not use FRBR-based data or visual navigation, but presented lists of
manifestations and used faceted navigation as a navigation tool instead. To fulfil the chosen
objectives, we tested all five prototypes, 4 FRBR-visual prototype designs and 1 linearlist
prototype, using two methods: formal experiment and observational experiment. The formal
experiment encompassed 120 participants and was aimed especially at comparing user
experience within the five alternative designs through measuring performance and user
satisfaction, while the observational experiment included 32 participants and compared FRBRvisual approach against current library catalogue by examining how well they understood what
was being presented to them, how they navigated the given data sets, and how they perceived
the two approaches. While the first test required participants to follow 10 very specific tasks
within 3 prototypes they were testing, the second test only asked participants to describe what
they were presented with and what they found out about the work and the author in the two
given prototypes, a FrbrVis prototype with one of the four visualization techniques and a linearlist
prototype. In both tests, we have looked for possible usability issues and searched for differences
between the usefulness of designs for simple and more complex families.
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7.2 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
The two usability testing experiments not only enabled us to evaluate different aspects of the
developed
eloped prototype designs, but also provided the basis for cross examination of results.
Sometimes focused test
tests,, such as our formal experiment, might show there were no major
usability issues and that participants in the study were able to complete their tasks,
tasks, but in the end
it can turn out that despite good
good testing results, the system does not support user’s information
seeking process and tasks,, or is not understandable as a whole
whole. The two experiments with
different types of tasks thus helped us to make sure our evaluation encompassed different
scenarios of use as wel
welll as the overall understanding of the devised information spaces in terms of
information organisation and presentation.
COMPARISON OF LINEARLIST AND FRBR-VISUAL
VISUAL APPROACH
Cross examining the results of the two studies
studies, we can see that the findings of the first test do not
completely match the findings of the second test. In the formal experiment we could see a
prevailing preference for the FRBR-visual
FRBR visual designs, while in the second study linearlist
linearlist and FRBRFRBR
visual approach were almost tied and linearlist was voted as preferred by almost half of the
participants. This result was reflected also in the choice of reaction cards, where in the first study,
participants assigned linearlist the highest n
number
umber of negative and the lowest number of positive
words
words,, when in the second study, linearlist was allocated the same number of positive and even a
smaller number of negative adjectives than FrbrVis. Overall,, participants in the second study
viewed linearlist
list as more functional (organised, quick to understand, and easy to use, efficient)
and FrbrVis as more fun, interesting, innovative, and attractive, but at the same time also clumsy
and complex. Also in the first study, FrbrVis designs were viewed as fun
fun,, innovative etc.,
etc. but
contrary to the second study, FrbrVis was at the same time assessed as much more functional
than linearlilst.
Based on a more detailed analysis of other results as well as observed user behaviour and
comments during and after the test,
test, we looked for reasons behind the different perceptions
perception of
the two approaches
approaches. Probably the biggest impact could be found in the type of tasks given to
users
users. In
n the first study, participants had to deal with very specific tasks and fulfilling them in
linearlist they have experienced a number of problems in their interaction with the faceted
navigation as well as in finding answers to complete the tasks. Not only do participant’s selfself
reported post
post-tasks
tasks ratings show that they have found tasks more difficult to complete in
linearlist than in any other prototype, also all the performance measures (time-on-task,
(time
task, task
success, use of navigation feature, assessed ease of use) report linearlist as the least successful
prototype. The difficulties experienced
experienced by participants when trying to complete the ten given
tasks were surely an important factor in their perception of the system. In the second study,
participants were not given any specific tasks, but were only asked to describe the options,
functions, aand
nd content in the given system. In this approach, they did not get frustrated searching
for the answer in the results list, which ensured a more positive attitude towards this prototype.
Most of the participants in the second study quite liked the linearl
linearlist
ist prototype and commented
that this system wa
wass something they were quite used to (they
they especially liked
like the filtering
possibility and the ttree
ree column presentation where they did
d not have to navigate from the results
list to view the full display or to refine
refine the query
query).. While mostly all participants had a positive
attitude towards the linearlist even if they have not selected it as the preferred prototype, the
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situation was somewhat different for the FrbrVis. Participants who preferred linearlist were quite
reserved about FrbrVis, not seeing it as particularly useful for locating specific items of interest
and preferred the faceted approach where they could immediately choose the attributes they
were interested in. In some cases they commented that it had some interesting features, such as
related works and works about the author, but they would rarely use them in real life.
Comparing linearlist and FrbrVis, most participants did not explicitly notice the advantages of
FRBR-based system in terms of collocating all editions under a work (for example that they could
immediately see how many different works we have by or about an author), but the results of the
post-session questionnaires showed slightly better scores for FRBR-visual prototypes: according to
the results, participants felt they found out more about what was offered in the collection and
more about the author in the FRBR-visual prototypes than in the linearlist, especially for the more
complex work families. While such scoring was not used in the formal experiment, the tasks that
required a more exploratory approach and a more descriptive answer of compared entities and
relationships were completed significantly more successfully in FRBR-visual prototypes. Also
participants’ comments showed that they understood the advantages of FRBR-based approach
better than participants in the second study. This was in a way unexpected as participants in the
first study were not given any time to really explore the presented data, but it seems that the
specific tasks gave them a better insight into the possible uses of the system and consequently
into the limitations of the linearlist prototype. In both studies we did notice a high tolerance
within linearlist when it came to the presented results, especially when linearlist was the first
prototype they have worked with. They did not expect the results to be perfect and have simply
ignored the hits that did not seem related to the main work; when they were asked about why
they think a certain hit it was retrieved, the often just shrugged and answered that there are
probably some similar words in the record.
To draw some final conclusions regarding the two approaches, we would point out the following:




The majority of findings speak in favour of FRBR-visual approach: in the formal
experiment the user experience was significantly better in FrbrVis designs than in
linearlist prototype on all accounts, while in the observational experiment the two
approaches were almost tied, but there was a slight advantage of FRBR approach in
preference as well as the self-assessed perception of the gained overview of the work
family. This indicates that the FRBR-visual approach we implemented is intuitive,
especially considering the fact that it was something completely novel for all the
participants, while linearlist prototype presents a system most participants would have
been familiar with.
Linearlist worked better for some lookup tasks that were easily solved by choosing the
right facet category when in FrbrVis participants needed to navigate through the
hierarchical structure to locate the record they were looking for. Some participants also
pointed out the usefulness of faceted navigation as it enabled to choose just the
attributes they were interested in and was not as constraining as the hierarchical
structure in the FrbrVis. However, participant’s interaction with the faceted navigation
showed that a lot of them did not completely understand how it worked which prevented
them to use it to its full potential or even caused additional problems.
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FrbrVis worked better for more complex works, while linearlist performed better with
more simple works (however still worse than FrbrVis).
There was about an equal number of usability issues in both approaches, so we feel they
did not play a significant role in the final result. Most of the usability issues were
associated with the final interface interaction design and could be easily corrected.

COMPARISON OF FOUR FRBR-VISUAL DESIGNS
In both tests, formal and observational experiment, hierarchical tree and sunburst designs were
most successful and preferred, followed by circlepack and radial tree design as last. With the
second study, the number of tests done with each of the four designs was too small to draw any
more conclusions, but in the first study we can see that this order was repeatedly confirmed
throughout all the performance as well as self-reported measures.
Radial tree design consistently performed the worst out of the four designs, was also seen as
most difficult to use, least intuitive, ranked last, and received the largest number of negative
reactions. It was also the only FRBR-visual design that did not outperform linearlist on all
accounts. The main issues reported by participants were the dispersion of the nodes, not very
clear hierarchical structure, and the changing layout of the nodes. All three characteristics made it
more difficult for participants to get a quick overview and required a certain amount of time to be
spent just looking at the visualization and figuring out what belonged together and how things
were connected. And with each interaction the display changed, so the whole procedure had to
be repeated.
Circlepack (or circular treemap) performed somewhat better than the radial design, but usually
not significantly; it was, however, much better received by participants in the study than the
radial design. Comments by the users revealed less issues they might be bothered with, the most
often reported issue was the feeling of being lost in the hierarchy when they were exploring
different nodes as they were not always able to see all the parent nodes to determine where
exactly in the hierarchy they were located and which other nodes belonged to the same
hierarchical level (this was also due to the colour of the nodes that was the same for two different
hierarchy levels). Circlepack worked almost equally well as hierarchy and sunburst for “related
works” and “works by/about the author” displays, but performed worse in the “versions” display.
Hierarchical tree and sunburst were consistently ranked as the best two designs, both in
performance and in participant’s preferences. While hierarchy more often received better scores,
the differences between hierarchical and sunburst design were not significant most of the time.
Participants used very little negative words to label the hierarchy and noticed a few more usability
issues in sunburst, but have ranked sunburst first and used more positive words to describe it in
the first study. In the second study, hierarchy was the preferred design, but most participants still
reacted very positively to the sunburst, especially once they have worked with it. In both tests we
noticed that participants were not that excited about sunburst at the beginning when they first
looked at it, but once they started working with the visualization, its good performance changed
their initial opinion: participants often noted at the end of the session that they did not really like
this prototype at first, but once they figured out how it worked, they really liked it and found it
logical and useful (this was just the opposite from radial prototype, where participants
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commented that they really liked its appearance at the beginning, but once they had to work with
it, they found it difficult and their initial enthusiasm wore off). With sunburst and hierarchy
constantly being the top two designs with little difference between the two, it is not possible to
set one of them as the best approach. But considering the results and participant’s reactions, we
feel that sunburst has the most potential. It performed equally well to hierarchy despite not
having the plus sign that indicated the node could be opened to revel its child categories – this
has definitively caused hierarchy to have a slight advantage over sunburst. Furthermore, we must
note that hierarchical tree is a technique that participants are most used to and as we have seen
in the theoretical part, this usually plays a significant role not only in participants’ performance
but also preferences. The fact that participants were able to perform and prefer the design they
were absolutely not familiar with and have encountered for the first time, is definitely a success. It
is interesting that one of the most important characteristics of the information visualization
design that determined users’ performance and preferences was its ability to present the
hierarchy in a way that was not only quickly understandable, but also well organised and
displayed in a way that the participant at any point knew where in the hierarchy he was located –
a characteristic both hierarchy and sunburst possessed.

COMPARISON BY PARTICIPANT CHARACTERISTICS
As part of our study we also observed whether there were any significant differences between
performance and preference in the five prototype designs based on gender, field of study, and
experience searching for fiction. There were no really big differences regarding the gender, both
genders performed equally well in all the designs, the only small difference appeared in
preferences where male participants were somewhat more inclined towards radial prototype and
sunburst (the two more spatial designs), while females were a bit more conservative in their
choices and rated hierarchy and linearlist better than males. The two radial designs, radial tree
and sunburst, were also ranked better by less experienced fiction searchers than by more
experienced searchers: experienced searchers ranked hierarchy the best and radial design the
worst, while less experienced searchers preferred sunburst by far and ranked linearlist as their
least favourite. Again there were almost no differences in the performances between the two
groups especially in the FRBR-visual designs, while there were slightly better results within
linearlist for the more experienced searchers, which is to be expected. Some differences were
found also in the analysis by field of study, the most noticeable would probably the fact that
students from the science field showed the best performance in completing the tasks and that
they strongly preferred sunburst design, while humanities students were again the group that
liked classical designs better in comparison as they ranked hierarchy as the best and also
performed better in linearlist than science or engineering students. But all and all, the few
differences that appeared were small and because of the connection between all three aspects (in
science there are more males and they typically have less experience searching for fiction etc.) we
cannot draw an absolute conclusions as to the source of variations. We can, however, say that
FRBR-visual approach worked equally well for different genders, fields of study, and levels of
experience and that there are no major dissimilarities between the general findings of the
usability testing and the results of these individual groups of participants.
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7.3 IMPLICATIONS OF THE RESEARCH
We believe our work brings interesting and im
important
portant contributions to the field of library and
information science as well as to the broader information science area of research.
Within library and information science, our work presents a continuation of research on
improving bibliographic information
information systems and has theoretical as well as practical value.
Developing our FRBR
FRBR-visual
visual prototype, we have managed to implement a system which
demonstrates how the second objective of the catalogue could be fulfilled and a work family
presented and interacte
interacted
d with in information systems such as library catalogues or national
bibliographies. The results of usability testing have confirmed that this kind of organisation and
presentation enables users to better solve a number of typical tasks that would typically
typically appear in
work and author searches, especially tasks of more exploratory nature and within more complex
data sets. Despite the fact that this type of system was completely novel to participants,
participants were excited by the possibilities (many participants
participants at the end of the study asked
when such a system would be available to them) and had strong preference for the FRBR-visual
FRBR
system against the classical linearlist. We hope that showing to the library community what kind
of functionalit
functionality would be enabled
enabled by FRBR
FRBR-based
based data would prove to be just the incentive
needed for the library community to invest in frbrization of their records and future creation of
high quality records with all the elements needed for construction of these advanced features.
Within
thin our work, we have analysed relationships, attributes, and entities that appear within a
work family to create a grouping scheme that users would interact with in their information
seeking process. We have also made a contribution concerning the implementation
implementation of FRBR
conceptual model, not only within a user interface, but also in terms of creating FRBR-based
FRBR
bibliographic data. We feel that an especially important value regarding FRBR lies in our solutions
that enabled us to frbrize current MARC21 reco
records
rds in a way that created perfect frbrization
results, not only in terms of work-expression
work expression-manifestation
manifestation entities, but also in creating work-towork
work relationships and linking appropriate attributes and agents to the correct entities,
entities, especially
when there were more expressions embodied within a manifestation. This is something that has
not been done until now and could well serve not only as a guide for future frbrizations, but also
for pointing out which elements should be obligatory in the cataloguing process (some of them
are still optional) if we really want our future catalogues to improve in their functionality.
Although the work done in this part of our research is not presented in detail in the
th thesis, we will
make sure a more thorough description will be shared with the interested community.
As for the broader information science community, our work presents one of a few information
visualization applications that have rigorously evaluated alternative designs using two different
usability testing methods with a total of 152 subjects, a number that gives our results good
statistical validity. The results showing that sunburst was equal to classical hierarchical tree
layout technique both in terms of performance and preference suggests sunburst could
could present
one of the more successful information visualization techniques that should be further developed
and implemented in other systems. Also other findings deriving from the observations,
preferences, user interactions, and usability issues provide ggood
ood feedback for further
implementations of different hierarchical techniques as well as information systems in general.
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7.4 LIMITATIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
In order to carry out a research that encompasses everything from analysis and design to
implementa
implementation
tion and evaluation, it was necessary to set a number of limitations to the work that
would be done in this first development cycle. It was also not the purpose of our research to
develop a fully functional bibliographic information system, but only to search
rch for and test
approaches that would enable us to create better user interfaces to information systems in the
future.
For this study, we focused only on works of fiction and have selected four work families that
would be used for research and finally implemented
mplemented and tested in the prototype. We felt that the
four work families with different kinds of complex
complexity would
ould be enough to encompass a large part
of the varieties and scenarios that appear within this resource type. However, as could be seen
from the work that had to be done to arrive to the final prototype implementation in
in terms of
data processing, our proposed model is not that easily transferable into a real system
environment with vast amounts of bibliographic data that would
would have to be dealt with. We can
also not be completely sure that the proposed system would be useful for all bibliographic
families or that it would work in a real information seeking process
process. As the evaluation of our
proposed approach was done using only a prototype with four work families and limited
limi
functionalit
functionality, we could not observe how users would work with the system in a real environment
with real information needs.
Further development and research will therefore be needed to overcome the listed limitations.
limitations
The current scope of the prototype will have to be broadened by implementing a search function,
investigating how we ccould transfer this concept also to the search results list (so far we have
looked only at presentation of a work family result), trying out
out the prototype with a larger number
of work families, and looking for more automatic processing solutions that would reduce the
amount of manual work that needs to be done within the frbrization process. Besides optimizing
our concept for works of fiction,
fiction, there are also other resource types that will have to be looked at
(by us or by other researchers) in the future as to determine what categorisations and interaction
would be most appropriate based on user needs and the characteristics related to those
resources.
In the next development cycle, we plan to further develop our prototype using the two
visualization implementation designs that
that have proven best in usability testing:
testing hierarchical tree
and sunburst. We will first need to find solutions for usability issues that have been identified
ntified in
the testing process as well as the features that have been planned in the initial stages, but have
not been implemented yet. One of the important aspects we need to look into is creating a
presentation that would work better also for small and simple data sets. This has proved to be a
problem also in other information visualization projects as we have reported in the theoretical
overview and we feel that it should be our priority in our future development as the prevailing
number of works in the bibliographic universe still belongs to the “simple work” complexity
group. Another aaspect
spect we have not yet mentioned, but wish to investigate is the integration of
horizontal relat
relationships
ionships into the visual navigation display. In this cycle we implemented some of
them by creating three separate displays, but we wish to look more closely into other alternative
solutions that would be able to display or at least indicate the horizontal links in a single display,
thus making the process even more exploratory.
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7.5 FINAL REMARKS
Our work was based on the three main objectives:
 propose a model for improving the current presentation of bibliographic records and
navigation within bibliographic information systems;
 propose an interface design for implementing the model into a prototype system;
 evaluate the usability of the proposed model and interface design through user testing.
This thesis discussed how we approached each of the three objective
objectivess and showed the results of
our work. For improving the current presentation and navigation of bibliographic records,
records we
have proposed a model that uses the concepts of FRBR and work families and brings together all
versions of a work, its related works, and
and works by and about the author in a single “work record”.
Our proposed interface design mapped the entities, attributes, and relationships within a work
family into a hierarchical information
information visualization structure through four different visual designs
(hierarchical indented tree, radial tree, sunburst, and circular tree)
tree);; it also created wireframes
that showed how the information visualization feature and other information should be
presented and interacted with in a user interface
interface.. To evaluate the usab
usability
ility of the proposed model
and interface design, we have created a working prototype system FrbrVis and tested it with 152
participants against a baseline system which used a classical presentation of results and a faceted
navigation feature
feature. The evaluation
evaluation showed that FRBR-visual
FRBR visual designs proved better in terms of
performance and user satisfaction than the baseline system typically used today,
today, which gives way
for further development of the model and the interface design.
We can conclude by saying that FrbrVis prototype presents one of the first implementations that
went beyond the classical work-expression
work expression-manifestation
manifestation display and also established
relationships within a broader work family context. It enables an interactive exploration of
hierarchical as well as a number of horizontal relationships and user testing with four work family
examples has shown that the visual display is very useful for large and complex work sets.
Although it is not a ready
ready-to--implement model and is limited in its scope, we feel that it presents
an important move forward from the concepts on how bibliographic information systems should
work and what objectives they should support. It brings an actual implementation design and
brings back the functionality
functionalit of the card catalogue
catalogu that has been lost in
in the early days of
migration to the computer based catalogues and at the same time enhances it with the power of
modern interactive information retrieval systems. While we have decided to map the created
categorisation into a visual navigation feature, the concept of hierarchical organisation could be
applied in some other ways and without the use of information visualization.
We hope our work will help to encourage the library community to further research into how to
create
create, present, and implement FRBR-inspired
FRBR inspired information systems
systems, how the
he bibliographic data
and the rich information hidden in bibliographic data could
ould be brought to the surface and used to
create
ate more functional and quality systems
systems. This is, after all, necessary if we want to create
services that will br
bring
ing users back to the library, eestablish
stablish library information systems as valuable
information resources, ensure that the rich library collections will be better utilised,
utilised, and use the
advantages of high quality bibliographic
bibliographic data by creating services that other information providers
do not.
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APPENDIX 2. Formal experiment: 120 sequences of testing conditions

POSITION 1

ORDER OF PRESENTATION
POSITION 2

POSITION 3

1

0, HIERARCHY, LITTLE WOMEN

11, SUNBURST, SAPRAMIŠKA

18, LINEARLIST, DON QUIXOTE

2

0, HIERARCHY, LITTLE WOMEN

9, SUNBURST, MILLENIUM

15, CIRCLEPACK, SAPRAMIŠKA

3

0, HIERARCHY, LITTLE WOMEN

13, CIRCLEPACK, MILLENIUM

10, SUNBURST, DON QUIXOTE

4

0, HIERARCHY, LITTLE WOMEN

15, CIRCLEPACK, SAPRAMIŠKA

5, RADIAL, MILLENIUM

5

0, HIERARCHY, LITTLE WOMEN

6, RADIAL, DON QUIXOTE

17, LINEARLIST, MILLENIUM

6

0, HIERARCHY, LITTLE WOMEN

18, LINEARLIST, DON QUIXOTE

7, RADIAL, SAPRAMIŠKA

7

1, HIERARCHY, MILLENIUM

10, SUNBURST, DON QUIXOTE

16, LINEARLIST, LITTLE WOMEN

8

1, HIERARCHY, MILLENIUM

8, SUNBURST, LITTLE WOMEN

6, RADIAL, DON QUIXOTE

9

1, HIERARCHY, MILLENIUM

14, CIRCLEPACK, DON QUIXOTE

19, LINEARLIST, SAPRAMIŠKA

10

1, HIERARCHY, MILLENIUM

7, RADIAL, SAPRAMIŠKA

2, CIRCLEPACK, LITTLE WOMEN

11

1, HIERARCHY, MILLENIUM

4, RADIAL, LITTLE WOMEN

11, SUNBURST, SAPRAMIŠKA

12

1, HIERARCHY, MILLENIUM

19, LINEARLIST, SAPRAMIŠKA

14, CIRCLEPACK, DON QUIXOTE

13

2, HIERARCHY, DON QUIXOTE

8, SUNBURST, LITTLE WOMEN

15, CIRCLEPACK, SAPRAMIŠKA

14

2, HIERARCHY, DON QUIXOTE

12, CIRCLEPACK, LITTLE WOMEN

17, LINEARLIST, MILLENIUM

15

2, HIERARCHY, DON QUIXOTE

5, RADIAL, MILLENIUM

12, CIRCLEPACK, LITTLE WOMEN

16

2, HIERARCHY, DON QUIXOTE

7, RADIAL, SAPRAMIŠKA

9, SUNBURST, MILLENIUM

17

2, HIERARCHY, DON QUIXOTE

17, LINEARLIST, MILLENIUM

11, SUNBURST, SAPRAMIŠKA

18

2, HIERARCHY, DON QUIXOTE

19, LINEARLIST, SAPRAMIŠKA

4, RADIAL, LITTLE WOMEN

19

3, HIERARCHY, SAPRAMIŠKA

14, CIRCLEPACK, DON QUIXOTE

9, SUNBURST, MILLENIUM

20

3, HIERARCHY, SAPRAMIŠKA

9, SUNBURST, MILLENIUM

4, RADIAL, LITTLE WOMEN

21

3, HIERARCHY, SAPRAMIŠKA

13, CIRCLEPACK, MILLENIUM

18, LINEARLIST, DON QUIXOTE

22

3, HIERARCHY, SAPRAMIŠKA

4, RADIAL, LITTLE WOMEN

17, LINEARLIST, MILLENIUM

23

3, HIERARCHY, SAPRAMIŠKA

16, LINEARLIST, LITTLE WOMEN

10, SUNBURST, DON QUIXOTE

24

3, HIERARCHY, SAPRAMIŠKA

6, RADIAL, DON QUIXOTE

12, CIRCLEPACK, LITTLE WOMEN

25

4, RADIAL, LITTLE WOMEN

11, SUNBURST, SAPRAMIŠKA

18, LINEARLIST, DON QUIXOTE

26

4, RADIAL, LITTLE WOMEN

9, SUNBURST, MILLENIUM

14, CIRCLEPACK, DON QUIXOTE

27

4, RADIAL, LITTLE WOMEN

13, CIRCLEPACK, MILLENIUM

19, LINEARLIST, SAPRAMIŠKA

28

4, RADIAL, LITTLE WOMEN

15, CIRCLEPACK, SAPRAMIŠKA

1, HIERARCHY, MILLENIUM

29

4, RADIAL, LITTLE WOMEN

2, HIERARCHY, DON QUIXOTE

9, SUNBURST, MILLENIUM

30

4, RADIAL, LITTLE WOMEN

18, LINEARLIST, DON QUIXOTE

3, HIERARCHY, SAPRAMIŠKA

31

5, RADIAL, MILLENIUM

10, SUNBURST, DON QUIXOTE

16, LINEARLIST, LITTLE WOMEN

32

5, RADIAL, MILLENIUM

8, SUNBURST, LITTLE WOMEN

14, CIRCLEPACK, DON QUIXOTE

33

5, RADIAL, MILLENIUM

15, CIRCLEPACK, SAPRAMIŠKA

2, HIERARCHY, DON QUIXOTE

34

5, RADIAL, MILLENIUM

3, HIERARCHY, SAPRAMIŠKA

8, SUNBURST, LITTLE WOMEN

35

5, RADIAL, MILLENIUM

12, CIRCLEPACK, LITTLE WOMEN

19, LINEARLIST, SAPRAMIŠKA

36

5, RADIAL, MILLENIUM

18, LINEARLIST, DON QUIXOTE

3, HIERARCHY, SAPRAMIŠKA

37

6, RADIAL, DON QUIXOTE

8, SUNBURST, LITTLE WOMEN

15, CIRCLEPACK, SAPRAMIŠKA
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38

6, RADIAL, DON QUIXOTE

12, CIRCLEPACK, LITTLE WOMEN

9, SUNBURST, MILLENIUM

39

6, RADIAL, DON QUIXOTE

1, HIERARCHY, MILLENIUM

11, SUNBURST, SAPRAMIŠKA

40

6, RADIAL, DON QUIXOTE

3, HIERARCHY, SAPRAMIŠKA

17, LINEARLIST, MILLENIUM

41

6, RADIAL, DON QUIXOTE

17, LINEARLIST, MILLENIUM

12, CIRCLEPACK, LITTLE WOMEN

42

6, RADIAL, DON QUIXOTE

19, LINEARLIST, SAPRAMIŠKA

0, HIERARCHY, LITTLE WOMEN

43

7, RADIAL, SAPRAMIŠKA

9, SUNBURST, MILLENIUM

16, LINEARLIST, LITTLE WOMEN

44

7, RADIAL, SAPRAMIŠKA

14, CIRCLEPACK, DON QUIXOTE

16, LINEARLIST, LITTLE WOMEN

45

7, RADIAL, SAPRAMIŠKA

13, CIRCLEPACK, MILLENIUM

2, HIERARCHY, DON QUIXOTE

46

7, RADIAL, SAPRAMIŠKA

0, HIERARCHY, LITTLE WOMEN

10, SUNBURST, DON QUIXOTE

47

7, RADIAL, SAPRAMIŠKA

16, LINEARLIST, LITTLE WOMEN

1, HIERARCHY, MILLENIUM

48

7, RADIAL, SAPRAMIŠKA

10, SUNBURST, DON QUIXOTE

13, CIRCLEPACK, MILLENIUM

49

8, SUNBURST, LITTLE WOMEN

7, RADIAL, SAPRAMIŠKA

18, LINEARLIST, DON QUIXOTE

50

8, SUNBURST, LITTLE WOMEN

5, RADIAL, MILLENIUM

15, CIRCLEPACK, SAPRAMIŠKA

51

8, SUNBURST, LITTLE WOMEN

17, LINEARLIST, MILLENIUM

6, RADIAL, DON QUIXOTE

52

8, SUNBURST, LITTLE WOMEN

15, CIRCLEPACK, SAPRAMIŠKA

1, HIERARCHY, MILLENIUM

53

8, SUNBURST, LITTLE WOMEN

2, HIERARCHY, DON QUIXOTE

13, CIRCLEPACK, MILLENIUM

54

8, SUNBURST, LITTLE WOMEN

18, LINEARLIST, DON QUIXOTE

3, HIERARCHY, SAPRAMIŠKA

55

9, SUNBURST, MILLENIUM

6, RADIAL, DON QUIXOTE

0, HIERARCHY, LITTLE WOMEN

56

9, SUNBURST, MILLENIUM

16, LINEARLIST, LITTLE WOMEN

7, RADIAL, SAPRAMIŠKA

57

9, SUNBURST, MILLENIUM

19, LINEARLIST, SAPRAMIŠKA

14, CIRCLEPACK, DON QUIXOTE

58

9, SUNBURST, MILLENIUM

3, HIERARCHY, SAPRAMIŠKA

14, CIRCLEPACK, DON QUIXOTE

59

9, SUNBURST, MILLENIUM

12, CIRCLEPACK, LITTLE WOMEN

19, LINEARLIST, SAPRAMIŠKA

60

9, SUNBURST, MILLENIUM

2, HIERARCHY, DON QUIXOTE

4, RADIAL, LITTLE WOMEN

61

10, SUNBURST, DON QUIXOTE

4, RADIAL, LITTLE WOMEN

15, CIRCLEPACK, SAPRAMIŠKA

62

10, SUNBURST, DON QUIXOTE

12, CIRCLEPACK, LITTLE WOMEN

5, RADIAL, MILLENIUM

63

10, SUNBURST, DON QUIXOTE

1, HIERARCHY, MILLENIUM

19, LINEARLIST, SAPRAMIŠKA

64

10, SUNBURST, DON QUIXOTE

3, HIERARCHY, SAPRAMIŠKA

5, RADIAL, MILLENIUM

65

10, SUNBURST, DON QUIXOTE

17, LINEARLIST, MILLENIUM

12, CIRCLEPACK, LITTLE WOMEN

66

10, SUNBURST, DON QUIXOTE

19, LINEARLIST, SAPRAMIŠKA

0, HIERARCHY, LITTLE WOMEN

67

11, SUNBURST, SAPRAMIŠKA

5, RADIAL, MILLENIUM

16, LINEARLIST, LITTLE WOMEN

68

11, SUNBURST, SAPRAMIŠKA

0, HIERARCHY, LITTLE WOMEN

18, LINEARLIST, DON QUIXOTE

69

11, SUNBURST, SAPRAMIŠKA

13, CIRCLEPACK, MILLENIUM

4, RADIAL, LITTLE WOMEN

70

11, SUNBURST, SAPRAMIŠKA

14, CIRCLEPACK, DON QUIXOTE

1, HIERARCHY, MILLENIUM

71

11, SUNBURST, SAPRAMIŠKA

2, HIERARCHY, DON QUIXOTE

13, CIRCLEPACK, MILLENIUM

72

11, SUNBURST, SAPRAMIŠKA

16, LINEARLIST, LITTLE WOMEN

6, RADIAL, DON QUIXOTE

73

12, CIRCLEPACK, LITTLE WOMEN 7, RADIAL, SAPRAMIŠKA

18, LINEARLIST, DON QUIXOTE

74

12, CIRCLEPACK, LITTLE WOMEN 17, LINEARLIST, MILLENIUM

11, SUNBURST, SAPRAMIŠKA

75

12, CIRCLEPACK, LITTLE WOMEN 1, HIERARCHY, MILLENIUM

6, RADIAL, DON QUIXOTE

76

12, CIRCLEPACK, LITTLE WOMEN 11, SUNBURST, SAPRAMIŠKA

5, RADIAL, MILLENIUM

77

12, CIRCLEPACK, LITTLE WOMEN 2, HIERARCHY, DON QUIXOTE

9, SUNBURST, MILLENIUM

78

12, CIRCLEPACK, LITTLE WOMEN 18, LINEARLIST, DON QUIXOTE

3, HIERARCHY, SAPRAMIŠKA

79

13, CIRCLEPACK, MILLENIUM

6, RADIAL, DON QUIXOTE

16, LINEARLIST, LITTLE WOMEN

80

13, CIRCLEPACK, MILLENIUM

4, RADIAL, LITTLE WOMEN

2, HIERARCHY, DON QUIXOTE
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81

13, CIRCLEPACK, MILLENIUM

10, SUNBURST, DON QUIXOTE

19, LINEARLIST, SAPRAMIŠKA

82

13, CIRCLEPACK, MILLENIUM

3, HIERARCHY, SAPRAMIŠKA

8, SUNBURST, LITTLE WOMEN

83

13, CIRCLEPACK, MILLENIUM

0, HIERARCHY, LITTLE WOMEN

7, RADIAL, SAPRAMIŠKA

84

13, CIRCLEPACK, MILLENIUM

19, LINEARLIST, SAPRAMIŠKA

10, SUNBURST, DON QUIXOTE

85

14, CIRCLEPACK, DON QUIXOTE

16, LINEARLIST, LITTLE WOMEN

11, SUNBURST, SAPRAMIŠKA

86

14, CIRCLEPACK, DON QUIXOTE

8, SUNBURST, LITTLE WOMEN

5, RADIAL, MILLENIUM

87

14, CIRCLEPACK, DON QUIXOTE

1, HIERARCHY, MILLENIUM

7, RADIAL, SAPRAMIŠKA

88

14, CIRCLEPACK, DON QUIXOTE

3, HIERARCHY, SAPRAMIŠKA

17, LINEARLIST, MILLENIUM

89

14, CIRCLEPACK, DON QUIXOTE

17, LINEARLIST, MILLENIUM

8, SUNBURST, LITTLE WOMEN

90

14, CIRCLEPACK, DON QUIXOTE

7, RADIAL, SAPRAMIŠKA

0, HIERARCHY, LITTLE WOMEN

91

15, CIRCLEPACK, SAPRAMIŠKA

5, RADIAL, MILLENIUM

8, SUNBURST, LITTLE WOMEN

92

15, CIRCLEPACK, SAPRAMIŠKA

10, SUNBURST, DON QUIXOTE

17, LINEARLIST, MILLENIUM

93

15, CIRCLEPACK, SAPRAMIŠKA

1, HIERARCHY, MILLENIUM

6, RADIAL, DON QUIXOTE

94

15, CIRCLEPACK, SAPRAMIŠKA

0, HIERARCHY, LITTLE WOMEN

9, SUNBURST, MILLENIUM

95

15, CIRCLEPACK, SAPRAMIŠKA

16, LINEARLIST, LITTLE WOMEN

2, HIERARCHY, DON QUIXOTE

96

15, CIRCLEPACK, SAPRAMIŠKA

18, LINEARLIST, DON QUIXOTE

4, RADIAL, LITTLE WOMEN

97

16, LINEARLIST, LITTLE WOMEN

7, RADIAL, SAPRAMIŠKA

14, CIRCLEPACK, DON QUIXOTE

98

16, LINEARLIST, LITTLE WOMEN

5, RADIAL, MILLENIUM

11, SUNBURST, SAPRAMIŠKA

99

16, LINEARLIST, LITTLE WOMEN

9, SUNBURST, MILLENIUM

6, RADIAL, DON QUIXOTE

100 16, LINEARLIST, LITTLE WOMEN

11, SUNBURST, SAPRAMIŠKA

1, HIERARCHY, MILLENIUM

101 16, LINEARLIST, LITTLE WOMEN

2, HIERARCHY, DON QUIXOTE

13, CIRCLEPACK, MILLENIUM

102 16, LINEARLIST, LITTLE WOMEN

14, CIRCLEPACK, DON QUIXOTE

3, HIERARCHY, SAPRAMIŠKA

103 17, LINEARLIST, MILLENIUM

6, RADIAL, DON QUIXOTE

12, CIRCLEPACK, LITTLE WOMEN

104 17, LINEARLIST, MILLENIUM

4, RADIAL, LITTLE WOMEN

2, HIERARCHY, DON QUIXOTE

105 17, LINEARLIST, MILLENIUM

10, SUNBURST, DON QUIXOTE

15, CIRCLEPACK, SAPRAMIŠKA

106 17, LINEARLIST, MILLENIUM

11, SUNBURST, SAPRAMIŠKA

0, HIERARCHY, LITTLE WOMEN

107 17, LINEARLIST, MILLENIUM

0, HIERARCHY, LITTLE WOMEN

7, RADIAL, SAPRAMIŠKA

108 17, LINEARLIST, MILLENIUM

15, CIRCLEPACK, SAPRAMIŠKA

10, SUNBURST, DON QUIXOTE

109 18, LINEARLIST, DON QUIXOTE

4, RADIAL, LITTLE WOMEN

3, HIERARCHY, SAPRAMIŠKA

110 18, LINEARLIST, DON QUIXOTE

8, SUNBURST, LITTLE WOMEN

13, CIRCLEPACK, MILLENIUM

111 18, LINEARLIST, DON QUIXOTE

1, HIERARCHY, MILLENIUM

7, RADIAL, SAPRAMIŠKA

112 18, LINEARLIST, DON QUIXOTE

11, SUNBURST, SAPRAMIŠKA

5, RADIAL, MILLENIUM

113 18, LINEARLIST, DON QUIXOTE

13, CIRCLEPACK, MILLENIUM

8, SUNBURST, LITTLE WOMEN

114 18, LINEARLIST, DON QUIXOTE

15, CIRCLEPACK, SAPRAMIŠKA

0, HIERARCHY, LITTLE WOMEN

115 19, LINEARLIST, SAPRAMIŠKA

5, RADIAL, MILLENIUM

8, SUNBURST, LITTLE WOMEN

116 19, LINEARLIST, SAPRAMIŠKA

6, RADIAL, DON QUIXOTE

13, CIRCLEPACK, MILLENIUM

117 19, LINEARLIST, SAPRAMIŠKA

9, SUNBURST, MILLENIUM

2, HIERARCHY, DON QUIXOTE

118 19, LINEARLIST, SAPRAMIŠKA

0, HIERARCHY, LITTLE WOMEN

10, SUNBURST, DON QUIXOTE

119 19, LINEARLIST, SAPRAMIŠKA

12, CIRCLEPACK, LITTLE WOMEN

1, HIERARCHY, MILLENIUM

120 19, LINEARLIST, SAPRAMIŠKA

14, CIRCLEPACK, DON QUIXOTE

4, RADIAL, LITTLE WOMEN
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APPENDIX 4. Observational experiment: 32 sequences of testing conditions

ORDER OF PRESENTATION
POSITION 1

POSITION 2

1

HIERARCHY, DON QUIXOTE

LINEARLIST, SAPRAMIŠKA

2

HIERARCHY, DON QUIXOTE

LINEARLIST, SAPRAMIŠKA

3

HIERARCHY, SAPRAMIŠKA

LINEARLIST, DON QUIXOTE

4

HIERARCHY, SAPRAMIŠKA

LINEARLIST, DON QUIXOTE

5

RADIAL, DON QUIXOTE

LINEARLIST, SAPRAMIŠKA

6

RADIAL, DON QUIXOTE

LINEARLIST, SAPRAMIŠKA

7

RADIAL, SAPRAMIŠKA

LINEARLIST, DON QUIXOTE

8

RADIAL, SAPRAMIŠKA

LINEARLIST, DON QUIXOTE

9

SUNBURST, DON QUIXOTE

LINEARLIST, SAPRAMIŠKA

10

SUNBURST, DON QUIXOTE

LINEARLIST, SAPRAMIŠKA

11

SUNBURST, SAPRAMIŠKA

LINEARLIST, DON QUIXOTE

12

SUNBURST, SAPRAMIŠKA

LINEARLIST, DON QUIXOTE

13

CIRCLEPACK, DON QUIXOTE

LINEARLIST, SAPRAMIŠKA

14

CIRCLEPACK, DON QUIXOTE

LINEARLIST, SAPRAMIŠKA

15

CIRCLEPACK, SAPRAMIŠKA

LINEARLIST, DON QUIXOTE

16

CIRCLEPACK, SAPRAMIŠKA

LINEARLIST, DON QUIXOTE

17

LINEARLIST, SAPRAMIŠKA

HIERARCHY, DON QUIXOTE

18

LINEARLIST, SAPRAMIŠKA

HIERARCHY, DON QUIXOTE

19

LINEARLIST, DON QUIXOTE

HIERARCHY, SAPRAMIŠKA

20

LINEARLIST, DON QUIXOTE

HIERARCHY, SAPRAMIŠKA

21

LINEARLIST, SAPRAMIŠKA

RADIAL, DON QUIXOTE

22

LINEARLIST, SAPRAMIŠKA

RADIAL, DON QUIXOTE

23

LINEARLIST, DON QUIXOTE

RADIAL, SAPRAMIŠKA

24

LINEARLIST, DON QUIXOTE

RADIAL, SAPRAMIŠKA

25

LINEARLIST, SAPRAMIŠKA

SUNBURST, DON QUIXOTE

26

LINEARLIST, SAPRAMIŠKA

SUNBURST, DON QUIXOTE

27

LINEARLIST, DON QUIXOTE

SUNBURST, SAPRAMIŠKA

28

LINEARLIST, DON QUIXOTE

SUNBURST, SAPRAMIŠKA

29

LINEARLIST, SAPRAMIŠKA

CIRCLEPACK, DON QUIXOTE

30

LINEARLIST, SAPRAMIŠKA

CIRCLEPACK, DON QUIXOTE

31

LINEARLIST, DON QUIXOTE

CIRCLEPACK, SAPRAMIŠKA

32

LINEARLIST, DON QUIXOTE

CIRCLEPACK, SAPRAMIŠKA
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APPENDIX 5. Worksheets given to participants in observational experiment
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10 POVZETEK

1. UVOD
Sedanji bibliografski informacijski sistemi, kot so online knjižnični katalogi, uporabnikom ne nudijo
vseh potrebnih funkcij in slabo izkoriščajo bogastvo bibliografskih podatkov. Ob hitrem razvoju
informacijskih orodij in vse bolj zahtevnih uporabnikih so knjižnice že izgubile svojo vlogo
primarnega posrednika informacij. Kljub ponavljajočim se pozivom za izboljšanje sistemov pa so
bile spremembe počasne in šele v zadnjih nekaj letih so vse naprednejše storitve na spletu in nove
generacije uporabnikov prisilile knjižnice, da stopijo iz ustaljenih okvirjev in začnejo razvijati bolj
učinkovite uporabniške vmesnike. Spremembe na področju iskanja, predstavitve in navigacije pa
niso bile dovolj in knjižnični katalogi še vedno ne dosegajo vseh svojih potencialov in osnovnih
ciljev, ne zgolj zaradi slabo načrtovanih vmesnikov ampak tudi zaradi omejitev obstoječih struktur
in podatkov.
Naša raziskava je izhajala iz obstoječih pomanjkljivosti in predlagala alternativno zasnovo
trenutnim linearnim seznamom, ki bi lahko omogočila boljšo predstavitev in navigacijo znotraj
uporabniških vmesnikov informacijskih sistemov. Raziskava je temeljila na treh osrednjih ciljih:
1. predlagati model za izboljšanje predstavitve bibliografskih zapisov in navigacije v
bibliografskih informacijskih sistemih,
2. oblikovati zasnovo vmesnika za implementacijo predlaganega modela v prototipni sistem in
3. ovrednotiti model in zasnovo vmesnika skozi razvoj in testiranje uporabnosti prototipov.

2. IZHODIŠČA
Skozi zadnji dve stoletji je knjižnični katalog prešel iz knjižne v listkovno in nazadnje v računalniško
obliko. Vsaka transformacija je prinesla nove možnosti in izboljšala nekatere dotedanje
pomanjkljivosti, hkrati pa je bilo nekaj uporabnih karakteristik izgubljenih. Tako se je ob prehodu
iz listkovnega v računalniški katalog izgubila ena izmed osnovnih funkcij kataloga, in sicer da
katalog v celoti prikaže vsa dela istega avtorja in vse izdaje istega dela, ki so zbirki (Yee, 2005). Ta
funkcija predstavlja po Pariških načelih (International Conference on Cataloguing Principles, 1961)
enega izmed osnovnih ciljev kataloga, saj naj bi katalog predstavljal orodje za ugotavljanje:
-

ali ima knjižnica določeno knjigo, ki jo označuje
(a) avtor in stvarni naslov ali
(b) samo stvarni naslov, če avtor na publikaciji ni naveden, ali
(c) ustrezno nadomestilo za naslov, če avtor in stvarni naslov nista primerna ali ne
zadoščata za identifikacijo; in



(a) katera dela določenega avtorja
(b) katere izdaje določenega dela ima knjižnica.
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Če je prva od dveh funkcij namenjena iskanju znanega gradiva, druga funkcija (t.i. zbirna funkcija)
poudarja pregled nad gradivom v zbirki in združevanje izdaj glede na delo in avtorja. Da bi
knjižnični katalog torej izpolnil svojo zbirno funkcijo, bi moral povezati in skupaj prikazovati vse
izdaje dela in vse izdaje avtorjevih del, nekatere širše interpretacije pa k temu priključujejo tudi
dela, povezana z danim avtorjem ali z delom (Carlyle, 1997a).
Da bi bolje izpolnili zbirno funkcijo, je vrsta avtorjev poudarjala pomen vzpostavljanja koncepta
dela in kreacije povezav med deli, tako z namenom izboljšanja vmesnikov katalogov kot tudi za
bolj učinkovito organizacijo zapisov. Carlyle (1997a) je na primer zagovarjala, da bi organizacija
zapisov na podlagi relacij v vmesnikih lahko izboljšala uporabnikovo razumevanje pridobljenih
zapisov in tudi skrajšala dolge sezname rezultatov. Fattahi (2010) v svojih prispevkih podpira
kreacijo katalogov, ki bi bili bolj usmerjeni v znanje, saj naj bi vrednost katalogov ležala ne le v
najdenju relevantnih informacij, ampak tudi v posredovanju znanja o bibliografskem univerzumu
(povezanih delih, delih o določenem delu). Katalog naj bi po pisanju Fattahija tako predstavljal
integrirano sliko bibliografskih družin (entitet in relacij), ki bi bila razumljiva uporabnikom, česar
pa linearna struktura katalogov ne omogoča. Podobno Ercegovac (2006) meni, da bi moral katalog
pomagati uporabniku razumeti možnosti in vsebino podatkovne zbirke, ki jo uporabnik preiskuje
ter vključiti koncept bibliografskih družin v oblikovanje katalogov, saj bi ustvarjene skupine
pomagale uporabniku pri odločanju. Tudi Smiraglia (2007) piše, da bi vpeljava bibliografske
družine – skupine del, ki si delijo intelektualno vsebino in med seboj tvorijo različne relacije do
izvirnega dela, kot so prevodi, adaptacije, nadaljevanja, ipd. – pomagala doseči cilje kataloga.
Našteti pristopi za zbiranje in navigacijo med bibliografskimi zapisi so bili naslovljeni tudi v
Funkcionalnih zahtevah za bibliografske zapise (FZBZ), ki vzpostavlja koncept dela in z
identifikacijo entitet in relacij med entitetami poskuša ustvariti potrebne strukture v podatkih, ki
bi med drugim omogočile tudi predlagano združevanje in prikaz povezanih del v uporabniških
vmesnikih bibliografskih sistemov. Vrsta avtorjev piše o potencialu implementacije FZBZ koncepta
v kataloge v smislu, da bi to omogočilo kreacijo bolj učinkovitih in naprednih aplikacij in podprlo
nove, boljše načine iskanja, raziskovanja, navigacije in odkrivanja relevantnih dokumentov
(Aalberg et al., 2011; Riva, 2007; Arastoopoor et al. , 2011, O’Neill, 2002; Carlyle, 2006, Ercegovac,
2006). Navkljub očitnemu strinjanju stroke o pomenu FZBZ za izboljšanje uporabniške izkušnje pri
interakciji z bibliografskimi informacijskimi sistemi pa je ena izmed največjih pomanjkljivosti
modela ravno to, da je v veliki meri še vedno le teoretični koncept in da obstaja le peščica
delujočih sistemov, ki temeljijo na njem (Dickey, 2008). Ne le v praksi, tudi v literaturi se kaže
pomanjkanje raziskav in eksperimentov, kako bi FZBZ najbolje uporabili in prikazali v bibliografskih
informacijskih sistemih, še največ pozornosti je bilo posvečene razvoju samega modela ter
konverziji obstoječih zapisov v frbrizirano obliko, kjer še vedno obstoji vrsta problemov.
Naša raziskava je tako izhajala iz problemov, ki se kažejo v trenutnih bibliografskih sistemih ter na
eni strani raziskovala možnost uporabe FZBZ za izboljšanje bibliografskih zapisov na način, ki bi
omogočil nove funkcije, in se na drugi strani ukvarjala z vprašanjem, kako bibliografske zapise in
strukture, ki temeljijo na FZBZ, predstaviti v uporabniškem vmesniku. Kot potencialna rešitev je bil
izbran grafični prikaz (t.i. vizualizacija informacij), saj bi le-ta s svojimi strukturami in interaktivno
naravo lahko bolje podprl prikaz FZBZ entitet in relacij kot klasični linearni seznam.
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3. RAZVOJ PROTOTIPA
Na podlagi pregleda literature sta bila za osnovo pri oblikovanju modela izbrana FZBZ in koncept
družine del, določene pa so bile tudi naslednje funkcije, ki bi jih moral sistem podpirati:
a. povezati različne verzije in izdaje dela,
b. ustvariti relacije znotraj širšega koncepta družine del in
c. zagotoviti potrebne informacije in navigacijsko strukturo za podporo nalog najdenja,
identifikacije, izbire in navigacije.
V zadnjem desetletju smo že videli nekaj eksperimentov, ki so bolj ali manj uspešno poskušali
izvesti prvo točko s pomočjo frbrizacije in združevanja zapisov na ravni dela, medtem ko je točka b
ostala na konceptualni ravni, saj zasledimo le peščico sistemov, ki so deloma vgradili širše relacije,
pri čimer pa niti niso iskali rešitev znotraj MARC bibliografskih zapisov. Medtem ko sta točki a in b
osredotočeni na samo pripravo in procesiranje podatkov, točka c išče način, kako bi čim bolje
izkoristili ustvarjene podatke in jih uporabili za kreacijo intuitivne in učinkovite predstavitve in
navigacije med posameznimi entitetami in relacijami. Pri tem bi moral model enako dobro
delovati tako za majhne kot velike podatkovne množice ter biti intuitivno razumljiv tudi za
uporabnike, ki imajo redkokdaj opraviti z bibliografskimi podatki ter informacijskimi sistemi.
Z uresničitvijo vseh treh osnovnih funkcij, bi moral sistem torej podpirati naslednje naloge:
 locirati in razlikovati med različnimi izraznimi oblikami istega dela
 locirati in razlikovati med pojavnimi oblikami iste izrazne oblike
 locirati in identificirati določeno pojavno obliko dela
 identificirati izrazne oblike del znotraj pojavne oblike
 locirati in razlikovati med deli, povezanimi z danim delom
 identificirati relacije med povezanimi deli
 krmariti med povezanimi deli
 locirati in razlikovati med deli povezanimi z avtorjem danega dela
 identificirati relacije med avtorjem in z njim povezanimi deli
 krmariti med deli povezanimi z avtorjem.
Raznolikost bibliografskih podatkov in potreb uporabnikov nam sicer da vedeti, da enoten model
morda ne bi bil uporaben za vse vrste gradiv (glasbo, leposlovje, znanstvene publikacije, ipd.) ali
za vse namene. Različne uporabniške skupine na primer potrebujejo različne funkcije ali
informacije, kar pomeni, da se bo sistem, ustvarjen za uporabo v splošni knjižnici, zelo verjetno
moral razlikovati od sistema v visokošolskih ali specialnih knjižnicah. Enako lahko rečemo za
različne vrste gradiva; za vsako vrsto gradiva bi potrebovali ločeno študijo, ki bi pregledala
trenutno katalogizacijsko prakso in najpomembnejše relacije in atribute, ter predlagala možno
predstavitev podatkov. Ker bi bila to preobsežna naloga, smo omejili obseg naše raziskave na
leposlovna dela in ustvarili zasnovo, ki bi bila najbolj primerna za tipičen katalog splošne knjižnice.
Prav tako se model osredotoča zgolj na predstavitev in navigacijo znotraj družine del, ne pa na
celoten prikaz rezultatov poizvedovanja, saj je v prvi fazi razvoja pomembno predvsem testiranje
osnovne implementacije modela družine del ter preverjanje koncepta in zasnove vmesnika pri
uporabnikih.
Da bi lahko uresničili vse opisane zahteve, je razvojni proces zavzemal dve med seboj prepletajoči
se področji: pripravo bibliografskih podatkov in razvoj uporabniškega vmesnika.
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3.1. BIBLIOGRAFSKI PODATKI
a) DRUŽINE DEL
Glede na različne velikosti ter možen razpon relacij in atributov znotraj bibliografskih družin so
bile izbrane 4 družine del za testiranje implementacije modela: Male ženske, Millenium trilogija,
Don Kihot in Sapramiška. Za vsako delo so bili preko Mercury Z39.50 klienta pridobljeni MARCXML
zapisi (večina jih je temeljila na MARC21 formatu), pri čemer so bili zapisi ročno izbirali tako, da so
zajeli čim več različnih scenarijev, ki se lahko pojavijo v družinah del. Izbrane družine torej niso
vsebovale vseh obstoječih verzij in relacij, ampak so predstavljale imitacijo knjižničnega kataloga,
kjer ima knjižnica na voljo le določene izdaje dela, sorodnih del ter drugih del avtorja oziroma o
avtorju.
Skupno je bilo prevzetih 270 zapisov iz različnih katalogov:
- 70 za roman Male ženske (17 pojavnih oblik dela Male ženske, 38 pojavnih oblik
povezanih del, ter 15 pojavnih oblik drugih del povezanih z avtorico Louiso May Alcott)
- 40 za Millenium trilogijo (28 pojavnih oblik delov trilogije, 4 pojavne oblike povezanih del
ter 9 pojavnih oblik drugih del povezanih z avtorjem Stiegom Larssonom).
- 70 za delo Don Kihot (37 pojavnih oblik dela Don Kihot, 19 pojavnih oblik povezanih del in
14 pojavnih oblik drugih del povezanih z avtorjem)
- 90 za pravljico Sapramiška (7 pojavnih oblik pravljice Sapramiška, 3 pojavne oblike
povezanih del s Sapramiško, 80 pojavnih oblik del avtorice Svetlane Makarovič)
Slika 1 in Slika 2 prikazujeta shemi entitet in relacij znotraj 70ih zapisov za družino del povezano z
Don Kihotom. Takšne sheme so bile ustvarjene za vse štiri družine in so služile pri pregledovanju
rezultatov frbrizacije, saj je morala frbrizacija ustvariti enake entitete in relacije kot so bile
zarisane na shemah. V 70 zapisih je bilo tako identificiranih 23 izraznih oblik in 33 pojavnih oblik
Cervantesovega Don Kihota, 47 del povezanih z Don Kihotom ter 25 del povezanih s Cervantesom:
 Med izraznimi oblikami Don Kihota jih je veliko število rezultat mnogih prevodov originalnega
španskega teksta (E0), ki so bili skozi leta v vsakem jeziku prevedeni, revidirani ali skrajšani s
strani različnih oseb. V slovenščini (E15-E18) je le en prevod celotnega besedila (E17),
medtem ko so ostale tri izrazne oblike skrajšani prevodi, med angleškimi izraznimi oblikami
(E1-E14) pa poleg celotnih prevodov in skrajšanih verzij najdemo tudi zvočne posnetke
besedila različnih pripovedovalcev (E5, E6), revidiran prevod (E12) in izbor tekstov iz
celotnega besedila (E2).
 Med pojavnimi oblikami je bila večina izdaj bila dopolnjena z ilustracijami ali spremno besedo
ali pa obojim, ena izmed izdaj je bila dvojezična in je tako vsebovala dve izrazni obliki Don
Kihota (E1 in E2). Večina pojavnih oblik je bila izdana v obliki tiskane knjige, le ena v obliki eknjige in dve na CD-ju.
 Dela povezana z Don Kihotom predstavljajo razne adaptacije dela, od risanih filmov, do iger,
glasbe, baletov, priredb za otroke, stripov ipd. kot tudi dela o Don Kihotu, kot so TV
dokumentarci, literarne kritike, spremne besede, nekatere izmed njih izdana samostojno,
druga kot dodatek k izdajam Don Kihota.
 Med deli, povezanimi s Cervantesom, je družina vsebovala 8 del o Cervantesu (biografije,
literarne študije, referenčna dela in roman) kot tudi nekatera druga Cervantesova dela (igra,
zbirka novel in dva romana).
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Primer Don Kihota prikazuje, katere
ka
entitete, povezave in karakteristike smo želeli v našem
sistemu predstaviti uporabniku znotraj prikaza t.i. zapisa dela. Na takšen način je uporabniku
podana vrsta informacij, za katere morda niti ne bi vedel, da obstajajo, bi jih v svojem iskanju
znotraj dolgega seznama rezultatov spregledal ali pa bi moral narediti kompleksnejšo poizvedbo.

Slika 1
1. Primer shem
heme primarnih entitet in relacij identificiranih v zapisih za delo Don Kihot.
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Slika 2
2.. Shema del povezanih s Cervantesom, avtorjem Don Kihota.

b) FRBRIZACIJA
Da bi omogočili vse načrtovane funkcije, je bilo potrebno obstoječe bibliografske zapise pretvoriti
iz klasične MARC oblike v obliko,
obliko, ki temelji na FZBZ konceptu.
konceptu. Frbrizacija, kot tudi imenujemo
takšno pretvorbo
pretvorbo, identificira posamezne entitete in ustvari ločen zapis za delo, pojavno in izrazno
obliko ter entitete med sabo poveže z identifikator
identifikatorji.. Da bi lahko raziskali ves potencial FZBZ-ja
FZBZ ter
odgovorili na vprašanje, kako FZBZ najbolje
jbolje izkoristiti v bibliografskih sistemih,
sistemih je bilo potrebno
poskrbeti za kar najbolj celovito frbrizacijo
frbrizacijo. To je pomenilo, da ni bila dovolj avtomatična
pretvo
pretvorba
rba obstoječih zapisov, saj so pretekli poskusi frbrizacij (O’Neill,
O’Neill, 2007; Hickey et al.,
al. 2002;
Aalberg, 2002; Aalberg et al, 2011; Ercegovac, 2006
2006)) že pokazali, da nekonsistentnosti, napake in
manjkajoči podatki v obstoječih bibliografskih zapisih onemogočajo
ogočajo identifikacijo vseh entitet in
relacij, ampak je bilo p
potrebno
otrebno obstoječe zapise najprej ročno dopolniti in poenotiti. Na podlagi
obogatenih zapisov smo nato določili pravila za frbrizacijo in pretvorili zapise ter generirali
generirali grafe, s
pomočjo katerih je bilo mogoče preveriti,
preveriti, če so bile vse entitete in relacije pravilno identificirane.
Do
o popol
popolnega
nega rezultata je bilo potrebnih več ponovitev, v vsaki se je na podlagi grafičnega izpisa
iskalo napake v osnovnih MARC zapisih ali v pravilih za konverzijo
konverzijo, naredilo potrebne spremembe
ter ponovno preveril
preverilo uspešnost frbrizacije. Končni seznam narejenih sprememb je bil sledeč:
sledeč




Konsistentna uporaba opisne identifikacije. V vseh zapisih so bili dodani podatki, ki so
poskrbeli za identifikacijo primarnih entitet in agentov, kot tudi za vpis glavnih atributov
kot so oblika dela, jezik,
jezik, vrsta vsebine, žanr in tip medija. Uporabljena so bila nekatera
nova polj
polja v MARC21 (336, 337, 338 in 380) kot tudi podpolj
podpolje $8 za povezavo posameznih
atributov s pravo entiteto.
Kode avtorstva
avtorstva. V poljih 100 in 700 je bila vsakemu agentu v podpolju $4 dodana
d
na koda, ki
je označevala njegovo vlogo (avtor, ilustrator, dirigent, …) in hkrati pomagala povezati
agenta na ustrezno raven, na primer avtorja na raven dela, preva
prevajalca
jalca na raven izrazne
oblike itd.
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Povezovanje polj. V primeru, ko je v izdaji več izraznih oblik istega ali različnih del, imajo
te entitete različne atribute. Prav tako so lahko agenti povezani le z eno entiteto in ne z
vsemi. Da bi ločili in povezali prave atribute in agente k ustreznim primarnim entitetam, je
bilo uporabljeno podpolje $8.
Identifikacija povezanih entitet. Polja 700/730 in 776 so bila uporabljena za kreacijo
povezav med povezanimi deli, med povezanimi izraznimi in povezanimi pojavnimi
oblikami. S podpoljem $i je bila izražena narava povezave (ali gre za adaptacijo,
nadaljevanje, prevod), medtem ko so bila ostala podpolja namenjena identifikaciji
povezane entitete, saj nismo imeli potrebnih unikatnih identifikatorjev entitet, s katerimi
bi to lažje dosegli. V poljih 700/730 so bili uporabljeni tudi indikatorji, s katerimi smo
razlikovali med različnimi vsebinami analitičnih in dodatnih vpisov.

Poleg frbriziranih zapisov za naše nadaljnje delo je ta del raziskave prinesel tudi pomembne
smernice na področju identifikacije entitet in relacij znotraj MARC21 zapisov. S spremembami, ki
so bile potrebne za uspešno pretvorbo zapisov smo namreč pokazali, kateri podatki in v kakšni
obliki so nujno potrebni v naših zapisih, če želimo v prihodnosti ustvarjati zapise, ki temeljijo na
modelu FZBZ. Prav tako smo pokazali, da je s pravilnim pristopom možna identifikacija vseh
entitet in relacij tudi v MARC21 formatu. Čeprav so v razvoju novi formati, ki bi bili bolj primerni za
zapise, ki temeljijo na FZBZ, pa bi s pomočjo teh pravil lahko v vmesnem času že ustvarjali zapise,
ki bi jih bilo kasneje veliko lažje pretvorili v nove oblike.

3.2. RAZVOJ VMESNIKA
a) ZASNOVA
V zasnovi vmesnika smo določili, kako bodo frbrizirani podatki prikazani v uporabniškem vmesniku
ter kakšna interakcija s podatki bo omogočena uporabnikom. Že v fazi načrtovanja sistema je bilo
ugotovljeno, da klasični linearni seznami niso najbolj primerna rešitev za prikaz bogastva
frbriziranih podatkov, saj ne dajejo možnosti predstavitve raznovrstnih struktur, ki se pojavljajo v
bibliografskem svetu, prav tako pa ne omogočajo dobrega pregleda in navigacije med zapisi. Kot
alternativa obstoječim linearnim seznamom je bila zato za zasnovo vmesnika izbrana vizualizacija
informacij.
V bibliografskih podatkih, ki temeljijo na FZBZ-ju, se pojavljata dve vrsti struktur: hierarhične in
mrežne. Čeprav je FZBZ navadno predstavljen kot zgolj hierarhični model, pa vemo, da so relacije
med entitetami mnogo bolj razvejane, saj lahko ena pojavna oblika vključuje več izraznih oblik
istega ali različnih del, nova izrazna oblika lahko izhaja iz že obstoječe izrazne oblike, itd. Prikaz
vseh teh struktur bi zahteval uporabo mrežne vizualizacijske tehnike, vendar pa slednja ne
omogoča hitrega pregleda nad vsebino niti primerjave med možnostmi ali hitrega dostopa do
tega, kar uporabniku najbolj ustreza. V literaturi se kot ena izmed rešitev, ki omogoča
uporabnikom hitrejšo navigacijo in bolj smiselno ureditev bibliografskih zapisov še posebno v
primeru večjih podatkovnih setov, pojavlja ideja kategorij oziroma združenih vozlišč ter
hierarhičnih struktur.
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Ker je bil glavni cilj raziskave kreacija prototipa, ki bi kar najbolje izkoristil FZBZ podatkovne
strukture v bibliografskih informacijskih sistemih in bi hkrati ustvaril pozitivno uporabniško
izkušnjo pri interakciji z uporabniškim vmesnikom, smo se odločili, da delo nadaljujemo s
hierarhično in ne mrežno vizualno predstavitvijo. S to odločitvijo smo sicer izgubili nekaj možnosti
za predstavitev horizontalnih struktur znotraj podatkov, vendar smo hkrati pridobili veliko boljšo
možnost združevanja ne le pojavnih oblik iste izrazne oblike ali izraznih oblik istega dela, ampak
tudi drugih relacij in atributov za prikaz relevantnih informacij o družini del. Takšna rešitev tako
upošteva ugotovitve iz literature, ki zagovarjajo kategorizacijo kot osnovo za boljšo podporo
navigaciji in raziskovanju ter obvladovanje velikih podatkovnih struktur.
Zaradi omejitev hierarhične strukture pri prikazu horizontalnih povezav je bilo potrebno iskati
druge rešitve, ki bi omogočile njihovo vključitev v prikaz. Delna rešitev je bila tako ustvarjena z
ločenim prikazom hierarhičnih struktur za tri glavne tipe relacij, ki jih želimo predstaviti znotraj
zapisa družine del:
-

verzije: prikaz izraznih in pojavnih oblik izbranega dela
povezana dela: prikaz del, ki so povezana z danim delom
avtorjev opus in dela o avtorju: prikaz drugih del istega avtorja ali del o tem avtorju.

Pri implementaciji frbriziranih podatkov na uporabniški vmesnik smo se odločili, da ne bomo
neposredno preslikovali primarnih entitet ampak da bomo, po zgledu nekdanjih pravil za urejanje
listkovnih katalogov ter primerov kategorizacij iz literature, podatke prikazali na uporabniku bolj
prijazen način. Tako je bila ustvarjena nekoliko bolj obširna hierarhija kategorij (glej Slika 3), ki pa
je še vedno upoštevala oziroma temeljila na konceptih FZBZ. Takšen pristop so v svojem delu
predlagali tudi Arastoopoor et al. (2011), saj je njihova raziskava z uporabniki pokazala, da je
potrebno iti preko enostavnega prenosa kategorij dela, izrazne in pojavne oblike ter aplicirati bolj
podrobno hierarhično strukturo, ki temelji na specifikacijah bibliografske družine.
Pri zasnovi za predstavitev verzij dela je do največjih sprememb prišlo na ravni izrazne oblike, kjer
so bile vpeljane tri ravni kategorij: jezik, vrsta vsebine in verzije. Uporabnik bi tako najprej izbral
jezik, nato vrsto vsebine (ali želi imeti tekst ali govorjeno besedilo) in nazadnje še verzijo glede na
prevajalca, pripovedovalca, skrajšano obliko itd. Dodatne kategorije so bile uvedene tudi pri
povezanih delih, kjer so bila dela združena glede na vrsto relacije (torej ali gre na primer za
priredbo, nadaljevanje, delo o izbranem delu ipd.) ter znotraj vsake skupine še glede na vrsto dela
(npr. glasbena priredba, filmska priredba, priredba za otroke). Podobno so bila znotraj del,
povezanih z avtorjem, dela združena glede na osnovno relacijo do avtorja (dela o avtorju ali
avtorjeve stvaritve) ter znotraj tega glede na obliko dela.
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Slika 3
3. Preslikava FZBZ podatkovnih struktur na hierarhično predstavitveno strukturo.
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Pred implementacijo prototipa je bilo potrebno določiti še, katere vizualizacijske tehnike bodo
uporab
uporabljene
ljene v prototipu
prototipu. Vizualizacija informacij namreč ponuja vrsto različnih hierarhičnih tehnik,
tehnik
ker pa je bil namen raziskave tudi ugotoviti
ugotoviti,, katera izmed njih bi bila najprimernejša za naše
potrebe ter najbolj intuitivna za uporabnike, je bil potreben hkraten razvoj in testiranje
testiranje več tehnik.
Pri izbiri je bila upoštevana kategorizacija
katego
a štirih najpogostejših hierarhičnih predstavitev (Zhao et
al., 2005)
2005),, za vsako izmed njih pa je bila izbrana ena izmed možnih tehnik:
A.
B.
C.
D.

hierarhičen zamaknjen oris (na kratko hierarhija),
hierarhija)
krožnii graf,
krožni drevesni zemljevid (poznan tudi pod imenom
imen
»radial treemap«),
treemap in
koncentrični krogi (poznan tudi pod imenom »sunburst
sunburst«).

A in B tehniki predstavljata drevesni graf vozlišč in povezav, medtem ko tehniki C in D spadata
med prostorsko-zapolnitvene
zapolnitvene drevesne strukture
strukture.
A

B

C

D

b) IMPLEMENTACIJA
Da bi lahko preverili uporabnost in izvedlji
izvedljivost predlaganega modela in zasnove, je bil v naslednji
fazi razvit prototip FrbrVis, ki je omogočil predstavitev ter navigacijo znotraj družine del. Slika 4
prikazuje osnovno ogrodje prototipa, kjer je leva stran namenjena vizualni navigaciji, medtem ko
se na desni strani prikazujejo zapisi, ki pripadajo izbrani kategoriji v vizualni navigaciji. Na vrhu so
bili uporab
uporabljeni tri
trije zavihki,, s pomočjo katerih se uporabnik premika med tremi prikazi podatkov,
torej verzijami dela, povezanimi deli ter deli avtorja in o avtorju. Končna podoba prototipa s
primerom hierarhičnega zamaknjenega orisa je prikazana v Slika 5
5.
Štiri
tiri izbrane hierarhične tehnike za vizualni prikaz in navigacijo so bile implementirane v vse tri
zavihke oziroma prikaze
prikaze. Slika 5, Slika 6
6, Slika 7 in Slika 8 predstavljajo primere štirih vizualnih
tehnik ter hierarhično strukturo znotraj prikazov verzij, povezanih del in del avtorja/o avtorju za
primer Don K
Kihota.
ihota. Vizualni prikazi so interaktivni, kar pomeni, da se ob kliku na izbrano
kategorijo prikažejo njene podkategorije. Pri tem se morebitne druge odprte kategorije zaprejo
ter v nekaterih vizualizacijah tudi nekoliko premaknejo, da se ustvari prostor za prikaz
podkategorij. Na takšen način uporabnik lahko zoži število zapisov, ki jih mora pregledati,
pregledati ter
hkrati še vedno vidi, m
med
ed katerimi drugimi možnostmi lahko izbira.
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Slika 4
4.. Ogrodje FrbrVis prototipa.

Slika 5
5. Končna izvedba FrbrVis prototipa s primerom hierarhičnega zamaknjenega orisa.
orisa
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Slika 6
6. Prikaz s koncentričnimi krogi za navigacijo med verzijami Don Kihota.

Slika 7
7.. Primer krožnega grafa za prikaz del, povezanih z Don Kihotom.
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Slika 8
8.. Primer navigacije med deli o avtorju v tehniki krožnega drevesnega zemljevida.

4. TESTIRANJE UPORABNOSTI PROTOTIPA
Da bi ocenili uporabnost predlaganega modela
ela ter zasnove vmesnika, smo razvite prototipe v
decembru 2011 in januarju 2012 testirali z dvema študijama uporabnosti. S testiranjem
uporabnosti smo želeli
želeli:
a) primerjati
ti FZBZ-vizualn
vizualni pristop ter pristop, značilen za trenutne knjižnične kataloge
b) primerjati štiri FZBZ-vizualne
FZBZ vizualne zasnove med seboj in odkriti morebitne uporabnostne
težave
ve ter
c) primerjati primernost posameznih prototipnih zasnov za bolj ali manj kompleksne
podatkovne množice
množice..
Da bi lahko testirali točko a), je bilo potrebno pred začetkom
kom testiranja razviti še en osnovni
prototip, in sicer tipičen primer kataloga, kkakršen je danes v uporabi v knjižnicah. Tako imenovani
»linearni« prototip (Slika 9) je prikazoval zapise na tradicionalen način, torej kot seznam izdaj, ki
jih vsebuje zbirka (uporabljeni so bili isti MARC zapisi kot za FrbrVis prototip, le da niso bili
frbrizirani), imel pa je tudi fasetno navigacijo, ki se vse bolj uveljavlja v modernih katalogih. Ker
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tradicionalen pristop ne omogoča sistematičnega povezovanja sorodnih del ter del avtorja/o
avtorju in ker naš prototip ni imel iskalne funkcije, sta bila ustvarjena dva zavihka s simulacijo
tipičnega
nega seznam
seznama zadetkov, kot ga uporabnik dobi, če v ključne besede vpiše avtorja in naslov ter
če v ključne besede vpiše le avtorja. Ob testiranju je bilo to razloženo tudi udeležencem v
raziskavi.

Slika 9
9.. Osnovni »linearni« prototip, ki je predstavljal tradicionalen prikaz podatkov.

Raziskovalna
aziskovalna vprašanja pri evalvaciji so bila torej naslednja:




Ali je razlika v učinkovitosti, uspešnosti in uporabniškem zadovoljstvu med prototipom, ki
predstavlja trenutne knjižnične kataloge in FZBZ-vizualnimi
FZBZ vizualnimi prototipi?
Ali je razlika v učinkovitosti, uspešnosti in uporabniškem zadovoljstvu med štirimi FZBZFZBZ
vizualnimi prikaznimi tehnikami?
tehnikami
Ali je razlika v učinkovitosti, uspešnosti in uporabniškem zadovoljstvu med različnimi
družinami del znotraj posamezne prototipne zasnove?
zasn
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4.1. ZASNOVA
Da bi odgovorili na zastavljena raziskovalna vprašanja, smo zasnovali dve testiranji uporabnosti:
formalni eksperiment in opazovalni eksperiment. Obe testiranji sta bili izvedeni na različnih
fakultetah v Ljubljani (Ekonomska fakulteta, Pedagoška fakulteta, Fakulteta za družbene vede,
Fakulteta za matematiko in fiziko, Filozofska fakulteta, Naravoslovnotehniška fakulteta,
Biotehniška fakulteta, in Fakulteta za gradbeništvo in geodezijo), pri čemer je bil na vsaki izmed
njih v posebni sobi vzpostavljen začasen prenosni laboratorij. Testiranje je v povprečju trajalo
okoli 45 minut, študente, ki bi bili pripravljeni sodelovati v raziskavi, pa smo iskali na hodnikih
fakultet. Z osredotočenjem na študentsko populacijo in spektrom udeležencev različnih smeri
študija smo želeli čim bolje nadzirati morebitne zunanje spremenljivke, ki bi lahko vplivale na
rezultat.
Formalni eksperiment je bil usmerjen na konkretne meritve pri reševanju nalog, ki bi nam lahko
pomagale primerjati in oceniti različne prototipne zasnove, medtem ko smo z opazovalnim
eksperimentom želeli pridobiti natančnejši vpogled v celostno razumevanje prikazov in navigacije
v linearnem prototipu in FZBZ-vizualnem pristopu. Pri formalnem eksperimentu je uporabnik
reševal konkretne naloge, pri analizi posnetkov testiranj pa je bil označen čas, potreben za
dokončanje naloge, uspešnost pri reševanju, optimalnost uporabe navigacijskih elementov in
stopnja težavnosti, s katero je uporabnik prispel do odgovora. Prav tako so za vsako nalogo
uporabniki sami določili, kako težka ali lahka se jim je zdela. Pri opazovalnem eksperimentu pa so
udeleženci dobili le splošno navodilo, naj uporabijo prototip in povedo, kakšne funkcije so na voljo
ter kaj vse so izvedeli o delu ter o avtorju.
V formalnem eksperimentu je bilo med seboj primerjanih 5 različnih prototipov (linearni prototip
in 4 FZBZ-vizualni prototipi), v vsakem izmed prototipov pa so bile testirane 4 družine del (za vsako
družino del smo pripravili 10 nalog, katerih vrstni red se je menjal). To pomeni, da je imela študija
20 eksperimentalnih pogojev, pri čemer so bili vsakemu udeležencu dodeljeni 3 pogoji. Zaradi
velikega števila testnih pogojev ni bilo mogoče aplicirati popolne tehnike protiuteži za zmanjšanje
efekta vrstnega reda, zato je bila uporabljena naključna tehnika protiuteži za razporejanje
pogojev, kjer sta bili upoštevani le pravili, in sicer da se je vsak pogoj pojavil 6-krat na vsaki poziciji
in da prototipna zasnova in družina del nista bili ponovljeni v isti sekvenci. Kreiranih je bilo 120
testnih sekvenc, kar je pomenilo, da je bil vsak pogoj testiran 18-krat, vsaka prototipna zasnova
72-krat in vsaka družina del 90-krat, število testov pa je omogočilo statistično obdelavo večine
podatkov.
V testiranje je bilo vključenih 120 udeležencev, 40 moških in 80 žensk starih med 17 in 37 let
(M=22.5, SD=0.31). Večina izmed njih je bila dodiplomskih ali podiplomskih študentov, le 5 jih je
pred kratkim zaključilo študij in niso bili vpisani v noben univerzitetni program. Razmerje med
moškimi in ženskami (1/3 moških, 2/3 žensk) kot tudi razporejenost udeležencev glede na smer
študija (65% družboslovje, humanistika in pedagogika, 35% naravoslovje in tehnika) sovpada s
splošnimi proporci v slovenski študentski populaciji (Evrostudent, 2010).
V opazovalnem eksperimentu pa je vsak udeleženec dobil dva prototipna sistema, klasični
linearni prototip ter enega izmed FZBZ-vizualnih prototipov. Ker je bil ta eksperiment namenjen
pridobivanju kvalitativnih in ne kvantitativnih podatkov, je bil test izveden z manjšim številom
testirancev. Opravljenih je bilo 32 testov, ponovno pa je bila uporabljena tehnika protiuteži za
zmanjševanje efekta vrstnega reda uporabe prototipov. Podobno kot v prvi študiji je bilo razmerje
moških (37,5%) in žensk (62,5%) primerljivo s proporci v študentski populaciji.
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4.2. REZULTATI

A) PRIMERJAVA LINEARNEGA IN FRBRVIS PROTOTIPA
 Velika večina rezultatov govori v prid FZBZ-vizualnemu pristopu: v formalnem eksperimentu
je bila uporabniška izkušnja v vseh merah (čas za dokončanje naloge, uspešnost, uporaba
navigacije, lahkost uporabe, intuitivnost, subjektivna ocena udeležencev) boljša v FrbrVis
prototipu kot v osnovnem sistemu, medtem ko sta bila v opazovalnem eksperimentu oba
pristopa skorajda izenačena, vendar je še vedno več kot polovica uporabnikov FZBZ-vizualni
pristop ocenila kot boljši ter bila mnenja, da je v tem prototipu dobila bolj celosten pregled
nad družino del. To kaže, da je FZBZ-vizualni pristop intuitiven, še posebej če upoštevamo
dejstvo, da so se udeleženci v študiji prvič srečali s takim sistemom, medtem ko je večina že
uporabljala vmesnike podobne linearnemu prototipu. Iz tega verjetno izhaja tudi razlika med
preferencami v prvem in drugem testu. V prvem testu so bili uporabniki zaposleni z nalogami
in so skozi uporabo sistema hitro ugotovili, da kljub novemu pristopu dokaj hitro in
učinkovito lahko pridejo do odgovorov, medtem ko so imeli kar nekaj problemov pri pravilni
uporabi fasetne navigacije in interpretaciji rezultatov v linearnem prototipu. V drugem testu,
kjer niso reševali konkretnih nalog in tako niso izkusili vseh prednosti FrbrVis prototipa, pa so
udeleženci pokazali večjo naklonjenost že poznanemu principu, pogosto z utemeljitvijo, da so
tega najbolj navajeni.
 Linearni prototip je bil nekoliko uspešnejši pri nalogah, ko je bilo za rezultat potrebno izbrati
le eno pravilno kategorijo znotraj fasetne navigacije, medtem ko se je moral v FrbrVis
prototipu uporabnik prebijati skozi hierarhijo, da je našel isti podatek. Recimo pri iskanju
esejev, katerih urednik je bil Stieg Larsson, je bilo potrebno v FrbrVis prototipu najti pravo
kategorijo, ki je bila skrita na tretji ravni hierarhije, medtem ko je bila v fasetni navigaciji
kategorija »eseji« prikazana takoj. Če se je fasetna navigacija izkazala v primeru znanega
gradiva, pa je bila vizualna navigacija veliko uspešnejša pri nalogah, kjer so morali udeleženci
opisati, kaj vse jim je na voljo ali med kakšnimi verzijami ali izdajami lahko izbirajo.
 FrbrVis je dosegal najboljše rezultate pri bolj kompleksnih strukturah, medtem ko je bil
linearni prototip uspešnejši pri enostavnih delih (vendar tudi pri teh še vedno slabši od
FrbrVis prototipa).

B)

PRIMERJAVA ŠTIRIH FZBZ-VIZUALNIH PRIKAZNIH TEHNIK

V obeh testih, formalnem eksperimentu in opazovalnem eksperimentu, sta se hierarhični
zamaknjeni oris in prikaz s koncentričnimi krogi izkazala za najbolj uspešna in učinkovita kot tudi
priljubljenima pri udeležencih, tretje mesto je pri vseh merah pripadlo krožnemu drevesnemu
zemljevidu, zadnje mesto pa je zasedel krožni graf. V drugem eksperimentu je bilo število testov
premajhno za kakšne nadaljnje zaključke, v prvi študiji pa smo lahko videli, da je bil takšen vrstni
red znova in znova potrjen pri vseh merah, tako uspešnosti in učinkovitosti kot subjektivnih
ocenah udeležencev.
Tehnika krožnega grafa se je jasno pokazala kot najslabša izmed štirih uporabljenih tehnik, saj so
bili udeleženci s to tehniko najpočasnejši in najbolj neuspešni pri reševanju nalog, prav tako pa se
je izkazala kot težko za uporabo in najmanj intuitivno, kar se je vse odražalo v mnenju
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uporabnikov, ki so jo uvrstili na zadnje mesto in ji dodelili največ negativnih oznak. Krožni graf je
bila tudi edina FZBZ-vizualna zasnova, ki ni bila vedno uspešnejša od linearnega prototipa.
Udeleženci v študiji so poročali o problemih kot so prevelika razpršenost vozlišč, nejasna
hierarhična struktura ter spreminjanje pozicije vozlišč. Vse tri karakteristike so otežile hiter
pregled nad prikazanim, zaradi česar so morali udeleženci več časa posvetiti pregledovanju
elementov ter ugotavljanju, kaj spada skupaj ter kako so posamezni elementi povezani. Ker se je
ob vsaki interakciji prikaz zopet spremenil in so se vozlišča premaknila iz prejšnje pozicije, so
morali zopet pregledati cel zaslon, da so ugotovili, kaj se je zgodilo in kje točno se sedaj nahajajo.
Krožni drevesni zemljevid se je izkazal za nekoliko uspešnejšega od krožnega grafa (razlika ni bila
vedno statistično pomembna), je bil pa veliko bolje sprejet s strani uporabnikov. Komentarji
uporabnikov so razkrili manj težav pri uporabi, med najpogosteje omenjenimi problemi je bil
občutek izgubljenosti v hierarhiji, ki se je pojavil ob brskanju, ko udeleženci niso vedno videli,
znotraj katerih nadrejenih kategorij se nahajajo ter katere druge kategorije spadajo na isto raven v
hierarhiji. V prikazu povezanih del ter avtorjevih stvaritev in del o avtorju se je krožni drevesni
zemljevid izkazal skoraj enako dobro kot najuspešnejši vizualni tehniki, medtem ko je bil slabše
uporaben pri nalogah znotraj prikaza verzij dela.
Hierarhični oris in prikaz s koncentričnimi krogi sta bila vseskozi najbolje uvrščena prikaza, tako v
učinkovitosti in uspešnosti kot pri preferencah uporabnikov. V prvem eksperimentu je imel
hierarhični oris sicer večkrat boljši rezultat, vendar pa mu je prikaz s koncentričnimi krogi vedno
tesno sledil in razlike večinoma niso bile statistično pomembne. Udeleženci so pri označevanju
tehnik manj negativnih oznak namenili hierarhičnemu orisu in nekaj več uporabnostnih težav
zasledili pri prikazu s koncentričnimi krogi, vendar pa so ga kljub temu največkrat izbrali kot
najboljšega in uporabili več pozitivnih oznak pri njegovem opisovanju. V drugi študiji pa je bil
hierarhični oris z večjo razliko izbran kot najboljši prikaz s strani testirancev, vendar pa je večina
zelo pozitivno reagirala tudi na prikaz s koncentričnimi krogi, sploh kadar so ga vsaj na kratko
uporabili. V obeh testih smo opazili, da udeleženci sprva niso bili navdušeni nad prikazom s
koncentričnimi krogi, ko pa so ga aktivno uporabljali, so hitro razumeli kako deluje in so na koncu
testiranja večkrat komentirali, da se jim je zdel logičen in uporaben, ko so se ga navadili.
Zaradi izenačenosti obeh tehnik ni mogoče označiti le ene izmed njih za najboljšo. Vendar pa
rezultati in reakcije udeležencev v študiji kažejo velik potencial prikaza s koncentričnimi krogi.
Kljub nekaterim omejitvam zaradi pomanjkljive implementacije (manjkal je namreč plus znak, ki bi
označeval, da se pod kategorijo nahajajo podkategorije) se je v veliko primerih tehnika izkazala
enako dobro kot hierarhični oris. Kar je še bolj pomembno je morda to, da je bil, kljub novosti
takšnega krožnega prikaza in navajenosti udeležencev na hierarhični oris, prikaz s koncentričnimi
krogi izbran za najboljšega in se je tudi izkazal za zelo uspešnega in učinkovitega.
Lahko rečemo, da se je za eno najbolj pomembnih karakteristik vizualnih tehnik, ki je vplivala na
učinkovitost in preference udeležencev, izkazala zmožnost predstavitve hierarhije na način, ki je
bil ne le hitro razumljiv, ampak tudi dobro organiziran in predstavljen na način, da je uporabnik na
vsaki točki vedel, kje v hierarhiji se nahaja. Obe najuspešnejši tehniki sta imeli te lastnosti.
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5. ZAKLJUČEK
Predstavljena raziskava je šele prvi korak k razvoju celostnega sistema in na tej točki še vedno
predvsem preizkuša različne pristope in rešitve. Vendar pa je testiranje uporabnosti razvitih
prototipov potrdilo, da sta predlagani model in zasnova vmesnika bolj uspešna od trenutno
uveljavljenega sistema kot tudi intuitivna za vse uporabnike, sploh za tiste, ki se le redko srečujejo
z bibliografskimi podatki ali leposlovjem. V nadaljevanju pa nas čaka še veliko dela, od nadaljnjega
razvoja dveh vizualizacijskih tehnik, ki sta se izkazali za najbolj uspešni, do razvoja novih
funkcionalnosti uporabniškega vmesnika, kot so integracija fasetne navigacije tudi v FrbrVis
prototip, implementacija iskanja in prikaza zadetkov ter bolj neposreden prikaz horizontalnih
relacij.
Lahko rečemo, da FrbrVis prototip predstavlja eno izmed prvih FZBZ implementacij, ki je šla preko
klasičnega prikaza dela, izrazne oblike, pojavne oblike in je vzpostavila tudi relacije znotraj širšega
konteksta družine del, hkrati pa je uporabila tudi povsem drugačen način navigacije in interakcije
kot je bil v uporabi do sedaj. Čeprav predlagani model in zasnova vmesnika nista rešitev, ki bi jo
lahko knjižnice takoj in enostavno prenesle v svojo prakso, pa predstavljata pomemben preskok
od samih konceptov in ciljev, ki bi jih morali bibliografski informacijski sistemi izpolnjevati, k
njihovemu uresničevanju. Naša raziskava tako prinaša konkretno implementacijsko zasnovo in
prikazuje, kako bi lahko bolje izkoristili vse prednosti FZBZ zapisov in jih uporabili za izboljšanje
funkcij bibliografskih informacijskih sistemov. Hkrati tudi upamo, da bo naše delo spodbudilo
nadaljnje raziskave kako kreirati, predstaviti in zgraditi sisteme na temeljih FZBZ konceptov ter
kako čim bolje na površje priklicati bogastvo bibliografskih informacij ter ustvariti bolj
funkcionalne sisteme.
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